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Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift 

Instrument Development for Nanomaterial Risk Assessment 

Dirk Broßell, Technische Universiteit Delft 

 

1. Zeer gevoelige in vitro modellen die Cyto-TP gebruiken, kunnen betrouwbaar voor-

spellen of verdere toxiciteitsproevennodig zijn en de noodzaak van dierproeven ver-

minderen. 

 

2. Door het scheiden van enkele vezels van een vezel-bevattendestof, maakt de nano-PMC 

het mogelijk elke vezel te tellen, eeninstrumentale gat in de Expositionsschatting. 

 

3. Een geoptimaliseerde aerodynamische lens in de inlaat die deeltjes dwingt dicht bij het 

radiale centrum van de classificator in te treden, zal de scheming van de nano-PMC 

verbeteren. 

 

4. De constructie van een modulair instrument met uitwisselbarecomponenten is de juiste 

manier om met onverwachte complicaties om te gaan. 

 

5. Zolang serum-supplementen die nodig zijn voor celkweek uit het bloed van runder 

foetussen gekweekt worden, zijn in vitro tests niet echt bevorderlijk voor het welzijn 

van dieren. 

 

6. De opmerking van Voltaire dat "gezond verstand niet zo wijdverbreid is" moet het 

leidend principe  voor bedrijfsveiligheidsfunctionarissen zijn. 

 

7. Een regulerende "nano"-definitie is nodig, zodat fabrikanten hun innovatieve materiaal 

kunnen markeren als „non-nano“. 

 

8. Een voorwaarde om het predikaat "wetenschapper" te verdienen, is in staat te zijn niet 

dat ene storende feit dat de meest gekoesterde hypothese ernstig bedreigt te negeren. 

 

9. Pogingen van de administratie afdelingen om de bureaucratie te vereenvoudigen  door  

het invoeren van inteligente software resulteert vaak in meer complexiteit. 

 

10. Een objectieve Nederlands-Duitse vergelijking van het fietstalent en de systemen voor 

fietswegen verklaart de noodzaak om  in Duitsland een helm te dragen. 

 

Deze stellingen worden opponeerbaar en verdedigbaar geacht en zijn als zodanig go-

edgekeurd door de promoter, Prof. dr. A. Schmidt-Ott. 
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Propositions belonging to the thesis 

Instrument Development for Nanomaterial Risk Assessment 

Dirk Broßell, Delft University of Technology 

 

 

1. Highly sensitive in vitro models applying the Cyto-TP can reliably predict if further 

toxicity testing is required and can reduce the need for animal experiments.  

 

2. By separating single fibres from a fibre-containing dust, the nano-PMC enables single 

fibre counting, an instrumental gap in exposure assessment. 

 

3. An optimized aerodynamic lens in the inlet that forces particles to enter the classifier 

near its radial centre would increase the resolution of the nano-PMC. 

 

4. Constructing a modular instrument with interchangeable components is the proper 

way to manage unforeseen complications. 

 

5. As long as serum-supplements that are needed for cell cultivation are harvested from 

the blood of bovine foetuses, in vitro tests are not really beneficial for animal welfare. 

 

6. An observation by Voltaire that “common sense is not so common” should be the guid-

ing principle for occupational safety officers. 

 

7. A regulatory “nano”-definition is desired so that manufacturers can confidently label 

their innovative materials as “non-nano”. 

 

8. One prerequisite for deserving to be called a scientist is the ability not to ignore that one 

annoying fact seriously challenging the cherished hypothesis. 

 

9. Endeavours of administration departments to simplify bureaucracy by implementing 

clever software often results in more complexity. 

 

10. An objective Dutch-German comparison of cycling talent and the bikeway systems 

explains the necessity to wear bicycle helmets in Germany. 

 

These propositions are considered opposable and defendable and as such have been ap-

proved by the supervisor, Prof. Dr. Andreas Schmidt-Ott. 
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General Introduction 

 Chapter 1:   General Introduction 
  

 

Technological sustainability is strongly connected to the precautionary principle that has been 

part of the environmental and health policy of the European Union. It is the practice to identify 

and reduce risks before they can emerge. A requirement is the ability to correctly predict the 

risk. For relatively new technologies like nanotechnology, prediction tools are often missing 

and must be developed. The current inability to comprehensibly address the fear that nanotech-

nology might be harmful to humans and the environment has lowered the public confidence in 

nanotechnology. Risk prediction tools are limited partly due to instrumental gaps that hamper 

the ability to examine nanomaterials for features that can be associated with their risk. In the 

following sections, these gaps are identified, providing the rationale for new instruments, 

developed over the course of this thesis, namely the nano-PMC and the Cyto-TP. 

 

The nano-PMC is a classifier for particle mass. In short, the nano-PMC can help to better 

characterize the potential of human exposure. The other device, the Cyto-TP, is an exposure 

module for an in vitro toxicity test for aerosols comprising nanomaterials. The Cyto-TP might 

be suitable to allow the correlation of results obtained in vitro with health effect observed in 

vivo and can therefore help to drastically reduce the need to conduct animal studies. Since 

exposure and toxicity are both important aspects of risk assessment, both instruments can play 

a significant role in promoting sustainable nanotechnology by enabling better and more fre-

quent testing, for example in the concept of safety-by-design, that was developed as a direct 

consequence of the precautionary principle to promote sustainability of nanotechnology. 
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Rising concerns about nanotechnology 

 1.1. Rising concerns about nanotechnology 

 

Ever since Richard Feynman proposed in 1959 in his famous lecture “There is Plenty of 

Room at the Bottom” that scientists and engineers should think small, nanotechnology has 

rapidly gained momentum and is now a fast growing source of innovations. By 2013, 

more than 70.000 workers in Germany alone are employed in ca. 110 enterprises that de-

velop nanotechnology products, generating revenue of around 1.7 billion € [1]. Simulta-

neously, concerns about possible negative impacts on human health and the environment 

by nanotechnology have been expressed, established by fear that the very properties that 

make nanomaterials so useful might also render them more harmful. In fact, influential 

non-government organizations like the German Bund für Umwelt und Naturschutz 

Deutschland (BUND) have already established tools like „nanowatch.de“, a register to 

inform (or warn) consumers about products containing nanomaterials [2]. The underlying 

general assumption is that the risk associated with nanotechnology is insufficiently char-

acterized so that nanomaterials need to be put under suspicion. Consequently, there is a 

public call for sustainable nanotechnology where the notion of safety plays a significant 

role in its development process. New developments should pose no risk to human health 

or the environment while retaining their functionality. Sustainability should be achieved 

with strategic risk research that accompanies innovation research. Otherwise, a loss of 

public confidence in nanotechnology will ultimately result in a loss of interest for inves-

tors and engineers in what, under different circumstances, would be a promising field of 

research and development [3].  

 

Basically, two questions are asked when the risk posed by nanomaterials has to be as-

sessed: Is there a chance that humans and the environment are exposed uncontrollably to 

the nanomaterial, and does the nanomaterial feature a new quality of toxicity? Both ques-

tions cannot be answered separately. For example, exposure must be expressed in a metric 

that can be related to health effects. Potential health effects first have to be identified. In 

turn, a toxicity test probing for a dose-dependent health effect must first specify the dose 

metric so that the exposure conditions can be chosen appropriately. Based on current 

knowledge about fine dust particles, for inhalation exposure assessment and inhalation 

toxicology, appropriate exposure dose metrics should be based on mass. This notion has 

been established after evaluating numerous studies on the health effects caused by fine 

dust particles [4]. Also, modes of action of lung-deposited particles are mediated by parti-

cle properties with their quantity scaling with deposited particle mass. It is reasonable to 

assume that the abovementioned notion also holds for particulate nanomaterials. Howev-

er, there is an ongoing scientific debate whether mass alone can describe the dose appro-
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priately [5, 6]. Other metrics like number, volume and surface area have been suggested to 

describe the dose more adequately [7, 8].  

 

When being expressed in deposited mass, the dose in the lung after inhalation depends on 

factors like breathing rate, inhaled volume and deposition efficiency of particles in the 

pulmonary tract and also on the particle mass concentration in the breathing zone of the 

exposed subject. It is therefore useful to measure the particle mass concentration. Howev-

er, methods traditionally used to determine the mass concentration of fine dust are not 

suitable for nanoparticles. These methods are usually gravimetrical, i.e. based on measure-

ing the mass increase by particle deposition by weighing the collected samples [9]. How-

ever, the lower mass detection limit of even the most sensitive of scales, for example 

quartz crystal microbalances [10], is simply not reached in appropriate particle collection 

times as nanoparticles exhibit masses that are many orders of magnitude smaller com-

pared to their micro-particle counterparts. This leaves an instrumental gap for the accu-

rate determination of the nanoparticle mass concentration in both exposure assessments 

and inhalation toxicity studies. 

 

Apart from accurately assessing the exposure in terms of mass, the assessment of the 

toxicity of nanoparticles is a particular challenge, simply due to the great number of na-

nomaterials that basically have to be tested individually. Chemicals are traditionally regu-

latory tested according to animal models to determine their potential to be hazardous to 

humans. In vivo studies are expensive and time-consuming and also ethically questiona-

ble. Alternatives for animal studies have therefore been put under consideration, but so 

far, only a handful of tests that look for specific toxic endpoints have been approved, like 

the Ames-test that predicts the mutagenic potential of chemicals after assessing its geno-

toxicity on bacteria [11]. However, no such in vitro test exists to predict the inhalation 

toxicity of particulate matter, due to the lack of predictive value of results obtained in in 

vitro tests that have been developed so far, because these models are inappropriate to-

wards inhalation exposure [12]. Correlations of determined toxicities and observed health 

effects therefore usually fail. Taking the example of the Ames-test which releases the 

chemical into the culture substrate of the bacteria, the exposure mode would require a 

suspension of the particulate matter in liquid. However, phase transitions can evidently 

change the chemistry of particles [13]. Similarly, cells are traditionally exposed to particles 

by suspending granular materials in the culture media, also causing changes of the parti-

cles’ chemistry [14]. Toxicity results obtained with such tests can be misleading. As a con-

sequence, it can be considered as more appropriate to deposit particles onto the biological 

system from their natural airborne state when probing for inhalation toxicity in vitro. This 
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recommendation defines another instrumental gap, the ability to controllably deposit 

nanoparticles as aerosols on cellular (or bacterial) cultures.  

 

In the following sections, both identified instrumental gaps are further described. The 

scope of this thesis was to reduce these instrumental gaps with targeted device develop-

ment. Two instruments, the nano-PMC and the Cyto-TP, were developed over the course 

of this thesis. The nano-PMC can measure the mass of individual particles, addressing the 

first instrumental gap. The Cyto-TP is an exposure system for toxicity studies that can 

deposit nanoparticles from the gas-phase onto living cells, developed to achieve what 

traditional in vitro methods cannot, namely to provide an appropriate in vitro inhalation 

model for inhalation toxicity studies.  

 

Mass measurement is an essential step towards determining the exposure of humans to 

nanoparticles, and toxicity defines the hazard associated with them. Thus filling the 

abovementioned gaps are logical necessities in risk assessment according to the principle 

of “Risk = Hazard � Exposure”. 

 

 

 1.2. Instrumental gaps in nanomaterial exposure assessment 

 

Human exposure to nanotechnology most probably happens with nanomaterials situated 

as airborne dust particles – nanoparticles – in the breathing zone. Inhaled nanoparticles 

can reach deep into the lung and contaminate pulmonary tissue which is sensitive to toxic 

stimuli. To be able to detect and characterize airborne nanoparticles is challenging but a 

necessity for nanomaterial exposure assessment. Commonly employed instruments have 

limitations which become particularly visible when the data describing the exposure 

needs to be expressed in regulatory relevant metrics, namely aerodynamic size and parti-

cle mass concentration. The specific reason for this problem can be reduced to the difficul-

ty to accurately measure the mass of nanoparticles, calling for new methods that are much 

more sensitive than conventional gravimetric analyses. Particle mass spectrometers, so-

called particle mass classifier (PMC), can directly measure the mass of individual micro-

particles but are not suited for very small nanoparticles. A PMC which can be applied to 

classify the mass of nanoparticles might therefore reduce the instrumental gap that pre-

vents nanomaterial exposure assessment to be comprehensive. The nano-PMC, as part of 

this thesis, was developed with this specific goal in mind. 
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1.2.1. Challenges in detecting and characterizing airborne nanoparticles 

 

To identify and quantify the exposure to inhalable nanoparticles, instruments must be 

able to detect and characterize aerosols that contain nanoparticles. Larger particles are 

usually detected optically, i.e. by measuring the back-scattered light after illumination of 

the particle with laser light. Nanoparticles are so small that the intensity of the scattered 

light would be far too weak to be detected by common optical sensors, considered that the 

laser wavelength is in the visible light spectrum. This problem can be solved by artificially 

enlarging nanoparticles in instruments such as Condensation Particle Counters (CPCs) 

[15, 16]. Prior to optical detection, the CPC makes use of a chamber filled with a gas of 

polar molecules, e.g. isopropyl alcohol, where the nanoparticles act as condensation seeds 

for droplets that grow to dimensions of several microns. Other methods control the charge 

distribution of an aerosol so that the signal of an electrometer, where particles are deposit-

ed, can be interpreted in terms of number [17]. Particle characterization happens by ana-

lysing the behaviour of nanoparticles under controlled conditions of the carrier gas that 

influence their aerodynamics. Classifiers act like property-filters, only allowing nanoparti-

cles within a narrow range of property values to be detected. The Differential Mobility 

Analyser (DMA) classifies charged particles on the basis of their electrical mobility, a 

property that scales with the velocity of a particle being moved by an electrical force 

against the Drag force (see section 2.2.2 for a detailed description). Particle size can then 

be expressed as the diameter of a sphere with the equivalent electrical mobility – the elec-

trical mobility diameter. A system of a DMA with CPC downstream, a so-called Scanning 

Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS), can determine the number distribution of electrical mobili-

ties of the aerosol that is translated to a particle electrical mobility diameter distribution. 

The SMPS is currently the method-of-choice for the size-characterization of nanoparticle-

laden aerosols.  

 

In practice, the measured number distribution of electrical mobility diameters is often 

simply called particle size distribution. This label is misleading for particles that are non-

spherical since the mobility diameter is, strictly speaking, a parameter that depends on 

extrinsic particle properties like shape and the conditions of the measurement, like the 

alignment of the particle with the flow streamlines. Particles occur in arbitrary shapes and 

very rarely as perfect spheres or other symmetric forms, especially in uncontrolled envi-

ronments like urban and occupational sites. In fact, the more a particle shape diverts from 

being spherical the more the mobility equivalent diameter deviates from equivalent diam-

eters that are based on inherent particle properties, like the diameter of a sphere with 

equivalent volume. This issue becomes very relevant when trying to characterize the hu-
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man exposure to nanoparticles in terms of health-related properties. Particle deposition 

efficiencies in the respiratory tract are determined by another equivalent diameter, the 

aerodynamic diameter, the diameter of a sphere and density of �� = 1	g/cm³ with equiva-

lent sedimentation velocity in air. Figure 1.1 (a) shows the human respiratory tract as it is 

divided into three regions, the nasopharyngeal (green), tracheobronchial (red) and alveo-

lar region (blue). This is, of course, a simplified depiction as, for example, only the main 

bronchial branches are shown whereas the secondary and tertiary branches reach far 

deeper into the blue area. Particles have deposition efficiencies in each region that vary 

with particle aerodynamic diameter. The smaller their aerodynamic size, the more proba-

ble it is for them to reach deeper into the lung. Figure 1.1 (b) shows deposition efficiencies 

curves as a function of the aerodynamic diameter for each region as well as the total depo-

sition efficiency. The curves were plotted according to the Human Respiratory Tract Mod-

el for Radiological Protection [18]. This model is an internationally established convention. 

It demonstrates that particles in the aerodynamic size range of 10-300 nm, i.e. nanoparti-

cles, deposit dominantly in the alveolar region1.  

 

By employing an impactor, a device that deposits particles in several stages for selected 

ranges of the aerodynamic diameter, different aerodynamic size fractions of the aerosol 

are quantifiable. In combination with gravitational determination of deposited mass, the 

aerodynamic size mass distribution can be measured. The median aerodynamic diameter 

of this distribution is called mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD), useful for the 

estimation, which region of the pulmonary tract experiences deposition of the largest 

mass fraction of the aerosol. Aerosols with a mean MMAD smaller than the limit value of 

100 nm are called ultra-fine dusts, whereas aerosols with larger MMAD fall into the cate-

gory of fine dust. For the sake of completeness, it is to be mentioned that fine dust (or PM 

– particulate matter) itself is divided into PM-2.5 and PM-10 dust, accounting for the fact 

that the particles smaller than 2.5 µm deposit more probably in the alveolar and tracheo-

bronchial area (lower respiratory tract) whereas larger particles deposit mostly in the 

                                                                 

 

1 The ICRP-model assumes inertial deposition of particles. However, the dominant depo-

sition mechanism in the lung for nanoparticles smaller than ~0.1 µm is diffusion and not 

inertia. Instead, the mobility diameter might be a more appropriate metric for nanoparti-

cles (see section 2.1.1 for definition of mobility). 
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nasopharyngeal region (upper respiratory tract), as it is visible in Figure 1.1 (b) [19]2.  Note 

that for dust exposure occurring at occupational sites, like in Germany, a different conven-

tion can exist, where dust fractions are divided by an aerodynamic diameter of 4 µm. 

Particles smaller are allocated to the respirable dust fraction whereas larger particles to the 

inhalable fraction [20].  

 

The impactor method has extensively been used to characterize the exposure to fine dusts. 

However, most nanoparticles fall into the category of ultra-fine dust. As described earlier, 

gravitational determination of the particle concentration of nanoparticles in terms of mass 

is inadequate. Common practice is therefore the measurement of the particle number 

concentration and characterization of the aerosol on the basis of the electrical mobility 

                                                                 

 

2 The referenced standard by the US Environmental Protection Agency on the categoriza-

tion of particulate matter is the final rule that became effective in 2012. It is also being 

applied in the European Union (Directive 2008/50/EC).  

Figure 1.1. (a) Simplified depiction of the human respiratory tract with its three region: nasopharyn-

geal (mouth, nasal region, throat), tracheobronchial (windpipe, bronchia) and alveolar (air sacs). (b) 

Deposition efficiencies for particles with aerodynamic diameters of 1 nm – 10 µm in the three regions 

of the respiratory tract and total deposition efficiency, as numerically calculated with the ICRP-model 

(ICRP – International Commission of Radiological Protection). 
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diameter, using a SMPS. Conveniently, conversion of the mobility diameter � to the 

aerodynamic diameter ��� is feasible, when the so-called apparent density ��� of the par-

ticle is known, the density of the mobility-equivalent sphere having equal mass, given by 

[17]: 

 

��� = � �1�	����� ��/� �	��������������/�,	 [1.1]	
 

where � is the dynamic shape factor that corrects for the particle’s non-sphericity and ����� and ������� are the respective Cunningham slip correction factors for � and ��� 

(introduced in section 2.1.1). It is therefore fundamentally possible to characterize the 

exposure to nanoparticles with commonly used instrumentation and express the results in 

a health-related metric. Both apparent density and dynamic shape factor of particles can 

be derived when their mass and mobility is known. Measuring the particle mass is there-

by very useful for exposure assessment. 

 

Particle mass is also an essential property for the determination of the inhaled mass dose, 

which based on current knowledge, relates best to observed health effects. The next sec-

tion in this chapter will elaborate on this. This notion has direct consequences for expo-

sure assessment, reflected in the metric choice of regulative exposure limit values, e.g. 

occupational exposure limits (OELs). Such values are usually given as mass concentra-

tions "mg/m3$ in the near-field air. When conducting exposure assessment at urban or 

occupational sites, only measuring the number concentration is therefore not sufficient. 

Particle characterization is required to compare the determined exposure with the rele-

vant exposure limit. Again, when employing a SMPS-system for this task, the measured 

particle electrical mobility number distribution %��� can only be converted to particle 

mass number distribution %�&� when the apparent density is known: 

 %�&� = % '�( )6 	���+.	 [1.2]	
 

The particle mass concentration can then be derived by the integral of the particle mass 

number distribution.  

 

For a polydisperse aerosol, common in almost all workplaces or urban sites, such an anal-

ysis can become very complex or simply impossible. Manufacturers of SMPS-systems and 

similar instruments instead usually assume a generalized apparent density. Their evalua-

tion software often offers the possibility for this conversion, because it is very useful for 
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exposure assessment. This practice can lead to an error of judgement of the exposure by 

unaware personnel conducting the assessment. It is therefore more useful to measure the 

particle mass distribution directly.  

1.2.2. Particle mass classification 

 

A new type of particle mass spectrometer was introduced in 1996 by Ehara et al. (1996) 

[21],  called the Aerosol Particle Mass Analyser (APM). This device was the first in a series 

of instruments that now form the group of Particle Mass Classifiers (PMC). The working 

principle of these instruments makes use of a rotating cylindrical capacitor that allows 

balancing of an outbound, particle-mass-dependent, centrifugal force and inbound, 

charge-dependent, electrical force acting on a particle. Under certain conditions, i.e. the 

strength of the electrical and centrifugal potentials, only particles within a specific band of 

mass-to-charge ratios can pass through the classifier. When the charge of the particles is 

known, the particle mass of the penetrating particles can be derived. PMC’s can measure 

the particle mass by changing one potential, most often the electrical, and counting the 

penetrating particles downstream. The resulting response spectrum exhibits a number 

peak at which the mass-to-charge ratio of the particles is optimal for the penetration of the 

classifier. The dominantly classified particle mass can be derived for the respective operat-

ing conditions of the PMC. The lowest detectable mass limit is capped by the maximum 

centrifugal force that can be exerted on the particle. If the centrifugal force is too small, 

particles with a wide band of masses can traverse the classifier, so that the mass determi-

nation becomes inaccurate. Manufacturers of the current generation of PMC’s state that 

these instruments are able to measure nanoparticle masses down to ca. half an attogram 

(ag) corresponding to spherical particles with a diameter of ca. 10 nm and standard densi-

ty [22, 23]. But realistically, classification of small masses is only feasible for monodisperse 

aerosols. The relative window of particle mass-to-charge ratios allowing particles to trav-

erse is too large, resulting in a large error when classifying polydisperse aerosols. The 

current generation of PMC’s are thereby mostly employed to characterize aerosols with 

particle sizes in the range of 100-500 nm [24, 25].  

 

This leaves an instrumental gap for PMC’s, namely the ability to classify particle masses 

of aerosols made of nanoparticles or ultra-fine dust, respectively. In addition, such a 

PMC’s could be employed in series with the SMPS-system to determine the apparent 

density of particles as well as obtain shape information. Employing such a PMC could 

help not only to accurately determine both the aerodynamic size distribution of an aerosol 

but also to measure the mass fractions for a comprehensible exposure assessment.  
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This work introduces the nano-PMC, developed with the specific goal in mind to be able 

to classify masses of nanoparticles. The new instrument is shown in Figure 1.2 as a CAD-

model. The nano-PMC can accurately measure particles as light as 20 zg (zeptograms, 20 � 10.��	g), corresponding to a particle with a diameter of 3 nm and standard density. 

 

 

 1.3. Instrumental gaps in nanomaterial toxicity testing 

 

Inhalation of nanoparticles and subsequent contamination of the respiratory tract can 

result in the interaction of the nanomaterial with pulmonary tissue. Extensive reviews 

have been written regarding their hazard potential by a number of authors [26-29]. The 

following sections describe how some lung diseases are associated with inhalative expo-

sure to nanoparticles. Note that by the time this thesis was written, no general consensus 

has been reached in both the scientific and regulatory community, whether nanomaterials 

should a priori be viewed as more hazardous than larger particles of the same chemical 

composition. It must be mentioned, that the framework of nanotoxicology is far too com-

plex and multifarious to be comprehensively described within the scope of this thesis. 

Thereby, emphasis is put on the description of known toxicity mechanisms and how they 

can be used to group nanomaterials for the purpose of hazard assessment.  

 

Figure 1.2: CAD-model of the nano-PMC. Depicted are the aluminium frame enclosing the classifier, 

inlet, outlet, electrical connections and water conduit for temperature control.  
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Toxicity tests both research the hazard of nanomaterials and are developed and refined to 

reliably predict health effects as part of hazard assessment [30, 31]. Because in vivo studies 

are considered to be too expensive and ethically questionable, there is a need for alterna-

tive tests [32]. Conventional in vitro tests are unsuitable for this task because their condi-

tions of particle exposure can evidently change the toxic effects of nanomaterials [13, 33, 

34]. Advancements of in vitro models have therefore focussed on providing exposure 

modes that mimic the mechanisms of particle contamination in the lung, i.e. deposition 

from the gas-phase. Naturally, this exposure mode calls for the cells not to be submerged 

in culture medium like in conventional in vitro tests. Prominent candidates are cell cul-

tures hosted at the air-liquid interface that allows for the cells to be left exposed to gas. For 

nanoparticles, deposition via gravity or diffusion on cells is a very slow process which is 

why so-called air-liquid interface samplers additionally precipitate nanoparticles with the 

help of an external force, for example via electrical precipitation [35]. The Cyto-TP, which 

was developed as part of this thesis uses thermophoresis as the nanoparticle deposition 

mechanism. Its development aims to reduce the instrumental gap by providing an expo-

sure module for in vitro tests that are adequate for inhalation toxicity studies. 

1.3.1. Dust-induced lung diseases 

 

Health effects of inhaled particles are not a concern that has arisen only recently with the 

appearence of nanotechnology but are well-known for dust particles [36]. The most noted 

particle-mediated lung diseases are named after the substances they are historically asso-

ciated with: asbestosis and silicosis.  

 

Amphibole (needle-like) asbestos particles have a fibre-like shape and high rigidity. Such 

morphology impedes the normal immune reaction called lung clearance, which is the 

removal of particles from the pulmonary tissue via intake by macrophages and subse-

quent expectoration. Macrophages are unable to fully internalize long and rigid fibres (an 

example is shown in Figure 1.3 (B)) (Image taken from  Matthew S.P. Boyles (2014) [37]).  

Subsequently, an apoptotic reaction called frustrated phagocytosis can be induced, in 

which they release a battery of toxic agents into their environment [38]. This action has the 

basic purpose to destroy microbial pathogens that the macrophage failed to remove, but 

can also be damaging to healthy cells and tissue. Chronic exposure to amphibole asbestos 

can lead to a convulsive proliferation of conjunctive lung tissue, called fibrosis [39]. The 

biopersistent fibres can also migrate into the lung stroma and ultimately to the pleura. 

Exposure to asbestos is one of the common causes for pleural mesothelioma, a type of 

cancer [40].  
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Silica particles, on the other hand, don’t induce lung toxicity because of their morphology 

but due to their active surface chemistry [41]. In this case, macrophage-supported lung 

clearance can be impeded due to the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) by the 

silica particles that have been internalized [42]. In case ROS-levels are too high for the 

macrophages to handle, frustrated phagocytosis can be induced. The long-term effect of 

chronic silica particle exposure can also include fibrosis.  

 

Asbestosis and silicosis both denote lung diseases. Both are due to certain physicochemi-

cal properties of the particles, morphological or chemical. Together, according to a report 

of the German government in 2013, they are the cause of about 20% of all recognized oc-

cupational diseases in Germany [43].  

 

It is reasonable to suspect a similar impact on human health from inhaled nanoparticles 

since they are usually engineered to possess morphological or chemical properties being 

optimal for their desired purpose [27]. In fact, silica nanoparticles were found to be more 

toxic compared to larger silica particles, with the exposure dose being expressed as in-

haled mass or mass concentration being present in the breathing zone [44]. This result is 

not surprising since the surface area to mass ratio increases with decreasing particle size 

and the toxicity of silica particles strongly depends on active surface area. Increased toxici-

ty is not limited to silica nanoparticles. Animals in in vivo studies showed consistent pul-

monary and also extrapulmonary inflammatory responses after inhaling diverse types of 

nanoparticles which seemed to be greater than those induced by larger particles of equal 

Figure 1.3. Scanning electron microscopy image of J774.A1 cells undergoing frustrated phagocytosis, 

induced by (A) multi-walled carbon nanotubes and (B) long fibre amosite asbestos.  
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composition at equivalent mass concentration doses [45, 46]. Similarly, these findings can 

also be explained with the fact that the surface area to mass ratio of nanoparticles is natu-

rally larger. Schmid and Stoeger (2016) [7] recently published a retrospective analysis of 

nine in vivo studies investigating acute pulmonary toxicity of five different types of na-

nomaterials, ranging from insoluble materials like polystyrene to transition metals like 

copper. They found that when the dose metric was surface area, the variance in the acute 

pulmonary toxicity between the different nanomaterials could be explained best.  

 

Similarly, evidence has been gathered suggesting that equivalent morphological features 

of nanoparticles, when compared to larger particles, can also lead to the same toxicity 

mechanism. As an example, Figure 1.3 shows images taken with a scanning electron mi-

croscope (SEM) of phagocytized multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) (A) and 

amosite asbestos fibres (B) [37]. The similarity in the morphology between both particulate 

materials is obvious. Both consist of seemingly regid fibres, long enough to puncture mac-

rophages that attempt to internalize the particle, causing apoptosis. Since both materials 

exhibit a similar toxicity mechanism once deposited in the lung, it is most probable that 

both materials have the same negative impacts on human health [47]. Sargent et al. (2012) 

[48] showed that single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) that were internalized by 

human airway epithelial cells can cause uneven allocation of chromosomes during cell 

mitosis in case they disrupt the mitotic spindle apparatus. As a consequence, genetic in-

formation is unevenly distributed between the two sister cells which is an early event in 

the development of tumor cells. This genotoxic mechanism is already known to occur for 

asbestos fibres [49].  

1.3.2. Toxicity mechanisms as the basis for nanomaterial grouping 

 

Based on this current knowledge, the Advisory Board of the German Society of Toxicolo-

gy introduced criteria for the categorization of potentially lung toxic nanoparticles for the 

purpose of hazard assessment [50], which are as follows:  

 

• Nanomaterials that mediate toxic action chemically which can happen via 

ion release or chemically reactive groups on their surface. Toxicity may be 

increased compared to the ‘bulk’ material by a more efficient cell uptake of 

chemicals in particulate form and changed toxicokinetics. The latter de-

scribes the fate of the material in the body, e.g. its probability to be translo-

cated via blood stream into extrapulmonary organs.  
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• Nanomaterials consisting of or embedding fibrous and rigid particles with 

high biodurability. Similar to asbestos fibres, nanomaterials like carbon 

nanotubes (CNT) can induce carcinogenesis in the lung and mesothelium, if 

the so-called WHO fibre definition applies (length > 5 µm, diameter < 3 µm, 

aspect ratio > 3:1).  

 

• Nanomaterials that are granular, biodurable and do not exhibit chemically 

mediated toxicity, so-called granular, biopersistent particles (GBP). Their 

toxicity is caused by a common mode of action associated with the impair-

ment of a macrophage-supported immune reaction, lung clearance, if such 

particles accumulate in the respiratory tract. Impairment is associated with 

the volume a macrophage can internalize. Nanoparticles might exhibit in-

creased toxicity at equivalent mass dose since they usually occur in an ag-

glomerated state featuring apparent densities that can be smaller compared 

to those of agglomerates of larger particles. 

 

A similar approach to nanomaterial grouping based on their intrinsic physic-chemical 

properties has been given by Arts et al. (2015) [51], who proposed a decision tree aiming to 

group nanomaterials in four groups, soluble nanomaterials, biopersistent high-aspect ratio 

nanomaterials (HARN), passive and active nanomaterials. Passive nanomaterials are 

basically GBP whereas active nanomaterials are non-soluble but chemical active (e.g due 

to surface reactivity).  

 

What all categories have in common is that the identified toxicity mechanisms are also 

observable for larger particles and are described by particle toxicology [29]. So far, lung 

toxicity mechanisms unique to nanoparticles have not been observed in vivo [50, 52]. Some 

toxicologists argue that based on current knowledge, nanomaterials pose no specific risk 

[53]. However, despite of this, the general public is still concerned about negative impacts 

of nanomaterials to exposed humans and environments, as the initial example of the 

“nanowatch.de”-tool showed. Just because no nano-specific toxic effects were identified 

yet, it doesn’t mean that there aren’t any. In vivo toxicity studies might be too sparse, re-

sulting in a relative uncertainty about nanomaterial-specific toxicity.  

 

Braakhuis et al. (2016) [54] recently critically stated that grouping solely on the basis of 

inherent properties of the nanomaterial is not sufficient. This is argued by the example of 

the use of silver nanoparticles in deodorant sprays. After silver nanoparticles have been 

added to the other compounds of the deodorant, they can agglomerate and release silver 
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ions via dissolution. In this case, their life-cycle might change the inhaled dose and the 

form of the resulting aerosol altered after the atomization of the deodorant. After inhala-

tion, the in situ characteristics of the aerosol can be different to its characteristics before 

inhalation due to the aerosols biokinetics that include size-dependent particle deposition 

rates in the pulmonary tract, protein corona formation on the deposited particles or addi-

tional dissolution, amongst others. The authors therefore conclude that future approaches 

should not only take the intrinsic physico-chemical nanomaterial properties into account, 

but also their life-cycle before human exposure as well as their biokinetics that might lead 

to altered in situ characteristics. However, in particular the latter aspect needs more exper-

imental data as it is currently unclear how biokinetics, in situ characteristics and the 

change of dose cohere.  

1.3.3. Advancements towards in vitro models as alternatives for animal  

studies 

 

In vitro alternatives for animal studies are highly in demand, to allow for much faster, 

cheaper and ethical toxicity testing [32, 55]. The most common concept behind any devel-

opment of an animal study alternative follows the “three R’s”, reduction, refinement and 

replacement [56], i.e. to reduce the number of animals needed to obtain statistically rele-

vant study results, to refine the study design so that animals experience a minimal 

amount of pain and distress and to replace ‘higher’ life forms (mammals) with more sim-

ple organisms. Approaches aim to deliver either a ‘relative’ alternative or ‘absolute’ alter-

native to animal studies, the former meaning that animals are used but not exposed to any 

harmful stimulant and the latter the complete abandonment of the use of animals. Rela-

tive alternatives therefore focus more on the reduction of the number of animals and re-

finement of the study design. For absolute alternatives, it can be argued that the aspects of 

reduction and refinement are irrelevant in light of the complete replacement of animals.  

 

Most approaches to develop alternatives for animal studies for the study and test of na-

nomaterial toxicity aim for their complete replacement by providing in vitro testing proto-

cols that reliably predict specific health effects based on identified toxic effects on cell 

cultures. Hence, their validation requires sufficient data on human health effects after 

exposure to nanomaterial. But epidemiological studies on humans that were potentially 

exposed to nanomaterials are sparse and usually have limited significance, as Liou et al. 

(2015) [57] concluded in their recent meta-study. Alternatively, results from in vitro tests 

can be put into relation with health effects observed in animal studies. The success rate of 

animal models for the prediction of human health effects is relatively high, e.g. 71% for 
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pharmaceutical products according to Olson et al. (2000) [58]. It is therefore reasonable to 

assume that in vitro models that reliably correlate toxicity data on cells with health effects 

observed in animal studies after exposure to nanomaterials are also predictive towards 

health effects that occur in humans after exposure to nanomaterials. 

 

It has only recently come into practice to both expose animals and cells to nanomaterials 

to investigate how exactly the biological response of the cellular system is related to the 

health effects observed in the animals. Landsiedel et al. (2014) [59] concluded in their re-

view that to date, in vitro cell culture assays were not successful in providing dose-

response relationships that correlate well with dose-dependent in vivo effects. Still, some 

studies report that such a correlation might be possible. Hong et al. (2013) [60] exposed 

both pulmonary macrophages and mice to zinc oxide nanoparticles. For the in vitro test, 

the nanoparticles were suspended in the culture medium and cell exposure happened via 

sedimentation. The mice were exposed via injection of a nanoparticle suspension into the 

peritoneum as well as gastrointestinal tract. The in vitro test showed a dose-depended 

toxicity of the zinc oxide nanoparticles. For the in vivo study, the authors remained careful 

in their conclusions by only reporting “an obvious dose-dependent trend” towards lesser 

vitality of the mice (e.g. decrease of body and organ weight). Kim et al. (2014) [61] exposed 

mice by dispersing a specific mass dose of suspended nanomaterials via oropharyngeal 

aspiration. In this practice, mice are narcotized and positioned vertically. While pulling 

the tongue to supress the swallowing reflex, a suspension of nanoparticles is dispersed 

into the throat. The suspension can now run down towards the lung and wet its surface.  

Simultaneously, lung tissue slices (ex vivo) and alveolar macrophages (in vitro) were ex-

posed to the nanomaterials that were suspended in the culture media. Pro-inflammatory 

responses were observed in all three biological systems with similar dose-response rela-

tionships. A similar approach was chosen by Mirowsky et al. (2015) [62] who exposed 

human pulmonary endothelial cells and mice to suspensions of collected ubiquitous par-

ticulate matter. Analogous to the abovementioned study, the mice exposed via oropha-

ryngeal aspiration. This study was specifically analysing the differences in toxicity be-

tween rural and urban PM. Their findings showed a toxic effect on both models, visible in 

the ROS response of the cells and inflammatory response of the mice.  

 

Such studies are certainly a step in the right direction. However, one certain aspect of this 

particular study design is questionable: Both animals and cells were exposed to suspend-

ed nanoparticles and not aerosols. In other words, the exposure mode was not representa-

tive to the actual mode of exposure which is inhalation of airborne nanoparticles. For 

once, oropharyngeally aspirated nanoparticles most probably deposit differently in the 
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lung compared to aerosols, in different ratios in different areas. Second of all, once sus-

pended, nanoparticles are known to change in number, size and morphology [13]. It can 

be assumed that their toxicity is also affected.  

 

A nanoparticle inhalation study design to investigate the correlation of in vitro with in vivo 

results must therefore focus on exposure to aerosols. In vivo inhalation studies are usually 

carried out by exposing a number of animals to an aerosol in their breathing zone, with 

homogenous and timely stable dose rate. Following the argumentation from before, an in 

vitro test that probes for inhalation toxicity is only adequate with the cells exposed to the 

same aerosol. An in vitro ‘inhalation’ study design that deposits nanoparticles from the 

gas-phase on living cells was made feasible with the introduction of air-liquid interfaces 

(ALIs) [63]. In the ALI-technique, cells function as a barrier (interface) between the nutri-

ent solution (liquid) and the exposure atmosphere (air). Cell carpets are grown as mono-

cultures of pneumocytes (epithelial cells) or multicultures of pneumocytes and monocytes 

(macrophages) on semipermeable membranes see Figure 4.4). The nutrient solution is fed 

through holes in the membrane. On the opposide side, the cell cultures can be left exposed 

to air. This model resembles the anatomy of pulmonary alveolus, with the membrane 

representing the basal membrane that hosts local cell types which are exposed to inhaled 

air and the nutrient solution representing blood. 

 

ALI-exposure of cells to particles are viewed as most promising to be able to correlate in 

vitro to in vivo results and ultimately providing validated protocols as alternatives for 

animal toxicity studies [64]. So-called ALI-samplers combine the ALI-technique with par-

ticle deposition supported by particle precipitation, since diffusion alone would be too 

slow for the deposition mechanism. State-of-the-art ALI-Samplers use either droplet for-

mation with subsequent sedimentation by cloud settling [65] or electrophoresis for depo-

sition [35].  

 

In this work, an ALI-sampler is introduced that allows for the deposition of nanoparticles 

from the gas-phase on living cells with the help of thermophoresis, called the Cyto-TP 

(TP: Thermal Precipitator). Different models were developed over the course of this thesis. 

Thermal precipitation as the fundamental nanoparticle deposition mechanism was chosen 

because of four major features. 

 

- Gentle deposition of particles with a diffusion based mechanism. Apart 

from a lesser cellular stress level, this exposure mode is therefore assumed 
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to be more representative since diffusion is the dominating depositing 

mechanism in the alveolar region.  

 

- Thermophoresis does not require manipulation of particle properties. Parti-

cles can be deposited while retaining their natural physicochemical proper-

ties. 

 

- Thermophoresis becomes weaker for larger particles, i.e. it is most suited 

for the deposition of nanoparticles.  

 

- Nanoparticle deposition via thermophoresis is size-independent. A size-

fractioned dose density profile on the cell culture is therefore improbable.  

 

Another important aspect of in vitro / in vivo correlations is the choice of the dose metric. 

Without equivalence or convertibility of dose metrics, results obtained with both in vitro 

and in vivo toxicity studies simply can’t be compared. In in vivo inhalation studies, the 

lung-deposited total particle dose is determined by the dose rate and exposure time. The 

dose rate can be estimated by the measured particle concentration in the breathing zone, 

the deposition efficiency of the particles in the lung and the usually known breathing 

parameters of the test animal, i.e. breathing rate and inhaled volume per breath. For the 

deposition efficiency, complex models like multiple-path-particle-deposition (MPPD) exist 

which numerically calculates deposition efficiencies in individual regions of the lung 

based on the particle and lung characteristics [66]. Since deposition efficiencies and 

breathing parameters can be assumed to be constant during the exposure, the dose rate 

can be controlled by generating a specific particle concentration in the exposure atmos-

phere. For in vitro studies, a similar approach can be chosen. The Cyto-TP is constructed in 

such way, that the exposure dose rate can be extrapolated with the help of the particle 

deposition efficiency on the cells when monitoring the particle concentration in the expo-

sure atmosphere. 

 

The Cyto-TP might be a solution to provide an in vitro exposure module that mimics the 

situation in the lung as close as possible. Cells are hosted in a similar cellular configura-

tion as in the lung alveoli and particles are deposited in a similar manner and retain their 

physicochemical identity. A future comparative study correlating results obtained with 

the Cyto-TP and observed in in vivo inhalation studies might yield more comprehensible 

data. 
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 1.4. Sustainability of nanotechnology by safety-by-design 

 

Safety-by-design is a label describing development of new materials, with not only the 

optimization for their purpose but also aspects of safety in mind, by reducing their risk for 

humans and the environment. The risk of chemical substances is associated with their 

interaction with biological systems, toxicity, and their availability for these biological 

systems, exposure. Mitigation of one or both traits can lead to a great reduction of the risk. 

Engineered nanomaterials in particular offer the opportunity to design and optimize criti-

cal material properties for their desired purpose. Similarly, these properties might be 

optimized towards a mitigation of the associated risk.  

 

A historic example for a successful redesign of a hazardous material is the development of 

surrogate materials for man-made vitreous fibres (MMVFs), engineered amorphous sili-

cate fibres (e.g. fiberglass) that found a wide range of applications but showed carcinogen-

icity in in vivo tests [67]. In Germany, handling MMVFs requires similar technical guide-

lines as handling asbestos [68]. By changing the chemical composition of the vitreous 

fibres, their biopersistence could be mitigated. They were eventually reintroduced as 

“highly biosoluble fibres”, a new product. Lower and eventually no carcinogenicity was 

found in in vivo studies [69, 70], rendering them “safe”. The development of harmless 

MMVFs was conducted after the initial product was found hazardous. This practice is 

called forensic engineering.  

 

Different to forensic engineering, safety-by-design is already applied during the devel-

opment process. The main condition for its feasibility is that material properties can be 

modefied. Nanotechnology provides this opportunity since material properties can be 

engineered on a molecular scale. In fact, safety-by-design has already been applied in the 

development of some commercial nanomaterials, e.g. carbon nanotubes (CNT). As men-

tioned in the last section, rigid and fibrous CNTs are carcinogenic due to the same mecha-

nism as biopersistent vitreous or asbestos fibres [71, 72]. However, a redesign procedure 

similar to MMVFs, change of chemical composition, could also result in a loss of proper-

ties essential for their application, e.g. their high tensile strength. Instead of mitigating 

biopersistence, some manufacturers focussed on minimizing the probability that humans 

are exposed by making the material less dusty. In addition, even if dust was released from 

the nanomaterial, the dust particles would not exhibit fibre-like morphology and thereby 

not show fibre-specific toxicity. The result was a CNT-material that only released large 

spherical dust particles, bundles of a great number of CNTs. Figure 1.4 shows two images 

of sampled CNT aerosols, captured by scanning electron microscopy. In (a), the particles 
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consist of single and rigid nanotubes whereas in (b), all particles were found to be large, 

bundle-like aggregates. Where CNTs with morphologies similar to the ones depicted in 

(a) have shown the typical toxicity known from fibres like asbestos [47], CNT-bundles 

show health effects similar to GBP [73, 74]. The propensity to release dust particles, dusti-

ness, of the CNT powder used in (b) was also far lower than in (a).  

 

Several essential advantages over the usual practice of forensic engineering present them-

selves in case the developer of materials follows the safety-by-design concept. In Europe, a 

new chemical must undergo regulatory chemical testing, specified by REACH3, after its 

yearly production volume exceeded a certain limit value, currently one ton. The extensive 

costs for the tests must be paid for by the manufacturer. If a material shows high risk 

potential, it can be grouped as a hazardous material which can be devastating for its mar-

ketability. Safety-by-design increases the chance that a nanomaterial is regarded as harm-

less. Consequently, the risk for manufacturers and distributors that the nanomaterial fails 

at the market is reduced greatly. These factors can be crucial especially for small and me-

dium companies with limited resources. 

 

Approaches to safety-by-design employ material testing as a pre-regulatory procedure. 

Following certain development steps, nanomaterial developers assess the risk potential of 

their innovations and plan the next development phase based on the results. Similar to 

                                                                 

 

3 The Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals by the EU 

Figure 1.4: SEM-images of MWCNT particles from sampled air. (a) Fibrous and rigid nanotubes with 

asbestos-like toxicity. (b) Bundle-like aggregates of nanotubes without pulmonary toxicity associated 

with fibers.  
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regulatory testing, pre-regulatory tests also comprise examination of exposure and toxici-

ty, but with far less extensive protocols. Instead of exposing animals to the nanomaterial, 

toxicity is tested in vitro. Similarly, the dustiness of the nanomaterial can be tested and the 

morphology of the dust particles analysed. However, at the time this thesis is written, the 

safety-by-design strategy is not established yet. 

 

The NanoSafety-Cluster, a European umbrella project joining several EU-funded projects 

that engage in research and development towards safety-by-design identified several 

technological and knowledge gaps that have to be closed in order to implement safety-by-

design [75]. Major building blocks were proposed, that will help to close these gaps. Those 

building blocks are amongst others: 

 

- “Establishing advanced and realistic in vitro models for nanomaterial toxici-

ty testing” 

 

- “Utilizing material characterization techniques, and identifying association 

of material characteristics or bio-identity with hazardous effects of engi-

neered nanomaterials with living organisms” 

 

The Cyto-TP can be regarded as an advanced and realistic in vitro model for nanomaterial 

toxicity testing. Section 6.3.1 provides a full evaluation of the potential application of the 

Cyto-TP in a proposed safety-by-design strategy, in light of the high requirements that 

such a toxicity test has to fulfil. Considering the discussion in the previous section and 

concluding that in vitro models currently cannot predict health effects, it can only reason-

ably be proposed for the Cyto-TP to find (pre)-regulatory application as part of a toxicity 

study design with the purpose to attest that a nanomaterial has a low hazard potential 

and not that it is toxic. Only toxicity tests with high negative predictive value can provide 

a solid base for this prediction. The Cyto-TP is a promising candidate to provide the right 

conditions for such a test. 

 

Based on known toxic modes-of-actions of conventional particles, solubility and ROS-

production in aqueous media, aspect ratio and apparent density serve as the material 

properties that define the material’s bio-identity. Bio-identity in this context means the 

compilation of values for material properties that evidently mediate biological responses 

of a biological system. For nanoparticles, other critical properties might exist but are cur-

rently not clearly identified. In conjunction with methods testing for the other identified 

characteristics, the nano-PMC could be part of a testing strategy to identify the bio-
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identity of nanoparticles. The nano-PMC, employed downstream a DMA, can measure the 

apparent density of all types of airborne granular biopersistent nanoparticles. This exper-

imental setup can be part of a dustiness test within a safety-by-design strategy, which is 

described in detail in section 6.3.3. 

 

 

 1.5. Conclusions and scope of this thesis 

 

Fear of harmful nanotechnology slows down an otherwise accelerating source of innova-

tion. But fears can be eased by shedding light on its causes. Risk research could thereby 

ultimately lead to sustainable nanotechnology, i.e. nanotechnology that on the one hand 

provides revolutionary applications and on the other its risk for humans and the envi-

ronment is reduced or well-managed. To reach this goal, one emphasis lies on the devel-

opment of instruments that can help to answer both scientific and regulatory challenges. 

This work introduces two devices developed with this intention, the Cyto-TP and nano-

PMC. 

 

The Cyto-TP was developed and validated with the specific goal in mind to provide an 

instrument that might serve as the exposure module of an in vitro toxicity test that can be 

useful for a variety of applications. Since it comes as close as currently possible in emulat-

ing both the anatomy of the biological system and the exposure mode, results obtained 

with this toxicity test might be easier to correlate with health effects observed in vivo com-

pared to results obtained from submerged testing. For toxic effects that scale with the 

mass dose, the nano-PMC can be used to convert the particle number concentration that is 

usually monitored to a particle mass concentration. Equivalent dose metrics are one con-

dition for the comparability of toxicity results obtained with complementary methodolo-

gy. The Cyto-TP could also potentially be employed in a toxicity test for nanomaterials in 

development to promote safety-by-design. 

 

Apart from toxicity testing, the assessment of the human exposure to aerosols containing 

nanoparticles also requires sophisticated instrumentation, since the current generation of 

aerosol monitors and classifiers are not able to yield results that can be easily interpreted 

for nanoparticles. The nano-PMC, as part of a dedicated experimental setup, can directly 

and accurately measure the particle mass distribution of an aerosol, a metric more useful 

in the quantification of exposure, since exposure limit values are usually mass-based. In 

conjunction with a DMA, the nano-PMC can be used to obtain the apparent density of an 

aerosol that is useful in the conversion particle number concentration to mass concentra-
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tion. Apparent density is also a nanomaterial property that is a health-relevant particle 

property for GBP. 

 

The second chapter first introduces the so-called apparent properties, useful to allocate 

properties of mobility-equivalent spheres to non-spherical particles which would other-

wise be difficult to describe. However, apparent properties must be interpreted according-

ly. Very important for this thesis is the description of the interpretation of the apparent 

density of particles, agglomerates in particular, in health-related terms. Following this, the 

general concept of describing instruments with their systems function is introduced. The 

systems function is the mathematical description of the instrument’s manipulation of an 

input signal that results in an output signal. For classifiers like the nano-PMC, the systems 

function is called transfer function that fully describes the classification performance of 

the device. Chapter 2 characterizes the transfer functions of the nano-PMC as well as the 

DMA that were both used individually and in combination to predict the response of the 

system to an inbound aerosol mobility/mass distribution. The comparison of the predicted 

to the measured response serves as the validation test for the working principle of the 

DMA-nano-PMC system that was extensively used in chapter 3. Lastly, thermal precipita-

tion of particles is described; the deposition mechanism in the Cyto-TP. Thermophoresis is 

the result of a disturbance of the molecular velocity distribution in a gas due to the pres-

ence of a temperature gradient. In presence of a particle, imbalanced transfers of momen-

tum of gas molecules colliding with the particle surface results in particle motion against 

the temperature gradient. 

 

The third chapter is comprised of the article describing the rationale, development, con-

struction and application of the nano-PMC that was published as a peer-reviewed paper 

in Aerosol Science & Technology [76]. 

 

Chapter four is comprised of the article describing the rationale, development, construc-

tion and experiments providing a proof-of-concept for the Cyto-TP that was published as 

a peer-reviewed paper in the Journal of Aerosol Science [77].  

 

The fifth chapter provides details for the development and construction of the second 

prototype of the Cyto-TP. In addition, the concept of implementing the Cyto-TP technolo-

gy into a commercial ALI-Sampler was elaborated and used experimentally first to deter-

mine the deposition efficiency of nanoparticles and second as part of a toxicity study with 

barium sulphate nanoparticles with low toxicity. The nano-PMC was used in the latter 

study to further characterize the barium sulphate aerosol to enable conversion of dose 
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metrics, here from number density (deposited number per cm² of cell monolayer) to mass 

density (deposited mass per cm²). 

 

Chapter six describes a potential future application of both instruments in a testing strate-

gy that is applied in the development phase of a nanomaterial to compile the so-called 

bio-identity and bio-availability which can be used to predict whether the nanomaterial 

has the potential to be harmful to humans. Employed in a safety-by-design concept, this 

pre-regulatory testing might be the key to ultimately develop nanomaterials that are both 

optimal for their application and safe. 
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 Chapter 2:   Theoretical descriptions 
 

  

  

 

 

The content describing the instruments developed for this work, the nano-PMC and Cyto-TP, 

was published in respective papers. The papers give full descriptions of the theories that de-

scribe the functions of both instruments. Of course, some basic concepts are not explicitly 

described but either referenced or assumed to be fundamental. This chapter therefore give a 

more detailed description of important concepts.  

 

Section 2.1 introduces the concept of apparent particle properties that are attributed to virtual 

spheres having an equivalent mobility. Apparent size, volume and density are often used to 

describe asymmetrical particles that cannot be described geometrically. An aerosol is often 

classified based on mobility in practice. However, the derived apparent properties must be 

interpreted appropriately. Accordingly, apparent particle properties can be related to health 

effects. 

 

Particle classifiers can be described by their system function, called transfer function. By con-

volving the input, unclassified, property distribution with the transfer function, the output, 

classified, property distribution can be predicted. In practice, predicted output signals are 

compared to measured classifier responses by using a well-defined property distribution as the 

unclassified signal. That way, the performance of the instrument can be compared with the 

model and its functionality validated. This validation procedure is particularly used in chapter 

3 to characterize the DMA-nano-PMC system 3. In section 2.2, the transfer function of both 

the DMA and nano-PMC are derived so that the classification performance can be predicted for 

each individual instrument and for the combination of both.  

 

Section 2.3 provides a description of the theoretical framework of thermophoresis, the underly-

ing mechanism for depositing nanoparticles in the Cyto-TP prototypes (chapter 4 and 5). This 

model is used to describe the dosimetric properties of the Cyto-TP (chapter 4) and particularly 

its successors (chapter 5). 
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 2.1. Apparent particle properties 

 

A particular challenge in the context of characterizing nanoparticles is that physical prop-

erties that are peculiar to the nanoparticle - like volume, mass or surface area - are often 

difficult to be measured directly (i.e. by online measurements). Instead, particle properties 

are usually determined by classifiers that basically act like property filters, only allowing 

particles within a specified range of property-values to pass. The ‘right’ classifier settings 

for a specific property range are found by modelling the particle dynamics within the 

classifier, which can depend not only on the particle properties, but also on conditions of 

the carrier gas. Therefore, the accuracy of the classification depends on the validity of the 

underlying model. In case the classified property is a dependent parameter, i.e. a parame-

ter that can change when it is measured differently, every value that is derived from it 

must be interpreted as valid only in the context of the measurement conditions.  

 

The most used aerosol classifiers often act like filters for particle mobility. This property is 

particularly useful since it determines the particle’s path of motion apart from the external 

force that causes the motion. Classifiers like the DMA, introduced later in this chapter, 

exert a well-defined force on an aerosol with finitely distributed mobilities, so that only 

particle’s within a certain range of mobilities can be detected at a specified location. Parti-

cles that traverse the classifier can therefore be described by the mobility equivalent diam-

eter. However, this diameter cannot be interpreted by geometrical means, since it scales 

with particle morphology as well as gas properties. Consequently, geometric properties of 

a mobility equivalent sphere are called apparent.  

2.1.1. Mobility of a particles in gases 

 

A particle that moves in a gas experiences at least two forces: The force that exerts the 

motion and the resistance force induced by gas molecules colliding with the surface of the 

moving particles, called drag force. Isaac Newton thought of an object traveling through 

air. He assumed that the change of momentum of the object induced by gas resistance is 

proportional to the volume rate of the air that needs to be pushed aside, given by the 

projected area of the object in the direction of movement times its velocity [17]. The drag 

force /0 is then given by: 

 /0 = 1�2 )4 ��4�,	 [2.1]	
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where 5 is the velocity of the object relative to the gas, � is the diameter of the object when 

it is assumed to be a sphere, �2 is the gas density and 1 is a constant of proportionality, 

which Newton assumed to be independent of velocity. This assumption is true for spheres 

with a Reynolds-number 67	larger than 1000, given by: 

 67 = �24�8 ,	 [2.2]	
 

where 8	is the gas viscosity. The Reynolds number can be interpreted as the ratio of the 

inertial to the viscous forces induced by the gas on the moving object. Newton’s equation 

for the drag force is therefore valid when viscous forces can be neglected compared to the 

inertial effects. Particles, however, usually move slowly and have small particle sizes, 

resulting in small Reynolds numbers. Eq. 2.1 is hence not valid for nanoparticles.  

 

Stokes solved the Navier-Stokes equations that generally describe fluid motion, by assum-

ing that the inertial forces can be neglected compared to the viscous forces and the fluid is 

incompressible. For a rigid sphere with 67	 ≪ 1000, the drag force is given by 

 /0 = 3)85��: 	.	 [2.3]	
 

The parameter �: is the Cunningham-Slip factor that corrects the Drag force for the “slip” 

of gas molecules by the nanoparticle surface, i.e. the fact that the relative velocity of gas 

molecules at the particle surface is not zero. This correction factor is given by: 

 

�: = 1 + <�� �= + >7.:	 ?@A� [2.4] 

 

with = = 2.34,		> = 1.05	and	F = 0.39 for solid particles [78]. It is size-dependent and be-

comes influential for particles with 67	 < 1 (or roughly smaller than 1	μJ). The velocity of 

a particle is therefore given by  

 

v = CM3πηd� FQ = BFQ	 [2.5]	
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For a spherical particle with given diameter and constant gas properties, the factor S is a 

constant and called (mechanical) mobility. It can be interpreted as the relative ease to 

produce steady motion of the particle. For example, when gravitational force /T  pulls an 

airborne particle towards the ground, the settling velocity is given by 4T = S/T. If an 

electrical force pulls on a charged particle, its relative ease to be moved is called electrical 

mobility, given by:  

 U = VS	 [2.6]	
 

where V is the charge of the particle. 

 

Mobility is important for particle characterization since it is commonly used to describe 

properties of particles based on the geometric parameters applicable to spheres, like their 

diameter. However, particles have are usually non-spherical. Instead, one describes a 

property of a virtual sphere that exhibits a mobility that is equivalent to the original parti-

cle.  

 

Consequently, it is appropriate to refer to properties of mobility equivalent spheres as 

‘apparent properties’. 

 

 

2.1.2. Apparent size 

 

Figure 2.1 shows a non-spherical particle moving with velocity 4 through a gas against the 

drag force, in dependency from its mobility. A mobility equivalent sphere can be de-

scribed by the diameter �, given by:  

 � = �:3)8S	 [2.7]	
 

This diameter is called mobility equivalent diameter. It is not the real diameter of the 

particle but a virtual diameter of the mobility equivalent sphere. The mobility equivalent 

diameter thereby describes the apparent size of particles.  
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2.1.3. Apparent volume 

 

The volume X of a spherical particle is given by: 

 X = )6 �( ,	 [2.8]	
 

When the mobility diameter is known, the volume of the mobility equivalent sphere is 

given by: 

 X�� = )6 �( 	 [2.9]	
 

This volume must is called the apparent volume.  

 

It is important to note that there is a different definition given by the British Standards 

Institute that describes the apparent volume of a particle with the help of the particle 

surface area, excluding the surface area of the internal voids [79]. This apparent volume 

therefore envelopes the external body of the particle. This definition has a direct conse-

quence for agglomerates. Figure 2.2 shows a cross-section of an agglomerate that shows 

voids that are interior to the structure and voids that are exterior, called surface pores. The 

Figure 2.1. A non-spherical particle moving with steady motion with velocity v defined by its mobili-

ty times the Drag force. A virtual sphere can be defined as one that moves with equal velocity, i.e. the 

sphere exhibits equivalent mobility. The diameter of this sphere is the mobility equivalent diameter, 

describing the apparent size of the non-spherical particle. 
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enveloping volume is larger than the ‘real’ volume of the agglomerate, the space occupied 

by solid material, because it also includes the particle-void spaces.  

 

This external surface area can be expressed by the surface of a sphere with an equivalent 

external surface area A of the particle. The apparent volume X�� based on particle surface 

area is given by: 

 X�� = )6 �Z(,	 [2.10]	
 

where �Z is the diameter of a sphere with equivalent external surface area as the particle. 

Ku and Maynard (2005) [80] showed that for particles with a wide range of morphologies 

the mobility equivalent diameter is of similar value compared to the diameter of a sphere 

with equivalent projected area, which is equal to the diameter of equivalent external sur-

face area. In this case, the abovementioned definitions are equivalent to each other. Li et al. 

(2014) [81] more recently showed that for particles with convex surfaces considered in the 

free-molecular regime, i.e. where particle motion is determined by single particle-

molecule interactions, the diameter of a sphere with an equivalent averaged projection 

area (averaged for all orientations of the particle) is equal to its mobility diameter.  

 

Based on current knowledge it can therefore be generally assumed that the apparent vol-

ume defined by particle mobility is equivalent to the volume of an envelope tightly fitting 

to the external surface area of the particle.  

Figure 2.2: Apparent volume as defined by the BSI, including internal voids and the space occupied 

by solid material, but excluding surface pores and external voids. 
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2.1.4. Apparent density 

 

The density of a body with apparent volume X�� and mass & is called apparent density: 

 ��� = 6&)�( 	 [2.11]	
 

For aggregates like shown in Figure 2.2, the apparent density is a useful quantity. It is the 

density of an aggregate when considering that not every volume unit has mass but can be 

void. It is the average material density of the body: 

 

ρ�� = 1\ ] �^
_

^`� ,	 [2.12]	
 

where �^ is the density of the partial volume X̂ .  

 

An aerosol usually comprises particles within a range of densities. The density of particles 

having a specific mobility is called effective density. The apparent density can therefore be 

considered as the average effective density or, in case of an aerosol with a dominant mo-

bility, as the dominant effective density. In practice, however, truly monodisperse aerosols 

don’t exist, so using the term apparent density even for a mobility-classified aerosol seems 

more appropriate and is used throughout this thesis. 

2.1.5. Health-relevance of apparent particle properties 

 

As already mentioned in the introduction, which region of the lung is contaminated dom-

inantly when particle are inhaled, can be expressed through the aerodynamic diameter of 

the particles. With the help Eq. 1.1, the apparent size can be converted into aerodynamic 

size, with the apparent density as a scaling factor. 

 

The apparent volume of a particle can be interpreted as the volume of an envelope tightly 

fitting the external surface area. Assuming that the particle surface area is invariant for 

different gaseous or liquid media surrounding the particle, the apparent volume is there-

fore equal to the so-called displacement volume, i.e. the volume element that is displaced 

due to the presence of the particle in the medium. There are indications that the toxicity of 

GBP particles scales with lung-deposited displacement volume [82]. The toxicity mecha-

nism can be described as the impairment of the lung clearance mechanism due to the 
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volumetric ‘overload’ of alveolar macrophages that are otherwise responsible for remov-

ing any contaminant from the alveolus. To put it simply, when macrophages internalize 

more than 6% of their own volume [8], they release factors to signal for help. Based on the 

knowledge of the total macrophage volume in the alveolus, this volume overload level 

can be estimated.  

 

The accumulated volume of particles over the exposure time	a, deposited in the alveolar 

region of the lung X�b is estimated by: 

 X�b�a� = c�a�	�bdefgZ	a,	 [2.13]	
 

where �b is the particle volume concentration in the breathing zone of the exposed sub-

ject, def its volumetric breathing rate and gZ	the deposition efficiency in the alveolar re-

gion of the respiratory tract. The factor c�a� is the rate of particle removal from the lung 

by the non-impaired lung clearance mechanism. Assuming that the threshold ratio of 

accumulated particle volume and total macrophage volume % � XZb	is 0.06 (for rats), 

where % is the total number of macrophages (~7 � 10�� for rats) and XZb~1	μl the volume 

of an alveolar macrophage, one can calculate the volume concentration �b that is needed 

to reach the threshold after time a: 

 �b�a� = 0.06 � %XZbadef
1c�a�gZ,	 [2.14]	

 

Since the particle displacement volume equals its apparent volume, the volume concentra-

tion can therefore be converted into mass concentration �j	using the apparent density: 

 �j�a� = �b�a���� = ��� 0.06 � %XZbadef
1c�a�gZ	 [2.15]	

 

This mass concentration is also called no observed (adverse) effect level (NO(A)EL), since 

it is the level concentration below which no health effect of GBP is predicted to occur. 

Predicted NO(A)ELs reported for rats show a good agreement with experimental values, 

determined in rat in vivo studies [8, 83].  

 

The toxicity of granular, poorly-soluble particles, the largest group for nanoparticles, 

therefore seems to scale with the apparent density of the aerosol particles. 
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Such NO(A)ELs for animals are converted into human equivalence concentrations (see 

e.g. [84]). These are the current basis for the definition of derived-no-effect-exposure limit 

values (DNELs) [85, 86]. 

 

Note that the notion introduced by Morrow (1988) [82] that volume is the only dose metric 

that is predictive for NO(A)ELs has been subject of controversy, surface area being also 

considered [87].  

 

 

 2.2. Characterization of the DMA-nano-PMC system 

 

In chapter 3, in all experiments shown, the nano-PMC was used in combination with a 

Differential Mobility Analyzer (DMA). It is therefore appropriate to fully characterize the 

DMA-nano-PMC system. This is accomplished by first characterizing both instruments 

individually by describing their transfer function and then predict the response of the 

system, i.e. the output signal after the input signal (a particle mass distribution) has 

passed both instruments. 

 

In the next sections, first the general concept of system transfer functions is described and 

illustrated on the basis of particle size classification. The DMA is then described based on 

the theory of Stolzenburg and McMurry (2008) [88] as well as Mamakos et al. (2007) [89], 

yielding the DMA’s electrical mobility transfer function. The operating principle of the 

nano-PMC is described and subsequently its particle mass transfer function derived after 

evaluating the trajectories of the particles in the flow channel of the instrument. The re-

sponse and response spectrum of the DMA-nano-PMC system is predicted. 

2.2.1. Instrumental transfer function  

 

In systems theory, a system is generally defined as a procedure at which a signal is trans-

formed or transmitted. The system can be represented by a mathematical operation that 

transforms the input signal to an output signal, the transfer function [90]. More commonly 

used to describe how an electrical input signal is processed by e.g. a low-pass filter to 

comprehend its output signal, it also useful to characterize instruments, classifiers in par-

ticular. With the instrumental transfer function known, the instruments response can be 

predicted when the input is fully characterized. Particle classifiers that act as particle 

property filters for an aerosol where the particle property is finitely distributed are usual-

ly characterized by the transfer function that is specific for the operating conditions of the 

classifier. One can therefore predict the classification performance, i.e. the classified prop-
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erty distribution, when the unclassified property distribution is known. In practice, the 

output signal of a classifier can be predicted when a calibration aerosol is classified and 

compared to the measured output signal to validate the functionality of the classifier. 

 

In general, a transfer function of a causal, continuous, time-invariant system is defined as 

the linear mapping of the on-sided Laplace transformation ℒ of the input signal l�a� and 

output signal m�a�, where a is a real variable: 

 

Ω�o� = p�o�q�o� = ℒ"m�a�$ℒ"l�a�$ = r m�a�	7.st�au�r l�a�	7.st�au� 	.	 [2.16]	
 

Taking a particle size classifier as an example, an input particle size distribution %^v"��$ =�%^v � log ��⁄  of an aerosol with total number size distribution \�y� in the volume-

element	y, expressed as 

 �%^v� log �� "��$ = z \�y�	7. {	|}~ @A�yu
� 		 [2.17]	

 

is transformed to the output particle size distribution %��t"��$ = �%��t � log ��⁄ , given by  

 %��t"��$ = %^v"��$ ∙ Ω"��$	.	 [2.18]	
 

In this case, the transfer function can be interpreted as the ratio of the particle flux at the 

classifier inlet to the particle flux at the classifier outlet4.  

 

The right hand side of Eq. 2.18 is a product of two functions, a convolution, given by: 

 

%��t"��$ = z %^v"�� − �$Ω���	��u
.u 	.	 [2.19]	

 

In most cases, the signal in the region of �−∞, 0] is zero, so that the convolution can be 

conducted in the region of [0, ∞�. 

                                                                 

 

4 The integral on the right hand side of Eq. 2.17 can be interpreted as the number flux of 

particles with size �� over the volume element y. 
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The output signal p of instruments is usually referred to as the response of the instrument 

and the output signal spectrum p�o� as the response spectrum.  

 

The transfer function of the nano-PMC is theoretically obtained by evaluating the particle 

equations of motion in its classifying channel to determine their trajectories and subse-

quently calculate the particle flux at the exit of the classifier (the particle flux at the en-

trance is known). Similarly, the transfer function of the DMA, which can be analytically 

expressed, is used to characterize its mobility classification. 

2.2.2. Differential Electrical Mobility Classifier 

 

The Differential Electrical Mobility Classifier, commonly known as the Differential Mobili-

ty Analyzer (DMA), acts like an electrical mobility filter for an aerosol. Under certain 

operating conditions of the DMA, only particles within a finite window of electrical mo-

bilities can pass the filter. By systematically changing the filter setting, the aerosol can be 

classified to determine its electrical mobility distribution.  

 

Figure 2.3 shows a cross-sectional drawing of the cylindrical Vienna-type DMA that was 

used over the course of the experiments presented in this work [91, 92]. Its central element 

is a cylindrical capacitor, i.e. two telescoped metallic cylindrical electrodes with a constant 

annular spacing between each other. A potential difference is applied between the inner 

and outer cylinder. Particles with a predefined charge enter the capacitor via an annular 

inlet. A clean sheath air flow adds to the sample flow to generate a laminar flow in the 

spacing between the cylinders. The particles move along the channel and are drawn to-

wards the cylinder walls due to the Coulomb-force acting on them. Considering that all 

particles carry the same charge V, the Coulomb-force becomes equal for all particles and 

only different mobilities lead to different trajectories. When the trajectory of a particle 

leads to the classified aerosol outlet port, the particle leaves the DMA via the classified 

aerosol outlet. Other particles are either deposited on the cylinder walls or are transported 

out of the instrument with the excess air flow. By changing the voltage of the capacitor, 

the classified electrical mobility window is shifted. The window of classified electrical 

mobilities is defined by the transfer function Ω0jZ�U� of the DMA. In practice, all operat-

ing conditions but the potential difference is fixed so that the transfer function is only a 

function of the capacitor voltage.  
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Figure 2.3: Working principle of the cylindrical Vienna-type Differential Mobility Analyzer (DMA).  

A detailed description is given in the text. 
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The DMA can be used with a so-called closed-loop recirculation system, were the clean 

sheath flow rate ds�,^v is equal to the excess flow rate rate ds�,��t and the sample flow rate 

of the unclassified aerosol flow rate d�,^v is equal to the classified aerosol flow rate d�,��t. 

Note that since the classified aerosol outlet port is situated at the inner cylinder, only 

negative particles are classified when the electrical potential is applied from the inner 

electrode towards the outer. 

 

Figure 2.4 illustrates the classification principle of the DMA and is based on the depiction 

in Stratmann et al. (1997) [93]. The classified concentration electrical mobility distribution %��t�U� of the classified aerosol leaving the DMA can be determined from the convolution 

of the unclassified concentration electrical mobility distribution %^v�U� with the transfer 

function Ω�U� of the DMA:  

 %}���U� = 	 %���U� ∙ Ω�U�	 [2.20]	
 

The transfer function is triangularly shaped when diffusion has no influence on the parti-

cle trajectories and the DMA is operated with a closed-loop recirculation system ds�,^v =ds�,��t = ds�	and	d�,^v = d�,��t = d�. The maximum of the transfer function at U = U� is 

called centroid electrical mobility. Diffusion causes particles to deviate from their deter-

ministic paths in the flow channel leading to enhanced losses. As a consequence, the trans-

fer function broadens, is reduced in height and adopts a Gaussian shape. Stolzenburg and 

McMurry (2008) [88] determined the diffusive transfer function of the cylindrical DMA 

employing a closed-loop recirculation system. The analytical description given here is 

based on Mamakos (2007) [89].  

 

 

Figure 2.4: Classification of an electrical mobility distribution by the transfer function of the DMA.. 
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The diffusive transfer function is given by: 

 

Ω0jZ"U��$ = ��2)c �� �U�� − �1 + c�√2� � + � �U�� − �1 − c�√2� � − 2� �U�� − 1√2� ��,	 [2.21]	
 

with  

 

ε�x� = 	x	erf�x� + e.��
√) .	 [2.22]	

 

where erf�x� is the error function accounting for the probability of a particle being lost due 

to diffusion, c is the ratio of the sample flow rate d� and the sheath flow rate ds�. The 

variable U�� is the dimensionless electromobility defined by  

 U�� = UU� .	 [2.23]	
 

 The centroid electrical mobility of the transfer function U� is given by: 

 U� = ds�2) ln�6�/6���	� .	 [2.24]	
 6�, 6�	and		� are the outer radius of the inner cylinder, inner radius of the outer cylinder 

and the cylinder length of the DMA, respectively. The standard deviation � of the transfer 

function is given by: 

 

� = ��	 2)��ds� 	 [2.25]	
 

where � is the diffusion coefficient. The parameter � is the so-called DMA-geometry fac-

tor and dimensionless. Its value depends on the geometry of the DMA and the flow condi-

tions in the classifying region:  

 

� = 4�1 + c��1 − � ������ + � 12�1 + c� ��¡,	 [2.26]	
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where κ = L	R��6� − 6���.� and � = �6�/6���. The value of �� depends on the laminar 

velocity profile between the inner and outer cylinder, given by  

 

����� = ¥�1 − ����1 − ���4 + 5�1 − �(��1 − �� ln���18 + �1 − �¦� ln����§
��1 − �� �− �1 + �� ln��� − �1 − l�2 ��¡ .	

	
[2.27]	

Figure 2.5 shows two examples of the transfer function as a function of U��. These were 

calculated using Eq. 2.21. The thick line shows a typical Gaussian transfer function that 

was calculated for a sample flow rate to sheath flow rate ratio (d�-ds�-ratio) of 1.5/10. The 

larger this ratio is the broader the transfer function becomes, as shown with the dashed 

curve that was calculated for a d�-ds�-ratio of 0.5.  

 

The transfer function described by Eq. 2.21 is valid for singly charged particles. Even 

though in most experiments a neutralizer is used to set the aerosol charge distribution to a 

bipolar Boltzmann-distribution (particles should then carry none, one positive or negative 

elementary charge), particles still have a small probability to carry more charges, depend-

ing on the charging efficiency of the neutralizer. For the response of the DMA-CPC sys-

tem, i.e. a CPC that counts particles that pass the DMA to obtain the electrical mobility 

Figure 2.5: Electrical mobility transfer functions of the DMA used for the nano-PMC measurements 

for two different d�-ds�-ratios. 
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concentration distribution (SMPS), a correction must then be applied, called multiple-

charge correction [94]. 

2.2.3. Operating principle and transfer function of the nano-PMC 

 

In chapter 3, the theory of the particle mass classification with the nano-PMC is only de-

scribed briefly. The next section gives a detailed description of the operating principle. 

Based on the nano-PMC theory, particle trajectories in the classifying region are deter-

mined which are subsequently used to obtain the transfer function of the nano-PMC.  

2.2.3.1. Equations of motion in a PMC 

 

The particle mass classifier (PMC), first described by Ehara (1996) [21] as the aerosol parti-

cle mass analyser (APM), is basically a rotating cylindrical capacitor, i.e. two telescoped 

concentric cylinders with equidistant spacing |� − �| between the inner wall of the outer 

cylinder at radius � and the outer wall of the inner cylinder at radius �. This setup is 

shown and described in figure 2.6. The width and length � of this rotationally symmetric 

gap are the characteristic dimensions of the classifier flow channel. The radius for the 

center of the gap is :. 

 

Rotation of the particle carrier gas, induced by the movement of the cylinders, cause the 

particles in the rotating cylinder gap  to be drawn away from the center of rotation due 

the centrifugal force /�v: 

 /�v 	 = 	&�2)®��,		 [2.28]	
 

where &	is the particle mass, ® (rpm) is the rotational speed and  is the distance from the 

center of rotation. If the particle is charged and an electric field is established by a poten-

tial difference between the two cylindrical electrodes, a counteracting electrostatic force /�e acts on the particles, given by: 

 /�e 	 = 	 − %7� ¯% '��+.	 [2.29]	
 

Here � (V) is the potential difference between the two electrodes, % is the number of ele-

mentary charges and 7 the elementary charge (7 = 1.602	 � 10.�°	C). As the particle 

moves relative to the carrier gas, it experiences a drag force in opposite direction to the 

motion described by Stoke’s law:  
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 /0f 	 = 	 3)8��4�:����	 	.	 [2.30]	
 

Here 4 and �� are the velocity and diameter of the particle, respectively, and 8 the dynam-

ic viscosity of the gas. �: is the Cunningham Slip correction factor given by: 

 �� 	 = 1 + 	 <�� �± + S7.�@A? �	,	 [2.31]	
 

where < is the mean free path of the gas (< ≈ 65	nm at ambient pressure) and ± =1.142, S = 0.558, � = 0.999 are empirical constants [78]. 

 

Following a simple Newtonian approach, the equation of motion in the direction perpen-

dicular to the flow in the cylinder gap can be expressed as: 

 F ³�a�³a = =�a� − >�a�	.	 [2.32]	
 

The terms =, >	and	F in Eq. 2.32 represent respectively the centrifugal force, the Coulomb 

force and the drag force, given by: 

 = = &�2)®��,	 [2.33]	> = %7� �¯% �����.�	,	 [2.34]	F = 3)8���:.�	.	 [2.35]	
 

The particles follow the gas flow which has a Poiseuille profile in the cylinder gap given 

by [95]: 

 4��� = 32 4́ �1 − 4 �  − :� − ����	,	 [2.36]	
 

where 4́ = d/± is the mean flow velocity, with Q and A being the aerosol volumetric flow 

rate and the cross-sectional area of the cylinder gap, respectively.  
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The equation of motion for the particles in flow direction is therefore: 

 l�a� = 4�"�a�$a	.	 [2.37]	
 

  

Particles with a certain mass-to-charge ratio that enter flow channel of the classifier at the 

radial center : do not divert from their original path along the flow streamlines. At the 

radial position : the electrostatic and centrifugal forces are balanced for such particles 

thus preventing motion perpendicular to the flow, resulting in the Stoke drag force be-

coming zero. In this case, the particle mass can be determined by equating Eqs. 2.29 and 

2.30 yielding: 

 & = %7��2)®��:� �ln �����.�	.	 [2.38]	
 

However, if particles for which equilibrium of forces is established at the radial center of 

the classifier enter the flow channel at radial positions smaller than :, they drift towards 

the inner wall due to the electrostatic force being greater than the centrifugal force. Simi-

larly, if those particles enter at radial positions larger than :, they move towards the outer 

wall since the centrifugal force dominates. Thereby, even if all particles have equivalent 

mass-to-charge ratio, particles are lost since they enter the flow channel radially distribut-

ed over the cylinder gap. Moreover, particles still might be able to traverse the classifier if 

they don’t experience force equilibrium at radial position :. For particles with equal 

charge but smaller or larger particle mass, other radial positions might exist, where equi-

librium of forces is established. However, the probability of such particles exiting the 

classifier is lower. Under realistic aerosol conditions, i.e. where the particle mass is finitely 

distributed, the particle mass at which particles traverse the classifier most probably is 

called ´dominant particle mass´. The mode of the particle mass distribution downstream 

the nano-PMC is equivalent to the dominant particle mass. 



   4
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Figure  2.6. Working principle of a PMC illustrated in two side-views of the flow channel. (a) shows the the cylindrical capacitor with radii �	 and �, with the cylinder axis facing towards the viewer. (b) shows the gap between the two cylinders with length � along the rotational 

axis. The dashed lines show the flow streamlines, in (a) equi-flow velocity lines and in (b) the Poiseuille flow profile between two plates. 

The thick black arrows demonstrate which trajectories particles follow with centrifugal and electrical force acting on them, /�v and /�e 

respectively. Only at the radial center of the gap, both forces can be balanced resulting in penetration of a particle which gets deposited 

otherwise.  
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Figure 2.7. Exact Schematic drawing of a cross-sectional cut near the radial center of the nano-PMC. The classifier is coloured blue, 

whereas the static parts grey, dark grey for insulating parts, light grey for conductive parts. 
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In addition, all particles undergo Brownian motion as they move along the cylinder gap, 

which makes them deviate from their deterministic paths. This deviation µ can be esti-

mated by: 

 µ = √2�a	S�a�	 [2.39]	
 

where � (m2/s) is the diffusion coefficient of the particles, a is time and S�a� is a random 

variable from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation equal to 

unity.  The random number ±S�a + �a� effectively scales and directs the diffusive compo-

nent of the particle path after time interval a + �a. The equations of motion in radial (Eq. 

2.32) and axial (Eq. 2.37) directions are modified to include particle diffusivity as follows: 

 l�a + �a� = l�a� + √2��a	S�a�,	 [2.40]	�a + �a� = �a� + √2��a	S�a�.	 [2.41]	
 

This approach was introduced to describe diffusion broadening in the DMA [89, 96] 

2.2.3.2. Transfer function of the nano-PMC 

 

Figure 2.7 shows an exact schematic drawing of a cross-sectional cut of the nano-PMC. 

Table 2.1 summarizes all relevant geometric and operational parameters of the nano-PMC, 

used for the calculation of particle trajectories in the flow channel of the classifier. Please 

refer to section 3.1 for a detailed description of the nano-PMC design and section 3.2.2 for 

TABLE 2.1: 

Geometric and operating parameters of the nano-PMC 

Symbol Meaning Value / Value range 

Geometry of the flow channel � Outer radius of inner cylinder 15 mm � Inner radius of outer cylinder 19 mm � Radial position of cylinder gap center 17 mm � Length of cylinders /classifier flow channel 100 mm 

Operational parameters ® Rotational speed 6000 rpm – 36000 rpm � Voltage 0.1 V – 1000 V d Flow rate 0.3 L/min – 1.5 L/min 
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the operational diagram of the nano-PMC. The following calculations of particle trajecto-

ries are conducted based on this geometry. 

 

Particle trajectories are calculated by solving the equations of motion (Eq. 2.32 and Eq. 

2.37) to yield the current positions of a particle as a function of time. This system of differ-

ential equations is coupled, since first the position of the particle radial position must be 

known to determine its velocity in flow direction defining the position in axial direction. 

Solving the differential equation Eq. 2.32 is difficult due to stiffness in the system. The 

system is therefore numerically solved by a Mathematica computer code that is described 

in Appendix A.  

 

In the nano-PMC, particles enter and exit the classifier flow channel through a 2 mm wide 

entrance slit, both located radially at the center of the cylinder gap. Figure 2.8 shows ex-

amples of particle trajectories for 50−nm particles with standard density (i.e., 1 g/cm3) in 

the classifying region of the nano-PMC. The trajectories are influenced by diffusion, as 

demonstrated in Figure 2.8 (d) that shows a magnification of the trajectory of a particle. 

When � = 0	X, all particles are deposited on the wall of the outer cylinder as a result of 

the centrifugal forces they experience. At a voltage of � = 125	X, the majority of the parti-

cles migrate successfully through the classifier without depositing on the walls. The parti-

cles that enter far away from :, however, deposit on the inner or the outer cylinder since 

the centrifugal and electrostatic forces are not absolutely balanced. When � = 75	X, all 

particles are deposited on the inner cylinder because the electrostatic force becomes 

stronger than the centrifugal force. 

 

As mentioned in section 2.3.1, the transfer function is given by the ratio of the particle flux 

at the entrance and at the exit of the classifying region. Since the nano-PMC’s flow channel 

is angularly symmetric, it is appropriate to define the inlet and outlet particle flux as the 

number concentration over the cross-section of the entrance and exit gap respectively, so 

that the input/output number signal is given by: 

 

%^v/��t = z \^v/��t��	7.f�f�
f·

	.	 [2.42]	
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Assuming that the number of particles \ is spatially invariant, the input and output num-

ber signal is simply the number of particles in the entrance and exit of the classifying 

region, respectively. The input number of particles is simply the number of particle whose 

trajectories were calculated with the model whereas the output number of particles can be 

determined by counting all particles whose trajectories reach the exit gap and not collide 

with the cylinder walls. The ratio of the output number and input number of particles 

with equal mass at given operational conditions of the nano-PMC is called transferred 

fraction. The particle mass transfer function Ω¸j� is then the transfer fraction as a function 

of particle mass &:  

 

Figure 2.8. Predicted trajectories in the classifying region of the nano-PMC of spherical particles with �� = 50 nm and density � = 1 g/cm3 within the cylinder gap that enter at different radial positions. See 

Table 2.1 for the geometric parameters of the flow channel. For the calculations we assumed that the 

nano-PMC is operated at ® = 20	 � 	 10( rpm, d = 1.5 L/min and � = 0 V (a), � = 125 V (b), � = 175 V 

(c). (d) shows a magnification of the boxed area of (b).  
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Ω¸j��&� = %��t�&�%^v 	,	 [2.43]	
  

when the input number of particles is invariant. Each set of operating conditions of the 

nano-PMC therefore exhibits a specific particle mass transfer function.  

 

The shape of the particle mass transfer function of the nano-PMC is discussed in chapter 

3.5. It can best be fitted with a lognormal peak function. 

 

By evaluating the transfer function, classification performance and resolution of the classi-

fier can be discussed which have consequences for the operational bounds, i.e. the particle 

mass range, the nano-PMC can be classify under constraints about resolution. 

2.2.3.3. Response spectrum of a DMA-nano-PMC system 

 

A system of a DMA and the nano-PMC, as described in chapter 3, is characterized by two 

transfer functions, the DMA transfer function Ω0jZ and nano-PMC transfer function Ω¸j�. The output signal of the system, the response, is therefore given by the convolution 

of the input signal, which is the unclassified mass distribution %^v�&� = �%^v/�&, with 

both the DMA particle mass transfer function and the particles mass transfer function of 

the nano-PMC: 

 %��t�&� = %^v�&� 	 ∙ Ω0jZ�&� ∙ Ω¸j��&�	.		 [2.44]	
 

The DMA particle mobility transfer function must therefore be converted into a particle 

mass transfer function, by assuming an equal apparent density for the spherical particles 

with electromobility diameter �, classified by the DMA: 

 

	Ω0jZ�&� = 43 ��� 	Ω0jZ"d($ = 43 ���	Ω0jZ �¥ %7�:3)8U§(�		 [2.45]	
 

The response spectrum is the systems response as a function of usually the potential dif-

ference � of the nano-PMC: 

 %��t��, &� = %��t�&� 	 ∙ Ω0jZ�&� ∙ Ω¸j���, &�	 [2.46]	
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In chapter 3, the response spectra of the DMA-nano-PMC system for particles with known 

masses are measured. The measurements are compared with predictions than were ob-

tained by applying the model described here. 

 

Appendix A shows the Mathematica script to predict the response of the DMA-nano-PMC 

system based on this description. 

 

 

 2.3. Dosimetry of the Cyto-TP 

 

The Cyto-TP, where TP is an abbreviation of thermal precipitator, comprises two parallel 

metallic plates with different temperatures to create a temperature gradient in the gas in 

between those plates. This leads to the effect of thermophoresis, the motion of a particle in 

gas in negative direction of the gradient – in case of the thermal precipitator the cold plate. 

This section gives the theoretical description of thermophoresis. 

2.3.1. Thermophoresis of spherical particles 

 

When the particle can be considered in the free-molecular regime "Kn= < ��⁄ ≫ 1$, the 

thermophoretic motion results from individual collisions of gas molecules with the parti-

cle surface causing an uneven transfer of momentum from the gas molecules to the parti-

cle. Collisions occur due to Brownian motion of gas molecules and the particle. In a sim-

plified model that is illustrated in Figure 2.9 (a), the surface of the particle pointing to-

wards the warm source receives a higher transfer of momentum »�¼¼¼¼½ compared to the cold-

er side »�¼¼¼¼½, resulting in a total momentum in direction of the cold source. The thermo-

phoretic motion is therefore a function of the rate of momentum that is being transferred 

to the particle which depends on the velocity profile of the surrounding gas molecules 

[97]. This profile is described by the Chapman-Enskog distribution ¾�¿¼½� which corrects 

the molecular velocity distribution of a gas, given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, 

when its thermodynamic equilibrium is disturbed [98].  

 

Waldmann (1959) [99] derived the molecular velocity distribution surrounding a spherical 

particle by integrating the momentum exchange from collisions between the gas mole-

cules and the particle surface over the surface of the sphere. Using the impulse theorem, 

he calculated the force on the sphere induced by the momentum transfer from gas mole-

cules colliding with the particle surface. This procedure is shown in Figure 2.9 (b). This is 

the thermophoretic force, given by  
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	/t�,� = −À �)���4	¿ � κ ³Á³l.		 [2.47]	
where κ is the the thermal conductivity of the gas. The thermophoretic parameter À was 

estimated by Waldmann to be around 0.679.  

 

For engineering purposes (as in this work), this approximated solution is sufficient [100, 

101].  

 

Figure 2.9: Thermophoretic model for spherical particles considered in the free-molecular regime �Kn ≫ 1�. (a) illustrates the (uniform) temperature gradient as dashed arrows, quantifiable by the 

difference between the equi-temperature lines  Á�	(warm) and Á� (cold) over the distance  = between 

the lines. The particle moves with thermophoretic velocity 4t�. (b) demonstrates the Waldmann-

model for the cause for thermophoresis. Gas molecules move with Brownian molecular velocity Â
and eventually collide with the particle surface. The molecular velocity is distributed, described with 

the Chapman-Enskog distribution ¾�¿�. Waldmann integrated the molecular velocity distribution 

over the particle surface and applied the impulse theorem, resulting in a particle momentum directed 

towards the cold source due to the imbalance of momentum transfers when gas molecules collide 

with the particle surface. 
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Waldmann (1959) [99] also gave a simplified expression for the resulting thermophoretic 

velocity 4t� of the particle, by equating the thermophoretic force with the Stoke Drag 

force: 

 4t�,� = −K 8�2	Á ³Á³l	,	 [2.48]	
 

where �2 is the gas mass density, Á the ambient temperature and 1 the thermophoretic 

coefficient that in the free molecular regime can be estimated by: 

 K = 68 + )c@ ,	 [2.49]	
 

where c@ is the fraction of gas molecules that is reflected diffusely and the remaining 

fraction specularly. Waldmann derived a value of K = 0.55.  

 

More recently a numerical approach to calculate the thermophoretic coefficient was pro-

vided, using Monte Carlo Simulations to describe Brownian motion of the gas molecules 

and particles [100, 102]. The thermophoretic coefficient was found to be depending on gas 

properties, e.g. whether the gas is assumed to be a single-species continuum gas or multi-

species, but of similar value.  

 

For larger particles that cannot be considered in the free-molecule regime any more, a 

continuum model for the particle-gas interaction is more appropriate. In this case, a tem-

perature jump between the particle and the surrounding gas causes a thermal stress slip of 

a thin layer of gas surrounding the particle, called Knudsen layer, in direction of the tem-

perature gradient [103]. A thermo-osmotic effect causes the thermophoretic force. Brock 

(1962) [104] gave an expression for the thermophoretic coefficient, derived including fric-

tional slip of gas molecules along the particle surface in addition to their thermal slip as 

well as assuming a temperature jump between particle surface and gas: 

 

1 = 2�s"Ã2 + Ã��tKn$�1 + 2�Kn�"2Ã2 + Ã� + 2Ã��tKn$,	
	 [2.50]	

where �t and � are dimensionless coefficients that account for the temperature jump and 

frictional slip respectively. Talbot et al. (1980) [105] derived values for the coefficients �s, �t and � based on experimental data on the thermophoretic velocity that are 1.17, 2.18 

and 1.14, respectively. 
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Note that in the continuum-regime case, thermophoresis is dependent on particle size. 

Generally, the larger the particle is, the smaller becomes its thermophoretic motion. How-

ever, up to about 300 nm particle diameter, the difference of the thermophoretic velocities 

derived using both models is neglectable and the Waldmann-equation (Eq. 2.48) is consid-

ered as sufficient. 

 

Similar to the electrophoresis of a particle in an electrical potential, it is useful to define 

the thermophoretic velocity on the basis of the particle mobility in the temperature poten-

tial (gradient), called thermophoretic mobility Ψ: 

 vt� = 	Ψ∇T,	where	Ψ = 	 −K 8�2	Á.	 [2.51]	
 	
2.3.2. Thermophoresis of particles with non-spherical shapes 

 

For non-spherical particles, the thermophoretic mobility can be derived by the average of 

mobility components. For example, an axis-symmetrical oblate spheroid with radii = and > has two thermophoretic mobility components for its longitudinal and transversal sym-

metry axes, ΨÉ and ÊË respectively, given by [103]: 

 ΨÉ = �Ì8�2Á ∇ÉÁ �1 + Íc Ã��.�	
ΨË = �Ì8�2Á ∇ËÁ �1 + cÍ + 1 Ã��.�	 [2.52]	

 

where ∇ÉÁ and ∇ËÁ  are the longitudinal and translational components of the temperature 

gradient respectively,  

 α = �'=>+� − 1� �=> coth '=>+.� − 1�	
β = => �=> − �'=>+� − 1� coth '=>+.��	 [2.53]	

 

and Ã�  the ratio of the thermal conductivity of the particle and of the gas. Keh and Ou 

(2004) [103] analysed the limiting cases =/> → 0 (a disk-shaped particle) and =/> → 0 (a 

needle-like particle). In both cases the average thermophoretic mobility was significantly 
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greater when the dominant radius was aligned with the temperature gradient, i.e. the 

edge of the disc and the needle oriented parallel to the gradient.   

 

A fractal aggregate, where its individual primary particles would be considered to be in 

the free-molecular regime ��¸ < <�, has a similar thermophoretic mobility as one isolated 

primary particle. Again, the thermophoretic mobility is the average of the mobilities re-

spective to each primary particle: 

 

Ψ = 1\�� ] Ψ��
_AA
^`� ,	

	 [2.54]	
where \�� is the number of primary particles. Mackowski showed that fractal aggregates, 

randomly generated via diffusion-limited cluster aggregation, exhibited thermophoretic 

mobilities 1 to 1.1 greater the mobility of its primary particles, depending on the number 

of primary particles [106].  

2.3.3. Equations of motion in a thermal precipitator 

 

Figure 2.10 shows the working principle of a plate thermal precipitator. A particle moving 

into its flow channel will deposit on the cold plate at a location given by the particle’s 

trajectory, which can be determined by solving the particle’s equations of motion. In Car-

tesian coordinates, simple ballistic equations of motion are assumed. The particle is 

moved in x-direction by the flow of the carrier gas, which has a Poiseuille flow profile 

over the distance ℎ between the two plates (Eq. 2.36). In y-direction, the particle trajectory 

is determined by the thermophoretic motion and the gravitational settling velocity 42. The 

equations of motion are given by:  

 

x�t� = 4�	a = 32 4́ Ò1 − 4 �m�a�ℎ ��Ó a	 [2.55]	
y�t� = 5Õ	a = "5Ö + Ψ∇T$	a	 [2.56]	

×�t� = 5Ø	a = 0	 [2.57]	
 

with 
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42 = ����2Ù188 .	 [2.58]	
 

This system of differential equations is coupled and can be solved numerically.  

 

A Mathematica script to determine the particle trajectories with subsequent analysis is 

given in Appendix B.  

 

2.3.4. Deposition efficiency and dose rate 

 

The deposition efficiency g is given by the ratio of the deposited dose and the adminis-

tered dose. Its value can either be theoretically predicted with the script shown in Appen-

dix B and applied for the first and second prototype of the Cyto-TP (chapter 4.2 and 5.1) 

or experimentally, as shown in chapter 5.2 for the third prototype. 

 

The number dose rate 6_ is given by the product of the particle number concentration	\, 

the deposition efficiency g and the flow rate 	d: 

 

Number dose rate  6_ = \	[1 cm³⁄ ] � g � d	[ml min⁄ ] [2.59] 

 

Figure 2.10. Working principle of a plate thermal precipitator. Two parallel plates form a duct flow 

channel for particles. A temperature different between the colder, top, plate and warm, bottom, plate 

creates a temperature gradient in the particle-gas. Particle will move towards the cold plate due to 

thermophoresis acting against the smaller gravitation and eventually deposit. 
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Theoretical descriptions 

Surface area, volume and mass are dose metrics that are useful to correlate toxic effects by 

particles to particle properties. However, those particle properties are usually finitely 

distributed and must be measured with adequate particle characterization. In case the 

number based particle size distribution �\/�log"��$ is known, it can be converted to 

particle surface area distribution Ú±"��$ and volume distribution	X"��$ or, with known 

particle density, the mass distribution	&"��$ = X"��$ � ��"��$. The dose rates are then 

given by: 

 

Surface area dose rate  6ÌZ = g � d � z � �\�log"��$ "��$ � Ú±"��$¡ 	d�� [2.60] 

Volume dose rate  6b = g � d � z � �\�log"��$ "��$ � X"��$¡ 	d�� [2.61] 

Mass dose rate  6j = g � d � z � �\�log"��$ "��$ � &"��$¡ d�� [2.62] 

 

Note, that the surface and volume only requires measurement of the particle size. For the 

mass dose rate, the particle density must be known. In case, the mobility size is known, 

the apparent density (that is usually dependent on mobility) must additionally be meas-

ured, e.g. with the nano-PMC. 
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Dosimetry of the Cyto-TP 

 Chapter 3:   The nanoparticle mass classi-

fier (nano-PMC) 
  

 

Abstract 

 

Existing aerosol particle mass classifiers (PMCs) can classify particles having masses down to 

ca. half an ag (i.e., 10-18 g), which corresponds to a diameter of ca. 10 nm for spherical particles 

with standard density (1 g/cm3). Here, we describe an improved design of such a classifier, 

namely the nano-PMC, which can classify particles with masses down to 20 zeptograms (10-21 

g). The response of the classifier was characterized with spherical polystyrene-latex (PSL) and 

ammonium sulphate particles, produced by atomization and mobility classification. Measured 

responses were compared with predictions by a numerical trajectory-based model that considers 

particle diffusivity. Measurements and predictions of the mean mass of the particles penetrat-

ing the classifier agreed within experimental uncertainty (< 6%). Differences in the spectrum 

width could be attributed to recirculation flows occurring in the classification channel. 

 

To demonstrate the capabilities of the nano-PMC, we used it in a tandem configuration with a 

Differential Mobility Analyser (DMA) to determine (1) the size-dependent shape factor of 

cubic sodium chloride particles having diameters from 15 to 120 nm, and (2) the apparent 

density and mass-mobility coefficient of coalesced and aggregated silver particles generated by 

spark ablation. Measurements of the shape factor of the cubic sodium chloride particles show 

good agreement with previous observations. Coalesced silver particles exhibited an apparent 

density that was lower compared to that of bulk silver, suggesting a slightly non-spherical 

particle shape. The mass-mobility scaling exponent of the aggregated silver particles deter-

mined by the measurements was 2.3 ± 0.1. 

This chapter has been published as: 

D. Broßell, M. Valenti, S. Bezantakos, A. Schmidt-Ott and G. Biskos (2015): 

The nanoparticle mass classifier (nano-PMC): Development, characterisation and application for determin-

ing the mass, apparent density and shape of particles with masses down to the zeptogram range, 

Aerosol Science and Technology, Volume 49, Issue 7, 2015. 
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The nanoparticle mass classifier (nano-PMC) 

 3.1. Introduction 

 

Aerosol classifiers are readily employed for particle characterization in the environment 

and in view of their numerous technological applications [107, 108]. The most widely used 

instruments for classifying aerosol particles in the sub-micron size range are based on 

particle electrical mobility; a property that depends on their size and morphology, but is 

independent of mass or density. Conversion of particle number size distributions meas-

ured by electrical mobility spectrometers to mass-based size distributions therefore re-

quires information on the mass, density and morphology (or apparent density) of the 

particles. 

 

A number of new methods that can directly determine particle mass, including time-of-

flight mass spectrometers and nanoscale cantilevers [109], have been introduced in recent 

years. Another promising instrument, introduced by Ehara (1996) [21], is the aerosol par-

ticle mass analyser (APM), which is now commercially available (Kanomax Model APM-

3600). In this instrument, particles enter a rotating cylindrical capacitor, within which they 

experience a mass-dependent centrifugal force and reach a constant angular velocity. An 

electrostatic force in the opposite direction is induced by applying an appropriate poten-

tial difference between the inner and outer cylinder of the capacitor. By changing this 

potential difference, centrifugal forces acting on particles of different masses can be bal-

anced by the electrostatic forces. When the two forces are balanced, particles penetrate 

through the classifier.  

 

Previous advancements on particle mass classifiers (PMC) have mainly focused on the 

improvement of their sensitivity and resolution. First proposals used either a slightly 

faster rotation of the inner cylinder to establish a Couette flow profile in the capacitor gap 

or the division of flow channel into segments with mirrored curvature. The first design 

was adopted by Olfert and Collings (2005) [23] and Olfert et al. (2006) [110], resulting in 

the commercially available PMC known as the centrifugal particle mass analyser (Cam-

bustion CPMA). More recently, Tajima et al. (2013) [111] developed a miniaturized version 

of the classical APM design, reffered to as the “compact APM”.  

 

The maximum rotational speed of PMCs developed so far is 14 × 103 rpm, which makes 

the centrifugal forces on very small particles insufficient to deflect them from their con-

vective paths. As a result, application of existing systems is limited to particles having 

masses of the order of half an ag (i.e., 10-18 g), which corresponds to particles with a diam-

eter of ca. 10 nm and density of 1 g/cm³ [24, 25, 112, 113]. In principle, however, PMCs 
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designed to reach higher rotational speeds are capable of classifying standard-density 

particles having diameters down to a few nanometers. 

 

Here, we describe the design and characterize the performance of a PMC, namely the 

nano-PMC, capable of classifying nanoparticles with masses down to 20 zg, correspond-

ing to spherical particles with a diameter of 3.4 nm and density of 1 g/cm³. The resolution, 

measureable particle mass range and operational constraints of the new classifier were 

determined theoretically. The instrument was characterised using spherical Polystyrene-

Latex (PSL) and ammonium sulphate nanoparticles generated by atomization and classi-

fied with a differential mobility analyser (DMA). Measured responses of the system were 

compared with predictions using a trajectory-based model that considers particle diffusiv-

ity. The tandem DMA-nano-PMC system can also be used to determine the dynamic 

shape factor of cubic sodium chloride particles, having sizes from 15 to 120 nm, generated 

by atomization. Furthermore, the system was successfully used to measure apparent den-

sities and shapes of coalesced and aggregated silver particles, having mobility diameters 

from 5 to 50 nm, produced by a spark ablation. 

 

 

 3.2. Design and operating principle of the nano-PMC 

 

Figure 3.1 shows a simplified layout of the nano-PMC. A number of changes to the origi-

nal design proposed by Ehara (1996) [21] have been made in order to classify particles 

having masses down to the zg-range, the most important of which being the much higher 

rotational speeds it can achieve. In brief, the aerosols sampled by the nano-PMC flow 

through a 100-mm long channel formed between the inner and outer cylinder, i.e., the 

classifying region. The aerosol particles traveling along that channel experience a centrif-

ugal force /�v, which pulls the particles towards the outer cylinder. A counteracting elec-

trostatic force /�e is exerted on the particles by an electric field established between the 

two concentric cylinders. As a result, particles within a narrow range of mass-to-charge 

ratios can traverse the capacitor gap without colliding with and sticking to the walls.  

 

The rotor of the electric motor is attached directly on the cylinders, which rotate around a 

static central tube. By avoiding using a rotor belt, the number of involved mechanical 

components of the nano-PMC is minimal, thereby helping to achieve much higher maxi-

mum rotational speeds. The motor is directly implemented into the nano-PMC assembly, 

which contributes to the miniaturization of the instrument. An electromotor (Celeroton, 

model DC41/25/2) which in principle can accelerate to 80	 � 	 10( rpm within one minute is 
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used in the prototype introduced in this work. The converter controlling the motor can 

accurately set rotational speeds at 6	 � 	 10( rpm and higher. 

 

The outer radius of the inner cylinder � and the inner radius of the outer cylinder � of the 

classification region are respectively 15 and 19 mm. The two cylinders are centrally 

aligned with two segmented rings (having six 2-mm wide slits) made of polyether ether 

ketone (PEEK) at their two ends, allowing for a 4-mm gap between them (note that the 

original APM design by Ehara (1996) [21], had a gap of 1 mm between the cylinders). Use 

of these rings also resulted in an increased mechanical stability by making the two cylin-

ders rotate as one connected body instead of two. The inner cylinder is mounted on two 

bearings, which in turn are mounted on the static central tube. The bearings use ceramic 

spheres to electrically insulate the capacitor from the grounded central tube. The spacing 

between the inner cylinder and the central tube is sealed with a Teflon sealing lip to en-

sure that the aerosol flows only through the annular space between the two cylinders.  

 

Due to perpendicular motion of the gas to the rotational axis when exiting the central 

tube, a pumping effect causing a pressure drop between the inlet and the outlet is created 

when operating the nano-PMC without flow control. In all experiments described below, 

the flow rate d (L/min) through the classifier was fixed to 1.5 L/min by the pump of the 

particle counter used downstream (cf. Fig. 4 further below), causing a negligible pressure 

build-up inside of the nano-PMC.  

 

The whole system is encapsulated in an aluminium frame with dimensions 200 mm × 70 

mm × 70 mm. At high rotational frequencies, the temperature of the metallic parts inside 

the nano-PMC can increase over time due to friction. To compensate for this heating ef-

fect, the metallic frame has a water cooling system with its inlet and outlet at the motor 

side. Water cooling was necessary to ensure that temperature is uniform along the aerosol 

flow channel. During the operation of the nano-PMC, no heating effect on the aerosol flow 

was observed.  

 

The assembly as well as the individual building parts of the nano-PMC were analysed for 

resonance frequencies, which could potentially occur at high rotational speeds, using 

finite element calculations implemented in a CAD software [114].The first resonance of the 

rotor (i.e., for the combination of the rotor of electric motor and the capacitor) was pre-

dicted to occur at 49	 � 	 10( rpm. Due to mass imbalances in the rotating cylinders, vibra-

tions that can lower the lifetime of the bearings as well as increase the risk of damaging 

the motor also occurred at higher rotational speeds. These mass imbalances were can-
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celled out by placing and rearranging screws, whose masses were determined within mg-

range accuracy, on the outer cylinder until the vibration amplitude was minimal. For 

safety reasons, however, the maximum rotational speed of the nano-PMC was set to 36	 � 	 10( rpm which is a factor of 2.5 higher compared to that used in both APM versions 

and the CPMA. 

 

Four graphite brushes contacted the capacitor (two on the inner and two on the outer 

cylinder) in order to establish an electrical connection to the power supply, the ground, 

and the potential meters. The lowest potential difference applied between the two cylin-

ders was 0.1 V, which is just above the amplitude of the noise due to the fluctuations of 

the contact resistance between the pins and the cylinders induced by mechanical vibra-

tions. The highest potential used in our measurements was 1 kV although the upper limit 

before reaching the electric breakdown of air was 16 kV.  

 

Figure 3.1. Schematic layout of the nano-PMC. The aerosol enters the classifier through the central 

(static) tube and the classification region through a series of concentrically situated holes. The outer 

cylinder is connected to the electric motor having rotational speed ω. Particles within a certain mass-

to-charge ratio entering the gap through a PEEK segmented ring experience centrifugal and electro-

static forces (/�v and /�e, respectively). Particle trajectories are indicated by the dashed lines. The 

particles can collide with the walls, either on the outer (when /�v > /�e) or on the inner (when /�v < /�e) cylinder. If the two forces are balanced (i.e., when /�v = /�e), the particles exit the cylin-

der gap. Particles having a specific mass-to-charge ratio exit the classifier through another segment-

ed ring and the outlet tube. 
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 3.3. Theory 

 

A numerical model was used to calculate the trajectories of particles inside the classifying 

region and predict the associated transfer function of specific operating conditions. This 

model was used to describe the response of the nano-PMC.  

 

3.3.1. Classification principle 

 

The nano-PMC uses the same operating principle and a similar geometry as the APM 

models described by Ehara (1996) [21], Tajima (2011) [22] and Tajima (2013) [111]. The 

equations of particle motion within the classification region of the nano-PMC can be de-

rived by equating the drag force with the sum of the centrifugal and electrostatic forces 

acting on the particle, yielding: 

 &Ü ��a��a = &�2)®��	�a� − Ã7��a� ¯% '��+	,	 [3.1]	
 &Ü ¥��a��a − 4��a��§ = 0	,	 [3.2]	
 

where & (kg) is the mass of the particles, Ã the number of elementary  

charges 7 (7	 = 	1.602 � 10.�°C) they carry, Ü (s) the relaxation time, ® (rpm) the rotational 

speed of the nano-PMC, � (V) the potential difference applied between the two concentric 

electrodes of the classification region and  (m)  the radial distance. The axial flow velocity 4"�a�$ in the gap between the two cylindrical electrodes is described by a parabolic 

Poiseuille flow profile [95], with a mean value equal to the ratio of the flow rate d over the 

cross-sectional area of the classifying region. These equations of motion determine the 

trajectories of particles in the classifying region.  

 

Particles undergo Brownian motion, which makes them deviate from their deterministic 

paths along the classification region. Diffusion is described in the model with a stochastic 

algorithm, analogous to that used for the original APM design [115, 116].  

 

Particles with a certain mass-to-charge ratio do not divert from their original path along 

the flow streamlines. For these particles, the electrostatic and centrifugal forces are bal-

anced at the force equilibrium radius � = 17 mm (i.e., the radial center of the classifying 
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region), thereby preventing radial migration. In this case, the Stokes drag force is also zero 

and the particle mass can be determined by equating the centrifugal and electrostatic 

force, yielding: 

 &� = %7��2)®��:� �ln �����.�	.	 [3.3]	
 	

 

3.3.2. Response of the nano-PMC 

 

The response of the classifier, expressed as the particle number concentration \ (cm-3) at 

its outlet when charged aerosol particles are passed through, is given by the convolution 

of the mass distribution of the aerosol at its inlet %�&� = �\/�& with the transfer function 

of the classifier Ýv�v�.¸j��&� [22]: 

 \ = z [%�&�Ω���}.Þßà�&�]�&u
� .	 [3.4]	

 

The measured response is determined for a set of operating conditions to obtain the 

response spectrum \��, ®, d�.  

 

In all our experiments we employed a DMA upstream the nano-PMC to select particles 

having electrical mobilities U within a very narrow range. The specified mobility distribu-

tion %��U� = �U/�\  downstream the DMA is given as the product of the mobility distri-

bution of the particles upstream the DMA, %��U�	(measured with a Scanning Mobility 

Particle Sizer), with the transfer function Ý0jZ�U�	of the DMA [93]: 

 %��U� = %��U�ΩQßá�U�	 [3.5]	
 

Assuming that all particles within the narrow mobility band have the same density, the 

specified mobility distribution can then be converted into the mass distribution %�&� 

upstream the nano-PMC. For all our calculations we used the DMA transfer function for 

diffusing particles, using the analytical model provided by Mamakos (2007) [89] and 

Stolzenburg and McMurry (2008) [88]. Particles were assumed to carry one elementary 

charge (Ã = 1). 
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At given operating conditions �, ®, d, the trajectories of the particles with mass M that 

traverse the classifying region can be determined by numerically solving Eqs. 1 and 2. By 

evaluating the simulated trajectories, Ýv�v�.¸j��&� can then be calculated as the ratio of 

the flux of particles with mass M exiting the classifying region to the particle flux that 

enters [23]. This ratio peaks for particles with & = &� that penetrate the classifier with the 

highest probability when traveling at centreline of the classifying region (i.e., at the radial 

position �). Particles in radial positions other than �experience force imbalance and 

therefore travel towards the classifier walls. This effectively lowers the maximum ampli-

tude P of the transfer function, which can be estimated by [22, 111]:  

 â�<�� = exp�−<��.	 [3.6]	
 

Here <� is the classification performance parameter, given by [21]: 

 <� = 2	Ü� 	®�	�4́ ,	 [3.7]	
 

Figure 3.2: Predicted transfer functions of the nano-PMC for different operating conditions and there-

fore performance parameters äå (a), and associated response spectra for 50-nm spherical particles of 

standard density (b).  
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where, � is the length of the classifying region and Ü� = &���/3)8� is the relaxation time 

of a particle with diameter � and mass &�, �� is the Cunningham correction factor [78], 8 

the dynamic viscosity of the gas and 4́ is the mean flow velocity over the gap. The transfer 

function of the nano-PMC has a finite width, due to the band of particle masses that trav-

erse the nano-PMC, expressed as the ratio of the peak location &� to the full base width of 

the transfer function.  This ratio, which is an expression of the classifier resolution, can be 

estimated by:  

 6�<�� = :4"�� − ��/2$ tanh �<�2 �,	 [3.8]	
 

Figure 3.2 (a) shows transfer functions of the nano-PMC, calculated for particles entering 

and eventually exiting the classifier at : − 1	mm ≤  ≤ : + 1	mm, for different values of <� (corresponding to different nano-PMC settings). The shape of the nano-PMC transfer 

functions is more asymmetric compared to that of the Kanomax APM-3600 due to the 

larger classifier gap. Figure 3.2 (b) shows predicted response spectra N(U) of the DMA-

nano-PMC system, normalized by the total number of particles entering the classifying 

region \�, assuming that 50-nm particles with standard density are sampled by the sys-

tem. As expected, the spectrum calculated for 15	 � 	10( rpm exhibits a peak at larger 

voltages than that at 12	 � 	 10( rpm because a stronger electrostatic force is required to 

balance the forces on the particles. The spectrum with larger <� is also reduced in ampli-

tude and width, as a result of the shorter and narrower associated transfer functions. 

 

TABLE 3.1: 

Operational limits for the rotational speed and respective measured mass 

assuming good classification. 

0.3 L/min ® (rpm) &� (ag) 

A1 6.0 30.05	 � 	 10� 

B1 7.5 3.92	 � 	 10( 

C1 33.0 1.90	 � 	 10.� 

D1 36.0 12.50	 � 	 10.� 

1.5 L/min   

A2 7.5 4.10	 � 	 10( 

B2 32.0 20.62	 � 	 10� 

C2 36.0 13.30	 � 	 10.� 

D2 36.0 11.26	 � 	 10� 
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Considering that the model assumes laminar flow in the classification region, flow dis-

turbances can potentially cause deviations of the real from the predicted response of the 

system. Lin et al. (2014) [117] have already shown that flow recirculation can exist in the 

Kanomax APM-3600, resulting in reduction of the amplitude and increase of the width of 

the transfer function due to enhanced diffusional losses [118]. This effect becomes more 

significant for higher rotational speeds and smaller particles. It can therefore be assumed 

to significantly affect the performance of the nano-PMC.  

 

Figure 3.3. Illustration of the operational window in the ω-MC space (dashed distorted parallelogram) 

and the masses of the classified particles as a function of rotational speed. The classification perfor-

mance parameter äå is held constant at either 0.47 or 2.30 (thick lines). The shaded areas represent 

regions of the operational window where the nano-PMC exhibits adequate resolution (R > 0.5) and 

penetration (P > 0.1) at 0.3 L/min (dark grey) and 1.5 L/min (light grey). Particle masses correspond-

ing to the operational boundaries are marked as points A1 to D1 and A2 to D2 for 0.3 L/min and 1.5 

L/min, respectively, and summarized in Table 3.1. 
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Penetration through the nano-PMC is also affected by diffusional deposition on walls of 

the inlet and outlet channels. These losses, which are not negligible for very small parti-

cles, are included in our model (cf. Appendix 3.A for details).  

3.3.3. Operational diagram of the nano-PMC 

 

By setting limit values for 6 and â in Eqs. 6 and 8 one can determine the lower and upper 

bounds of <�, specifying the resolvable mass-range of the nano-PMC. Tajima et al. (2011) 

proposed that the resolution 6 of the Kanomax APM-3600 should be 0.5 or greater, while 

the peak penetration â should be at least 0.1. We chose the same bounds for comparison. 

Applying Eqs. 6 and 8 yields that <� can vary from 0.47 to 2.30.  

 

Figure 3.3 shows the operational diagram of the nano-PMC, similar to those introduced by 

Tajima (2011) [22] and Tajima (2013) [111]. The dashed distorted parallelogram represents 

the operational window of the nano-PMC in the ®-&� space. More specifically, the left 

and right faces of the dashed parallelogram represent the highest (36	 � 10( rpm) and 

lowest (6	 � 10( rpm) rotational speeds, whereas its top and bottom faces represent the 

operational boundaries of classified particle masses as a function of rotational speed for 

the lowest (0.1 V) and highest (1000 V) potential difference between the two electrodes. 

The shaded areas are the regions within the operational boundaries 0.47 < <� < 2.30 for d = 

0.3 L/min (dark grey) and d = 1.5 L/min (light grey). The points A1 to D1 and A2 to D2 mark 

the particle masses measured at the operational constraints. Their values are summarized 

in Table 3.1 and yield the resolvable mass-range. A flow rate of d = 0.3 L/min offers a 

much wider range of resolvable masses. Table 3.2 summarizes the operational constraints 

and resolvable particle-mass range of the nano-PMC for the two different volumetric flow 

rates studied, in comparison with those of the commercially available Kanomax APM-

3600 (cf. Ehara (1996) [21] and Tajima (2011) [22]), the Compact APM [111] and the Cam-

bustion CPMA [23]. Due to the higher rotational speed that can be achieved by the nano-

PMC, the instrument exhibits a lower detectable mass limit that is one order of magnitude 

smaller compared to those of the other devices at a flow rate of 0.3 L/min and one order of 

magnitude larger at 1.5 L/min. The nano-PMC has a much smaller upper detectable mass 

range (i.e., in the ag range), limiting its application to particles with diameters smaller 

than ca. 200 nm and density of 1 g/cm³.  
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 3.4. Materials and Methods 

 

Two sets of experiments were conducted. The goal of the first set was to characterize the 

performance of the nano-PMC using spherical polystyrene-latex (PSL) and ammonium 

sulphate particles. In the second set of experiments we used the nano-PMC in a tandem 

configuration with a DMA to determine the dynamic shape factor of cubic sodium chlo-

ride particles and the mass-mobility scaling exponent of coalesced and aggregated silver 

particles. Details of the experimental apparatus are provided in the paragraphs that fol-

low.  

3.4.1. Particle generation by atomization 

  

An atomizer (TSI Model 3076) was used to generate particles from aqueous solutions. In 

all cases, the atomizer was operated by applying a pressure of 2 bar at the nozzle. The 

resulting droplets were passed through a diffusion dryer system to evaporate the water, 

decreasing the relative humidity of the aerosol below 15%. To further reduce the water 

vapour concentration of the aerosol (below 10% RH) ensuring that all particles were solid, 

the resulting aerosol was mixed with dry air. 

 

Atomization was initially used to disperse PSL spheres and to produces ammonium sul-

phate or sodium chloride particles from aqueous suspensions. The PSL particles (Pol-

ysciences Fluoresbrite YG Microspheres 0.05 µm) were chosen because of their monodis-

persity, ideal spherical shape and near standard material density (1.05 g/cm3). In all exper-

iments with PSL spheres we diluted a suspension of 200 µl of the solution provided by the 

manufacturer in 200 ml Millipore H2O. The solutions for producing the inorganic salt 

particles were prepared by dissolving 1 g ammonium sulphate (Fluka-09979) or 2 g sodi-

um chloride (Fluka-71381) in 200 ml Millipore H2O. These salts were chosen because of 

TABLE 3.2 

Operational limits of the APM-3600, Compact APM, CPMA and  nano-PMC. 

Device name 

 

d 

(L/min) 

® range 

(10( rpm) 

� range 

(V) 

&� limit 

(ag) 

lower upper 

APM-3600 0.3 0.05 – 9.5 0.3  – 2000 0.48 5.9	 � 	 10ç	
Compact APM 0.3 0.5 – 14 0.3  – 2000 0.91 1.2	 � 	 10ç	

CPMA 0.3 0.5 – 12 0.1  – 1000 0.2 1.1	 � 	 10ç	
nano-PMC 0.3 6 – 36 0.1  – 1000 0.02 4	 � 	 10(	
nano-PMC 1.5 6 – 36 0.1  – 1000 2 4	 � 	 10( 
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the different particle shapes they yield: sodium chloride particles have a cubic shape, 

whereas ammonium sulphate particles are spherical.  

3.4.2. Particles generated by spark ablation 

 

Silver nanoparticles were generated using a spark dis- charge generator [119, 120]. The 

generator consists of a high-voltage power supply used to charge a capacitor bank in 

parallel to a spark gap between two electrodes. For this study we used silver electrodes 

and pure \� (99.9% purity) as the carrier gas. A plasma arc is formed between the two 

electrodes when the breakdown voltage of the carrier gas is reached. As a result of the 

high temperature of the spark, silver is evaporated from the tips of the electrodes. The 

resulting silver vapours then form high-purity primary particles having diameters up to 

10 nm that subsequently coagulate to produce polydisperse fractal-like aggregates. In this 

study, the spark discharge generator was operated with a flow rate of 3 L/min, breakdown 

voltage of 1.1 kV and spark frequency of 370 Hz. In an additional experiment, the aggre-

gates were coalesced at 850 °C to form nearly spherical particles.  

3.4.3. Experimental setup 

 

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.4. The generated particles, produced by ei-

ther an atomizer or a spark discharge generator, were passed through a 85Kr particle neu-

tralizer to set the charge of the particles to an equilibrium Boltzmann distribution. A cus-

tom-made DMA, employing a closed-loop recirculation system for the sheath flow and 

operated at constant voltage, was applied to select particles within a narrow range of 

electrical mobilities. The particles were then passed through the nano-PMC before being 

counted by a condensation particle counter (CPC, TSI Model 3775).  

 

To determine the number concentration \� we used �	 = 	0 and ®	 = 	0 before starting the 

measurements. The flow rate though the nano-PMC was maintained constant by the 

pump of the CPC. Initial runs using d	 = 	0.3	L/min and high rotational speeds caused the 

CPC to fail because the pumping effect of the nano-PMC was too strong for the CPC-

pump to compensate, especially at the higher rotational speeds.  
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The measured particle number concentrations at the outlet of the nano-PMC were aver-

aged over 15 measurements (one measurement per second) for one respective data point. 

To obtain the response spectrum, the potential difference was stepwise increased from 0 V 

up to a maximum value at which the particle concentration was zero again, or the reverse 

(i.e. from the highest value to 0 V). This procedure was repeated up to 3 times to obtain an 

averaged response curve. 

 

Figure 3.4. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. Key: SDG: Spark Discharge Generator, DD: 

Diffusion Dryer, 85Kr: Krypton neutralizer, DMA: Differential Mobility Analyser, CPC: Condensation 

Particle Counter. Particles are generated with either an atomizer (TSI model 3076) or a spark dis-

charge generator. The aerosol produced by the atomizer is first dried by a diffusion dryer and mixed 

with dry, particle-free air flow. The particles produced by the SDG are either coalesced by passing 

them through an oven maintained at 850 °C, or left aggregated. Particles produced by either the 

atomizer or the SDG are then set to Boltzmann charge distribution by a 85Kr-neutralizer. The polydis-

perse aerosol is size selected based on their electrical mobility using a DMA employing a recircula-

tion system for the sheath flow. The particles having mobilities within a very narrow range then enter

the nano-PMC and the surviving particles within a narrow range of mass are measured with the 

CPC. 
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Particle electrical mobility diameter distributions were determined with a scanning mobil-

ity particle sizer (SMPS).  

3.4.4. Apparent density, dynamic shape factor and mass-mobility  

scaling exponent 

 

The tandem DMA-nano-PMC system can be used to measure the mass of particles of a 

selected mobility. This information can be further used to obtain particle morphology 

information, which for solid/compact particles can be expressed by a shape factor and for 

aggregates by a so-called mass-mobility scaling exponent, as described below.  

 

The electrical mobility of aerosol particles depends on their size and shape. For spherical 

particles, the electrical mobility equivalent diameter � is equal to the volume equivalent 

diameter �è�. In this case, the density of the particles �� can be calculated after measuring 

their mass with the nano-PMC: 

 �� = 6&)�è�( 	.	 [3.9]	
 

For non-spherical particles � is different from �è�. Therefore, when using the DMA-

nano-PMC system to measure the mass of particles of known �, Eq. 3.9 can be used to 

determine an apparent density as follows:  

 ��� = 6&)�( 	.	 [3.10]	
 

Note that since the DMA transfer function has a finite width, � represents the mean 

mobility diameter of the particles classified by the DMA. An alternative term for the ap-

parent density is the effective density, which is often used as a general term for aggregates 

[121-123].  

 

Conversion of the electrical mobility equivalent diameter � to a volume equivalent di-

ameter �è� can be achieved by knowing the dynamic shape correction factor � of the par-

ticles, according to [124]: 

 � = ��:��è���è��:���.	 [3.11]	
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Using the tandem DMA-nano-PMC system, � can be determined by the settings of the 

DMA (i.e., flow rate and potential difference between the two electrodes) and �è� from the 

settings of the nano-PMC (i.e., flow rate, rotational speed and potential difference between 

the two cylinders), if the composition and therefore the material density of the particles is 

known. Both diameters can then be input to Eq. 3.11 to determine the shape factor of the 

particles.  

 

The particle mass and apparent density of aggregated particles has an exponential de-

pendency on the mobility diameter: 

 M	~	�Q 	,	 [3.12]	ρ��~	�Q.(	.	 [3.13]	
 

Figure 3.5: Measured response spectra of the nano-PMC operated at (I) ® = 	9 � 10(	rpm	and d = 0.3	L/min and (II) ® = 	12 � 10(	rpm	and d = 1.5	L/min as well as predictions at the same condi-

tions assuming laminar flow (a). Measured response spectrum with the nano-PMC operated at ® = 	9 � 10(	rpm	and d = 0.3	L/min as well as predicted response spectrum were calculated assum-

ing either laminar or turbulent flow with turbulence strength of (1)  4fs = 0.02	4́ and (2)  4fs =0.1	4́ of an uniform flow profile. In all cases the measured response spectra were obtained by passing 

50-nm PSL particles through the classifier (b). 
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Here � is the mass-mobility scaling exponent [125, 126], which for aggregates formed via 

diffusion-limited cluster aggregation (DLCA) in the transition regime is ca. 2.2 ± 0.1 ac-

cording to Sorensen (2011) [127].  

 

 

 3.5. Results and discussion 

 

In this section we first present the measurements using PSL spheres and ammonium sul-

phate particles to characterize the nano-PMC, and then compare them with the predic-

tions using the particle-trajectory-based model described above. We then discuss the 

DMA-nano-PMC measurements and show how they can be used to determine the size-

dependent dynamic shape factor of cubic sodium chloride particles as well as the shape 

and mass-mobility coefficient of coalesced and aggregated silver particles. We also esti-

mated the mass-mobility scaling exponent of the aggregates.  

3.5.1. Mass and density measurement of spherical particles  

 

Figure 3.5 (a) compares the normalized response spectra of the nano-PMC (operated at (I) 9 � 10( rpm and 0.3 L/min or at (II) 12 � 10( rpm and 1.5 L/min) using PSL spheres, with 

predictions. In both cases, the DMA was operated with an aerosol to sheath flow ratio of 

0.5 and a potential difference of 544 V to yield particles with a mean electrical mobility 

diameter of 50.5 nm. The mass distribution of the PSL spheres used in the calculations was 

determined by assuming that the density of the particles is 1.05 g/cm3. The particle density 

derived from the measurements (cf. Table 3) is in good agreement with that reported by 

the manufacturer (i.e., 1.05 g/cm3).  

TABLE 3.3: 

Peak voltage, dominant mass, apparent density of the PSL and ammonium sulphate particles, 

measured with the tandem DMA-nano-PMC system. 

 
Peak voltage �� (V) 

Particle mass &� (ag) 

Apparent density ��� (g/cm³) 

PSL 50-nm 

(I) 26 ± 2 68.86 ± 5.21 1.02 ± 0.08 

(II) 48 ± 4 71.21 ± 3.11 1.06 ± 0.05 

Ammonium sulphate 40-nm 

 45 ± 5 66.82 ± 7.40 1.89 ± 0.21 
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The particle size distribution of the atomized ammonium sulphate particles had a mean 

electrical mobility diameter of 37 nm and a geometric standard deviation of 1.89. In these 

measurements, the DMA was operated with an aerosol to sheath flow ratio of 0.15 and a 

potential difference of 1232 V between the two electrodes, yielding an aerosol with mean 

particle electrical mobility diameter of 40.7 nm. The dominant masses5 and apparent den-

sities of the particles determined by these measurements are also summarized in Table 

3.3. The latter agrees within experimental uncertainty (< 6%) with the bulk density of 

ammonium sulphate.  

 

The predicted peak positions of the response spectra match that of the measurements 

within experimental uncertainty. The measured response spectra, however, are lower and 

much wider compared to that from the predictions. As discussed in section 3.3.2, the dif-

ferences between measurements and predictions can be attributed to flow recirculation in 

the classification region, which can substantially increase particle losses. Due to the com-

plexity of the calculations, we did not simulate directly the turbulent flow in the classifica-

tion region. To get a crude estimation of the effect of the turbulent flow, however, we used 

Reynolds decomposition by adding a fluctuating velocity component to the particles’ 

mean velocity [95, 128]. Here, the mean flow velocity profile was assumed to be uniform. 

The turbulence strength is expressed as the root-mean square of the fluctuations 4 ê̂ for the ë equi-spaced points in the particle trajectory:  

 

                                                                 

 

5 The term ‘dominant mass’ is not adequately introduced in this chapter. Please view 

section 2.2.3.1 for its depiction. 

TABLE 3.4: 

Dominant mass, apparent density and dynamic shape factor of the NaCl particles 

measured with the tandem DMA-nano-PMC system. 

Diameter 

 � (nm) 

Rotational 

speed ® (rpm) 

Particle mass 

 &� (ag) 

Apparent 

Density ���(g/cm³) 

Dynamic shape 

factor 

χ 

14.9 ± 0.3 

25.5 ± 0.4 

60.4 ± 1.2 

80.6 ± 0.6 

119.7 ± 0.4 

32 × 103 

32 × 103 

6 × 103 

6 × 103 

6 × 103 

2.88 ± 0.32 

15.57 ± 0.94 

237.60 ± 2.40 

475.19 ± 5.94 

1781.97 ± 19.70 

1.66 ± 0.13 

1.81 ± 0.05 

1.97 ± 0.11 

1.76 ± 0.22 

2.00 ± 0.12 

1.18 ± 0.10 

1.13 ± 0.03 

1.03 ± 0.03 

1.13 ± 0.01 

1.05 ± 0.01 
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4fs = ì1\ ]"4 ê̂$�_
^`� .	 [3.14]	

 

 Figure 3.5 (b) shows a measured response spectrum of the nano-PMC (operated at 9 � 10( rpm and 0.3 L/min) when 50-nm PSL spheres where passed through the classifier, 

in comparison with predicted spectra assuming either laminar or turbulent flow condi-

tions. In these particular examples, the turbulence strength was considered to be (1) 2% 

and (2) 10% of the mean velocity 4́, respectively. The stronger the turbulence, the lower 

and wider the predicted spectrum becomes. The predicted spectrum assuming turbulent 

strength of 10% of the mean velocity 4́ agrees better with the measurements albeit not 

perfectly. Nevertheless, this crude calculation supports the hypothesis that turbulent flow 

can be the reason for the mismatch between the model described in section 3.3.1 and the 

measurements.  

  

Particle generation by the moving parts within the nano-PMC would also explain the 

difference between measurements and predictions. Using a filter upstream and measuring 

the particle number concentration downstream the nano-PMC, however, we observed 

particles produced by the classifier but at concentrations that were negligible (~10( #/cm3) 

Figure 3.6. Particle size distributions of coalesced and aggregated silver particles generated with the 

spark discharge generator. The measurements are fitted with lognormal distributions 
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compared to those of the test aerosols. Particle re-suspension from and bouncing at the 

walls of the classifying region, which would also explain the differences between meas-

urements and predictions were estimated to be improbable.   

3.5.2. Shape factor of sodium chloride particles 

 

The size distribution of the NaCl particles had a mean mobility diameter of 71.4 nm and a 

geometric standard deviation of 1.82. The total particle number concentration was in the 

range of 10ç cm-3. The measured dominant particle masses as well as calculated apparent 

densities and dynamic shape factors are summarized in Table 3.4.  

 

When assuming that the NaCl particles had spherical shape, the estimated apparent den-

sities were slightly lower than the bulk material density. This difference, however, can be 

corrected by considering the NaCl particles having cubic shape. The dynamic shape fac-

tors (Eq. 3.11) needed to correct for this effect, are also shown in Table 3.4. These were 

determined after calculating the volume equivalent diameter �è� of spheres using the bulk 

NaCl density of 2.17 g/cm3. Interestingly, the dynamic shape factor increased from 1.04 ± 

0.03 to 1.19 ± 0.06 with decreasing particle size from ca. 120 to 15 nm. This is in agreement 

with theoretical predictions [129] and indirect observations [130, 131] that the dynamic 

shape factor of cubic particles increases with decreasing particle size in the transition and 

free molecular regime.  

Figure 3.7. Measured response spectra of 10-nm silver spheres (a) and aggregates (b). Both spectra 

were measured with the nano-PMC operated at 27 × 103 rpm and 1.5 L/min. 
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3.5.3. Morphology of silver particles generated by spark ablation 

 

The mean mobility equivalent diameter of the silver particles generated by spark ablation 

could be controlled by changing the flow rate through the generator. The smallest parti-

cles analysed (5 nm) were generated using a flow rate of 8 L/min through the spark gener-

ator. The largest particles (50 nm) were generated at a flow rate of 0.3 L/min. Figure 3.6 

shows an example of particle size distributions (measured with an SMPS) of silver parti-

cles generated with the spark discharge generator using a 3-L/min quenching flow rate. 

The two size distributions correspond to aerosols with either coalesced particles or aggre-

gates, i.e., when the furnace in front of the DMA was used or not. The mean mobility 

diameters and geometric standard deviations were 17.0 nm and 1.55 for the coalesced 

particles and 24.3 and 1.70 for the aggregates.  

3.5.4. Spherical silver nanoparticles 

 

Figure 3.7 (a) shows the measured response of the nano-PMC when coalesced 10-nm sil-

ver particles were passed through the classifier operated at 27 � 10( rpm.  Table 3.5 shows 

the dominant masses of the coalesced particles having different diameters as determined 

with the nano-PMC downstream the DMA. The measured values of the apparent density 

were lower than the material density of silver (10.5 g/cm3). Following the calculations 

used for sodium chloride particles, the estimated shape factors of the sintered silver parti-

cles ranged from 1.32 to 1.52, indicating that the original aggregates were coalesced, but 

not to spherical particles, when they passed through the oven.  

 

 To further investigate the shape of the coalesced particles, fractions with a narrow range 

of mobilities downstream the DMA were collected by electrophoresis on silicon wafers 

and analysed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM; Hitachi Model SU8030). Figure 

TABLE 3.5: 

Dominant mass, apparent density and dynamic shape factor of the coalesced silver 

particles measured with the tandem DMA-nano-PMC system. 

Diameter 

 � (nm) 

Rotational 

speed ® (rpm) 

Particle mass 

 &� (ag) 

Apparent 

Density ���(g/cm³) 

Dynamic shape 

factor 

χ 

10.0 ± 0.2 

20.5 ± 0.3 

30.5 ± 0.4 

27 × 103 

18 × 103 

12 × 103 

3.51 ± 0.59 

29.04 ± 2.63 

100.98 ± 5.94 

5.60 ± 1.12 

6.43 ± 0.59 

6.79 ± 0.40 

1.50 ± 0.23 

1.35 ± 0.09 

1.30 ± 0.05 
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3.8 shows an image of a sample with coalesced 30-nm silver particles. The imaged parti-

cles exhibited an ellipsoid shape. Electron dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectra on individual 

particles validated that they consisted of elemental silver without any sign of contamina-

tion. Additionally, as demonstrated with the magnified particle, some particles consisted 

of two or three compacted spheres, corroborating the results obtained with the tandem 

DMA-nano-PMC system.  

3.5.5. Silver aggregates 

 

Figure 3.7 (b) shows the measured response spectrum of the nano-PMC when 10-nm sil-

ver aggregates were passed through the classifier. Table 3.6 shows the dominant particle 

masses, apparent densities and dynamic shape factors of silver aggregates with mobilities 

within a narrow range, measured using the tandem DMA-nano-PMC system. For particles 

with a mobility diameter of 25.5 nm and 50.5 nm, response spectra were measured under 

different rotational frequencies, yielding dominant masses and apparent densities that 

agreed within experimental uncertainty with each other.  

 

Interestingly, the smallest measured aggregates with a mean electromobility diameter of 5 

nm exhibited an apparent density similar to that of the coalesced silver particles, indicat-

ing that they were either non-spherical primary silver particles or consisted of a few com-

pacted spheres. The largest aggregates in turn showed an apparent density almost ten 

times lower than that of bulk silver.  

 

The apparent densities shown in Table 3.6 decreased with increasing mobility diameter as 

expected. In turn, the dynamic shape factor increased with increasing particle size. A 

linear model fitted to the double-logarithmic representation of the data yields a mass-

TABLE 3.6: 

Dominant particle mass, apparent density and dynamic shape factor of the silver aggregates. 

Diameter 

 � (nm) 

Rotational 

speed ® (rpm) 

Particle mass 

 &� (ag) 

Apparent 

Density ���(g/cm³) 

Dynamic shape 

factor 

χ 

5.0 ± 0.1 

10.0 ± 0.2 

12.0 ± 0.2 

20.5 ± 0.3 

25.5 ± 0.4 

50.5 ± 0.5 

32 × 103 

27 × 103 

24 × 103 

24 × 103 

20-24 × 103 

6-12 × 103 

0.42 ± 0.08 

2.35 ± 0.58 

3.71 ± 0.74 

16.15 ± 1.49 

20.50 ± 1.57 

81.50 ± 3.63 

6.41 ± 1.24 

4.48 ± 1.12 

4.15 ± 0.82 

3.58 ± 0.33 

2.35 ± 0.35 

1.20 ± 0.06 

1.38 ± 0.21 

1.73 ± 0.23 

1.83 ± 0.28 

1.97 ± 0.12 

2.54 ± 0.12 

3.64 ± 0.11 
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mobility scaling exponent of � = 2.3 ± 0.1. The apparent density and mass-mobility scaling 

exponent estimated using our data agree well with recent measurements by Charvet et al. 

(2014) [132] who used a tandem DMA-APM system.  

 

 

 3.6. Conclusions and outlook 

 

The nano-PMC introduced in this paper has the ability to measure particles with masses 

in the zg range, and it was shown experimentally that it is able to effectively resolve na 

noparticles having masses down to ca. 0.5 ag. Measured response spectra using spherical 

PSL and ammonium sulphate particles were compared with predictions by a particle-

trajectory-based model. The predicted peak location of the response spectra, which is the 

defining parameter for determining the dominant particle mass, agreed well with the 

observations. Deviations of the amplitude and the width between measured and predict-

ed response spectra can be attributed to the enhanced losses due to turbulent flow in the 

Figure 3.8. SEM images of coalesced silver particles deposited on silicon wafers. The particles were

collected downstream the DMA used to select particles with dm = 30.5 nm. 
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classification region6. Despite that, for both PSL spheres and ammonium sulphate nano-

particles, the measured apparent densities were in agreement with the bulk material den-

sity, providing a proof-of-concept for the nano-PMC.  

 

In tandem with a DMA, the nano-PMC system was further used to determine the appar-

ent density and dynamic shape factor of dry NaCl particles. The established value of χ = 

1.08 was confirmed for the larger NaCl particles used in our experiments. For smaller 

particles, the shape factors were substantially higher, corroborating previous theoretical 

and experimental studies showing that it is size dependent in the transition regime. The 

DMA-nano-PMC system was also employed to measure the apparent density and to esti-

mate the mass-mobility scaling coefficient of coalesced and aggregated silver nanoparti-

cles, produced by spark ablation. The apparent density of the coalesced particles was 

lower than that of bulk silver, corroborating SEM observations showing that their shape 

was slightly non spherical. The mass-mobility scaling exponent of the aggregated particles 

was D = 2.3 ± 0.1, confirming previous observations.  
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6 This statement refers to the modelling results described in section 3.5.1 and is too conclu-

sive. Since the model was not able to fully match the experimental data, the results can 

only be interpreted as indications that turbulent flow was responsible for a mismatch of 

experimental data and simulated spectra. 
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APPENDIX 3.A: Diffusional wall losses in the nano-PMC 

 

The rate of particles penetrating a tubular channel of length L is given by: 

 í = 1 − 5.5	g�/( + 3.77	g, 	for	g < 0.009,	 [3.15]	
 í = 0.819	7.��.î	ï + 	0.0975	7.ç�.�	ï , for	g ≥ 0.009,	 [3.16]	
 

where  

 g = µ	�d 	 [3.17]	
 

 

where µ is the diffusion coefficient of the particles. 
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 Chapter 4:   The Cyto-TP 
 

 

  

 

Abstract 

 

We have developed the Cyto-TP, a thermal precipitator capable of depositing airborne nanopar-

ticles onto living cells directly from the gas. A temperature gradient is established between two 

parallel plates, therefore particles migrate toward the colder plate due to thermophoresis. The 

colder plate contains two transwells with attached cells forming a monolayer at the air–liquid 

interface. The front transwell is used for the cell exposure to particles transported into the 

device and deposited on the cells. Nanoparticles in the size range of 10–300 nm deposit homo-

geneously on the cell monolayer. All particles are deposited before the rear transwell hence its 

cells are exposed to the particle-free gas only, allowing for a differentiation between particle and 

gas effects. The modelling of the deposition of unit-density spherical nanoparticles in the flow 

channel led to the design and construction of this device. The Cyto-TP was initially tested by 

depositing fluorescent polystyrene-latex (PSL) nanoparticles on A549 alveolar epithelial cells, 

a common cell line for inhalation toxicology. The predicted deposition was verified, by the 

absence of particles on the rear transwell after exposure and in parallel the detection of PSL 

particles on the front transwell. Additionally, the experimental requirements for the Cyto-TP 

to function have at the most an insignificant effect on the cells as proven by assaying the living 

cell count of the transwells after exposure to particle-free air. Consequently, potential cell 

damages can unambiguously be related to particle and gas exposure. 

 

This chapter has been published as: 

D. Broßell, S. Troeller,  N. Dziurowitz, Plitzko, G. Linsel, C. Asbach, N. Azong-Wara, H. Fissan, 

A. Schmidt-Ott (2013): “A thermal precipitator for the deposition of airborne nanoparticles onto living 

cells – Rationale and development”, Journal of Aerosol Science, Volume 63, 75-86 
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 4.1. Introduction 

 

Following the latest considerations for the definition of nanomaterials, they typically con-

sist of particles with at least one geometric dimension below 100 nm, i.e. so-called nano-

particles [133]. As the variety of industrial applications of nanoparticles and hence the 

production volume increases, concerns rise whether nanoparticles may pose risks to ex-

posed humans, especially at workplaces [134]. 

 

As part of a research strategy, the Federal Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 

(BAuA) focusses among other aspects of occupational hygiene on the identification of 

health effects, induced by nanoparticle aerosols after inhalation exposure [135]. Inhalation 

is the most direct and probable way of uptake of airborne nanoparticles [28]. Due to their 

small size, nanoparticles can reach deep into the lung, deposit in the tracheobronchial or 

alveolar section of the pulmonary tract and directly interact with the lung tissue and its 

cells [136]. 

 

Common methods to study hazardous effects of aerosols are in vivo studies on animals, 

like rats and [137, 138]. But concurrently, concerns have risen because of animal welfare 

and the high costs of such studies. As an alternative, in vitro studies are considered, ana-

lyzing the biological response of cell cultures after exposure to nanoparticles. The simplest 

and commonly used in vitro method consists of exposing submerged cells by suspending 

nanoparticles in cellular culture media. The cells are exposed to the particles via sedimen-

tation [139]. But apart from the obvious fact that the exposure mode does not represent 

inhalation exposure, the physico-chemical properties of nanoparticles may be altered 

when being suspended in liquid, potentially changing the toxicity of the particles [13, 

140]. For example, nanoparticles tend to agglomerate in suspensions so that they differ in 

size, morphology and number concentration, compared to the actual airborne nanoparti-

cles [141]. As a result, there is a need for new and more sophisticated in vitro methods, 

which focus on the exposure of cells to nanoparticle aerosols [33, 142]. By recognizing the 

flaws of traditional techniques, in this paper, we shape a clear rationale behind develop-

ing an in vitro method, exposing living lung cells to airborne nanoparticles by mimicking 

the diffusive deposition on cells in the lung. 

 

Consequently, the cells have to be in direct contact with the exposure atmosphere. There-

fore, the air–liquid interface technique is selected to cultivate cells [63]. The cells grow 

adherent on microporous membranes at the air–liquid interface. The setup of a mem-

brane, mounted on a supporting frame, is called transwell. The cells are fed with nutrient 
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solution through the membrane and are left exposed to the atmosphere on the other side 

of the membrane. 

 

Several air–liquid interface methods for the cell exposure to potentially harmful substanc-

es have been introduced, ranging from devices designed for gas exposure to instruments 

capable of depositing granulous dust as well as water droplets containing nanopowders 

[65, 143]. When applied to dry nanoparticle aerosols, however, exposure with those in-

struments is typically limited by the low deposition rate when depending on diffusive 

transport. An additional force is needed to precipitate the nanoparticles toward the cells. 

Recently, air–liquid interface instruments using electrostatic precipitation have been de-

veloped, for the deposition of charged particles onto cells [35, 144]. However, the charge 

of the particles can influence the cellular action. It has been shown that the surface charge 

of gold nanoparticles mediates [145]. Additionally, several studies have shown that the 

cellular uptake of charged nanoparticles differs from their neutral counterparts because of 

different charge levels [146]. 

 

A mechanism, directly influencing the path of the diffusive transport of a nanoparticle in 

gas phase, is thermodiffusion. Also called thermophoresis, it is the forced orientation of 

the diffusive motion in the presence of a temperature gradient toward the cold source. 

Since thermophoresis and diffusion both stem from particle interactions with surrounding 

gas molecules undergoing Brownian motion, the resulting thermophoretic and diffusional 

velocities are very similar and hence thermophoresis is a suitable mechanism to mimic the 

diffusional deposition in the lung. It is not required to manipulate the physico-chemical 

properties of the aerosol, like size or charge distribution for thermophoretic precipitation. 

Devices capable of establishing a temperature gradient in the flow channel and depositing 

nanoparticles with the help of thermophoresis are called thermal precipitators. Recent 

developments typically consist of two parallel metal plates with a uniform temperature 

gradient in-between [147-149]. In a thermal precipitator, nanoparticles therefore deposit 

onto the colder plate. Another advantage of using thermophoresis is its size independency 

in the nanoparticle size range. Therefore, size fractionation does not occur in the deposi-

tion of nanoparticle aerosols.  

 

We designed and constructed an advanced model of a parallel plate thermal precipitator, 

customized for the exposure of cells to nanoparticles, the so-called Cyto-TP. It contains 

two transwells with cells, one for the deposition of particles, whereas the second one gets 

exposed to the identical, but particle-free atmosphere for control purposes. 
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In this work, we show how the application of the rationale mentioned above led to the 

concept of the Cyto-TP, the implementation of the air–liquid interface method into a par-

allel plate thermal precipitator. The calculation of the trajectories of spherical nanoparti-

cles in the Cyto-TP yields the optimal positions of the transwells and therefore the dimen-

sions of the flow channel. These preliminary considerations led to the design and realiza-

tion of the Cyto-TP pre-prototype. To prove the concept, the new device was utilized in a 

set of experiments, where the cells were exposed to fluorescent particles, chosen to resem-

ble the particles used in the calculation of trajectories. Additionally, zero exposure exper-

iments were conducted to test, whether the cells are affected by the experimental condi-

tions and the device itself.  

 

 

 4.2. Thermal precipitator for cell exposure to nanoparticles: Cyto-TP 

 

The basic elements of the Cyto-TP are two metal plates, placed in parallel and with a cer-

tain distance a to each other, with a uniform temperature gradient ñÁ over a. The plates 

form a flow channel for the aerosol, transported into the device with a flow rate Q. The 

particles settle on the cold plate. Temperature gradient and flow rate can be adjusted. The 

transwells are implemented in the top plate, which is intended to be the cold plate. 

 

The concept of the Cyto-TP is shown in Figure 4.1. The top plate contains two transwells, 

one in the front and the other in the rear. A temperature gradient can be established from 

the top to the bottom plate, by adjusting the plate temperatures. The particles move with 

the air flow into the flow channel. If the thermophoresis is greater than the counter-

directed gravitation, the particles move perpendicular to the air flow direction toward the 

cold plate. The concept foresees that all particles deposit in the region of the front 

transwell. Consequently, the rear transwell gets exposed to the same but particle-free 

atmosphere and hence helps to distinguish between gas and particle induced effects. For 

the design of the Cyto-TP, a nanoparticle size range of �� = 10	– 300	nm is considered, 

since thermophoresis is size independent for these particle sizes.  
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The basic design of the Cyto-TP is based on a personal, parallel plate thermal precipitator 

for nanoparticle sampling [147, 148]. This thermal precipitator consists of two parallel 

plates placed at a distance of a =1 mm to each other. The temperature of the plates can be 

adjusted to create a uniform temperature gradient from the cold to the warm plate in the 

range of ñÁ = 3	– 20	K/mm. A silicon wafer serves as the cold plate, which can be re-

moved to be analyzed with electron microscopy, after collecting nanoparticle samples 

from the air with a flow rate of Q = 2	ml/min. Due to the largely size-independent ther-

mophoretic particle velocity, the particles are homogenously deposited on the substrate, 

which significantly simplifies the data evaluation. 

 

The exact plate distance a and flow rate Q is adapted for the Cyto-TP as well as the range 

of the temperature gradient ñÁ. The flow channel has to be long enough to allow the dep-

osition of all particles in the area before the rear transwell. The optimal dimensions of the 

flow channel as well as the exact position of the transwells were found by evaluating the 

deposition profiles of the particles on the cold plate of the Cyto-TP. The deposition pro-

files were obtained by calculating the exact settling positions of the particles on the cold 

plate, from the trajectories of the particles in the flow channel, considering the thermo-

phoretic and gravitational motion as well as the convective motion with the flow. 

 

Figure 4.1: Sketch of the concept of the Cyto-TP 
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4.2.1. Thermophoretic velocity of spherical nanoparticles 

 

The thermophoretic force results from the inhomogeneous transfer of momentum, caused 

by collisions of gas molecules with the particle surface in a temperature gradient. Since the 

gas molecules in warmer regions have higher kinetic energy than in colder regions, the 

collisions on the surface facing the heat source transfer a greater momentum compared to 

the opposite side. Consequently, the interaction of the gas molecules with the particle 

results in a net motion of the particle in a temperature gradient from the warm to the cold 

region [150]. 

 

For the particle size range of �� = 10	nm to �� = 300	nm, two cases for the description of 

the thermophoretic motion have to be considered: particles with particle sizes �� < < and 

particles with �� > <, where < is the mean free path of gas molecules (< ≈ 66	nm for air at 

standard pressure) [17]. In this paper, we focus on the simple case of single unit density 

sphere. 

 

For �� < <, the resulting thermophoretic velocity for spherical particles is: 

 4t� = − 0.558∇Á�2Á , for	�� < <	 [4.1]	
 

where Á is the ambient temperature, ñÁ the temperature gradient, 8 the kinematic gas 

viscosity and �2 the gas density at room temperature. The movement is in the direction of 

decreasing temperature. The thermophoretic velocity in Eq. 4.1 is independent of particle 

size ��, since thermophoresis and the counterdirected drag force have the same size de-

pendency. 

 

For	�� > <, the particle establishes an internal temperature gradient, which affects the 

surrounding gas temperature and hence the temperature gradient near the particle. This 

effect depends on the particle size and the ratio of the thermal conductivity of the sur-

rounding gas Ã2 and the particleÃ�. This results in the definition of the coefficient ô	[104]: 

 

ô = õ 11 + 6	 <��
ö ÷ø

Ã2Ã� + 4.4	 <�� 	
1 + 2 Ã2Ã� + 8.8 <��ùú	 [4.2]	
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Also, for particle sizes near the mean free path of the gas molecules, the Cunningham slip 

has to be taken into account, with the correction factor 

 

�: = 1 + <�� �± + S7.�	 ?@A�	 [4.3]	
 

with ± = 2.34, S = 1.05	and	� = 0.39 for solid particles [78]. The resulting thermophoretic 

velocity for particles with �� > < is 

 4t� = 38�:ô∇Á2�2Á ,	for	�� > <	 [4.4]	
 

Contrary to the �� < < case, the thermophoretic velocity becomes size dependent and 

decreases with larger particle sizes. However, in ambient air and for unit thermal conduc-

tivity spheres with a diameter �� = 300	nm, the thermophoretic velocity calculated with 

Eq. 4.4 is only 10% smaller than the thermophoretic velocity for �� < < calculated with Eq. 

4.1 In this paper, we therefore assume that the size independent thermophoretic velocity 

defined in Eq. 4.1 is applicable for all particle sizes. 

4.2.2. Effect of gravitation on nanoparticles 

 

In the Cyto-TP, gravitation is counter-directed to thermophoresis. The gravitational veloc-

ity v~ depends on the particle size and particle density ��  

 

42 = ����2Ù188 	 [4.5]	
 

where g is the gravitational acceleration [17]. 

4.2.3. Flow profile in a rectangular flow channel 

 

Apart from the forces affecting the velocity of the particles perpendicular to the flow, the 

flow velocity profile in the channel has to be known to calculate the exact trajectory of 

transported particles. No acceleration of the particles in the flow direction occurs, there-

fore the particles do have the same velocity as the flow. 

 

The width of the flow channel of the Cyto-TP is specified to be b = 15	mm, much larger 

than the height a = 1	mm. Therefore, the flow velocity profile can be approximated by 
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modelling a plane Poiseuille flow [95] the hyperbolic flow pattern between two parallel 

plates. For flow rates in the magnitude of 1 ml/min, the flow is laminar. Boundary effects 

near the inlet as well as in the corners are neglected.  

 

In Cartesian coordinates, with the origin of ordinates at the center of the inlet, the flow 

velocity vü�z� depends on the position z relative to the height a of the flow channel 

 

4��þ� = 6d>= Ò'þ=+ − 'þ=+�Ó	 [4.6]	
 

The flow velocity in the center is 1.5	4́�, where 4́�	is the mean flow velocity. Since the flow 

is laminar, the flow velocity at the edges is zero. Consequently, as the particles approach 

the cold plate due to thermophoresis, they also slow down at the same time in the flow 

direction.  

4.2.4. Calculation of particle trajectories and deposition density profiles  

in the Cyto-TP 

 

With all velocity components determined, the particle trajectories can now be calculated. 

The terminal velocity 5Ø of the particles perpendicular to the flow velocity 5� is  

 4� = "4t� + 42$7� [4.7]	
 

where � is the unit vector (here, in the z-direction). The trajectory is then calculated for the 

particle entering the flow channel at height z� and width y� at the inlet. It is assumed that 

no forces influence the particles trajectory in the direction of	m. A simple, parameterized, 

ballistic equation of motion is used 

Figure 4.2: Calculated deposition density profile for ∇T=3K/mm and Q=2 ml/min 
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 y�a� = m�7� [4.8]	z�a� = �þ� − 4�a�7� [4.9]	x�a� = "4�"þ�a�$a$7� [4.10]	
 

where a is the time after entering the flow channel. For the l-component of the trajectory, 

first the location of the particle in the þ-direction has to be known. 

 

A custom Wolfram Mathematica script was compiled to calculate deposition density pro-

files of nanoparticles on the cold plate. To obtain a sophisticated profile, a large number of 

virtual, monodisperse and spherical particles were generated. At a = 0, the particles are 

distributed homogenously across the cross-section of the inlet, allotting m� and þ�  to each 

particle. Subsequently, the trajectories of all particles were calculated. The script counts all 

particles deposited in a definite number of small squares of 100	μm � 100	μm dividing the 

deposition area into a total of 6 � 10¦ squares. The deposition density therefore is the 

number of deposited particles in each square over the deposition area. 

 

Figure 4.2 shows the contour plot of the deposition density in the flow channel for 100000 

unit density spherical 100 nm particles. The profile is computed for the minimum temper-

ature gradient of the Cyto-TP, ñÁ = 3	K/mm with flow rate d = 2	ml/min. 

 

The profile shows that all particles deposit within the first 25 mm in the flow channel. The 

increased particle deposition density at the beginning and the end of the profile can be 

explained by the hyperbolic flow profile. The second transwell is chosen to be located 

behind the end of the deposition area. The Cyto-TP uses Corning 3470 clear transwells. 

The membranes of these transwells have a diameter of 6.5 mm. Accordingly, the center of 

the front transwell is located at x = 6.5	mm from the inlet, so that its membrane is located 

in the deposition area. The center of the rear transwell is located at x = 33.5	mm from the 

inlet. Both transwells are centered in the y-direction, i.e. y = 7.5	mm. As a result of the 

simulation, a length of the flow channel of c = 40	mm was considered for the design of the 

Cyto-TP.  
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4.2.5. Simulated deposition efficiency of the Cyto-TP 

 

 The Mathematica script counts all particles, deposited on the membrane of the front and 

rear transwells. Therefore, the script defines the membranes as circular areas with equal 

diameters (6.5 mm) and centers, located at the same distance (6.5 mm and 33.5 mm) from 

the inlet. The particle count N������	|| in the considered area is put in relation to the total 

number N�}��| of particles deposited on the cold plate to yield the deposition efficiency Ý: 

 g = \tf�vs
���\t�t��  [4.11]	
 

Figure 4.3 shows the calculated deposition efficiency g for different diameters of spherical 

nanoparticles on the front transwell for temperature gradients in the range of ñÁ =3– 20	K/mm and a flow rate of Q = 2	ml/min. Following the simulation results, the maxi-

mum efficiency, roughly 17–20% for the front transwell was found for 8 K/mm. The re-

sults yield an optimal temperature gradient at 8 K/mm with a flow rate of 2 ml/min, to 

Figure 4.3. Calculated deposition efficiency g for some nanoparticle diameters in the Cyto-TP size 

range in dependence of the temperature gradient. 
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attain the maximum deposition efficiency in the area of the front transwell for a wide 

range of particle diameters d�. Results for the rear transwell show no deposition.  

 

The simulation also indicates that within the considered size range particle size has little 

influence on the deposition efficiency. This is to be expected, since thermophoresis is size 

independent. Small differences appear, due to gravitation, but for particles in the consid-

ered size range, it is in orders of magnitude smaller than the thermophoretic force. No 

particles deposit on the rear transwell for temperature gradients higher than 5 K/mm. 

 

 4.3. Air–liquid interface setup 

4.3.1. Lung cell line and culture conditions 

 

Pulmonary alveoli are anatomic structures of the lower respiratory tract, responsible for 

the exchange of gas between the blood and alveolar air and are potential targets of inhaled 

contaminants, e.g. nanoparticles. Histologically, the alveolus surface contains epithelial 

cells attached to the basal membrane. A layer of surfactants covers the cells. Additionally, 

alveolar macrophages are present to remove contaminants like dust particles.  

 

The A549 cell line, human lung adenocarcinoma/type II alveolar epithelial cells (DSMZ, 

No. ACC-107), is widely used to represent the epithelial cells of the pulmonary alveolus 

[151]. The cells are cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) supplement 

with 10 v/v% fetal calve serum (FCS), 5 µg/mL gentamicin in a humidified incubator at 

37 °C with 5% CO2. When a confluency of 85% is reached, the cells are subcultured.  

4.3.2. Transwells 

 

The cells are grown on Costar 3470 clear transwells (24 well, 0.6 cm membrane diameter), 

polystyrene frames supporting microporous membranes composed of polyethylene ter-

ephthalate (PET) with pore diameters of 0.4 µm. The usual application of transwells is 

adapted, because the cells need to attach and grow on the side of the membrane, counter-

facing the inside of the transwell to allow the alignment of the cells with the cold plate. 

Figure 4.4 shows the usual setup of a transwell with cells and nutrient solution and the 

adaptation for the Cyto-TP. 

 

After conditioning the transwells in nutrient solution, DMEM with fetal calf serum (FCS), 

in a companion plate, the transwells were taken out of the solution and turned upside 
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down with the transwell membrane facing up. A drop of cell suspension (50 µl with 

(2.5 ± 0.2� � 10î	cells/ml) was placed on the membrane, meaning that �9500 ±600�	cells/cm� were seeded. The transwell was stored in a humidified incubation chamber 

for 1 h for cell adhesion. Afterwards, the transwell was put back to the companion plate 

for 72 h, where the cells grew submerged to about 95% confluency. Then, 24 h before 

exposure, FCS was withdrawn from the nutrient solution and the cells were set at air–

liquid interface conditions, meaning that the companion plate was put in a dry incubation 

chamber as well as the cells were supplied with nutrient solution only through the mem-

brane from inside the transwell. The transwell membrane was carpeted with cells with a 

density of approximately 8 � 10î	cells/cm2 at the end of the growth cycle.  

 

 4.4. Prototype 

 

The Cyto-TP pre-prototype consisted of three main assembly parts which will be de-

scribed in detail: bottom plate, top plate with transwell fittings, and plate separator with 

inlet and outlet. The main parts and the whole device are presented in Figure 4.5 extracted 

from the CAD model. They are held together with screws and can easily be disassembled 

for cleaning.  

 

Fig. 4.4. (a) Usual setup of transwell with A549 cells inside the transwell. (b) Adapted Cyto-TP setup 

of transwell with nutrient solution inside the transwell and A549 cells on the counterface of the 

membrane. 
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The bottom plate is connected to a Peltier element, semi-conductive elements that create 

an internal temperature gradient between its two sides, if current runs through. The aver-

age temperature of the Peltier element remains at room temperature, hence one side gets 

cold and the other side hot. The warm side of the element is attached to a gold-coated 

copper plate with thermally conductive glue. A thermocouple is placed inside the warm 

copper block to measure its temperature. The bottom plate is connected to a Peltier ele-

ment, semi-conductive elements that create an internal temperature gradient between its 

two sides, if current runs through. The average temperature of the Peltier element remains 

at room temperature, hence one side gets cold and the other side hot. The warm side of 

the element is attached to a gold-coated copper plate with thermally conductive glue. A 

thermocouple is placed inside the warm copper block to measure its temperature. The 

second part is the top plate, which functions as the cold plate. It consists of a gold-coated 

copper block with two inserts for the transwells. The temperature is controlled with two 

ring-shaped Peltier elements, to fit around the inserts. The copper block is attached to the 

cold side of the ring-shaped Peltier elements to cool down the cold plate. Two K-type 

thermocouples are placed into the copper block, one at the front insert and the other at the 

rear insert to measure the temperatures at both transwells separately.  

 

The Peltier element sides, not facing the flow channel, are both connected to metal sheets 

with serrated wings for heat transfer. The sheets and the plates are thermally isolated with 

polyether ether ketone (PEEK) frames. 

 

The bottom and top plates are separated and thermally insulated with another PEEK 

frame, the third part. As mentioned earlier, the distance between the warm and cold cop-

per plates is 1 mm so that a rectangular flow channel is formed with two walls from the 

PEEK frame, an inlet at the front and an outlet at the rear. The flow channel is 40 mm long 

and 15 mm wide. The holes for the insertion of the transwells are milled into the copper 

block, 6.5 mm and 33.5 mm in distance from the inlet and in the center of the flow chan-

nel. 
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Figure 4.5. (a) Upside down view of the disassembled Cyto-TP and (b) assembled Cyto-TP. 
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 4.5. Materials and Methods 

 

The experimental work presented in this paper focused primarily on the proof-of-concept 

of the Cyto-TP. This was accomplished firstly with the qualitative verification of the pre-

dicted deposition of 100 nm unit density spheres on the front transwell and no deposition 

on the rear transwell. Fluorescent 100 nm polystyrene-latex particles were deposited on 

cells with the Cyto-TP, which can be detected via fluorescence microscopy. Secondly the 

effect of the Cyto-TP itself on the cells was examined by assaying the living cell count of 

the transwells after exposure to particle-free air.  

 

4.5.1. Fluorescent 100 nm polystyrene-latex (PSL) particles and aerosol  

generation 

 

Polystyrene-latex (PSL) spheres with an embedded fluorescent dye, Polysciences Fluo-

resbrite microspheres, were deposited on the cells with the Cyto-TP. The material proper-

ties, stated by the manufacturer, describe spherical particles with a diameter of �� =100	nm, a geometric standard deviation of �2 = 1.04 and a particle density of �2 =1.05	g/cm(. The particles are stabilized in aqueous suspension by the manufacturer to 

avoid massive agglomeration, with a concentration of 4.55 � 10�( particles/ml. The PSL 

microspheres closely resembled the virtual, monodisperse, spherical particles used in the 

simulation. 

 

The PSL microspheres suspension was diluted with ultrapure water, sonicated for 15 min 

and dispersed with an atomizer (TSI model 3079). This aerosol generator was chosen for 

its stable output particle number concentration. It disperses droplets with nanoparticles as 

seeds. The droplets evaporate in a diffusion dryer and the nanoparticles are left as aero-

sols. Since the suspension was stabilized, it is assumed that only one or no particle was 

present in each dispersed droplet. The atomizer emissions after the diffusion dryer should 

therefore consist mostly of single PSL sphere.  

4.5.2. Experimental setup 

 

The setup is shown in Figure 4.6. The aerosol, generated with the combination of atomizer 

and diffusion dryer, was led into the exposure chamber, a sealed chamber with a volume 

of 6 l. A baffle plate was placed directly in front of the aerosol inlet to distribute the aero-

sol homogenously in the chamber. The chamber had two outlets, one for the aerosol char-

acterization instruments and the other to relieve the pressure. The chamber itself was 
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placed inside a laminar flowbox to allow clean handling of the Cyto-TP and samples as 

well as for protection from nanoparticle emissions. All ubiquitous particles and chamber 

emissions were removed by the filter of the flowbox. The aerosol was pumped from out-

side into the chamber. This setup allowed a quick exchange of transwells after exposure, 

by just opening the exposure chamber, removing the used transwells and exchanging 

them with fresh transwells, without contaminating the samples. A Thomafluid RCT-type 

high precision pump for low flow rates connected through the exposure chamber wall to 

the Cyto-TP. The Cyto-TP could be left in the chamber during the sample exchange, fully 

connected, and does not need to be removed in the process.  

 

the electronic circuit, measuring and controlling the temperatures by changing the cur-

rents for the Peltier elements, connected through the chamber walls to the Cyto-TP. The 

measured temperatures were transferred using a datamodule to a computer with a cus-

tom LabVIEW software for this experiment. The LabVIEW software controlled the tem-

peratures of the Cyto-TP plates, by adjusting the currents of the Peltier elements according 

to the measured temperature changes. The currents were generated using a multichannel 

current generator. 

 

A scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) consisting of a Vienna-type differential mobility 

analyser (DMA) and a condensation particle counter (Model 5403 CPC) by GRIMM Aero-

sol Inc. were used to measure the particle size distribution of the aerosol in the chamber in 

a size range of 10	– 1000	nm. An SMPS measures particle number size distributions based 

on the electrical mobility diameter, which in case of spherical particles equal their geomet-

ric diameter [17]. 

4.5.3. Exposure of A549 cells using the Cyto-TP 

 

The Cyto-TP was set to a temperature gradient of 8 K/mm, by adjusting the temperature 

of the bottom (warm) plate around 45 °C, whereas the cold plate was maintained at a 

temperature of 37 °C, optimal for the cells. The aerosol was led into the chamber and dis-

tributed homogenously. Both plate temperatures reached the preset values in 10 min, 

establishing the desired temperature gradient. Two transwells with A549 cells were gently 

put into the intended inserts of the Cyto-TP. The low flow rate pump for the Cyto-TP is 

switched on with a flow rate set at Q = 2	ml/min, to start the exposure of the cells to the 

aerosol. The exposure time was 1 h. The particle number concentration of the aerosol in 

the chamber as well as the temperatures of the Cyto-TP was monitored during the expo-

sure time. After the exposure, the transwells were gently taken out of the Cyto-TP. 
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Zero exposure experiments were conducted. Zero exposure means the exposure of cells to 

particle-free air, filtered inside the flow box. The particle number concentration as well as 

the temperature and humidity of the air is monitored over the whole exposure duration. 

 

After the exposure, the cells were analyzed either with fluorescence microscopy for parti-

cle detection or with a living cell count assay for effects on the viability of the cells of the 

transwells. 

 

4.5.4. Detection of fluorescent 100 nm PSL particles with fluorescence  

microscopy 

 

After an experiment, the transwells were removed from the Cyto-TP and immediately 

prepared to be put under the fluorescent microscope. The PSL microspheres fluorize after 

excitation using a laser with 441 nm wavelength. The emissions can be detected using a 

486 nm bandpass filter. A Leica DMIRB fluorescence microscope was used to detect the 

deposited 100 nm PSL particles for qualitative evaluation.  

Figure  4.6. Schematic of the Cyto-TP control setup, aerosol generation and characterization. 
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4.5.5. Living cell count assay 

 

The cell viability assay was conducted with the CASY cell counting technology. It is capa-

ble of counting resuspended single cell and distinguishing living and dead cells. The iden-

tification of living cells exploits the fact that cells with an intact membrane are insulators, 

contrary to ones with destroyed membranes. Cells are harvested from the transwell mem-

brane by trypsination and resuspended in an electrolyte. The suspension is sucked 

through a capillary with two electrodes. Every passing cell is identified by a peak in re-

sistance, where the magnitude of each peak depends on the cell volume. The measure-

ment results in a resistance distribution which is translated into the cell size distribution. 

The integral over a defined range of size channels yields the total cell count TMM. The living 

cell count LMM is determined by the cell count down to a limit size defined for the specific 

cell line. The ratio of the living and total cell count is called cell viability, typically ex-

pressed in percentage.  

 

For all exposure experiments, a third transwell is left in the incubation chamber during 

the exposure, at the air–liquid interface. Besides having the rear transwell for control of 

Figure  4.7. Size distribution of 100 nm PSL particles 0.1 µm, measured with the SMPS. Arithmetic 

mean values from 20 measurements. 
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effects of deposited nanoparticles, the transwell in the incubator functions as the control 

for potential additional effects which may be caused by the Cyto-TP itself, e.g. because of 

heat radiation. 

 

 4.6. Results and Discussion 

 

To prove the concept of the Cyto-TP, two different aspects of the concept were tested (a) 

the general ability of the Cyto-TP to deposit particles onto living cells and (b) potential 

effects of the Cyto-TP itself on the living cell count of the transwells.  

4.6.1. Aerosol generation 

 

Stabilized PSL suspension (400µl) was diluted with ultrapure water (40 ml) and dispersed 

using the atomizer. Figure 4.7 shows the size distribution of the test aerosol. The relatively 

small error bars, representing single standard deviation, indicate the high reproducibility 

of the size distribution.  

 

Figure 4.8. Micrograph of deposited 100 nm PSL particles with a particle number concentration of 

85000±2000/cm3 on the front transwell. The image shows particles on cells directly after exposure. 

Some particles are out of focus since the cell surface is uneven. The cells itself are not visible. 
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The aerosol mostly consisted of single PSL sphere with a size of 111 nm, at 152 nm and 

agglomerates consisting of several spheres. The size distribution data also showed a log-

normal peak of nanoparticles formed due to crystallization of dissolved components re-

maining in the ultrapure water. 

 

The measured relative humidity in the chamber was 40–50%. No humidification of the 

exposure atmosphere was performed, to rule out the droplet formation with the PSL par-

ticles as condensation seeds, which would render the deposition model not valid. Howev-

er, it should be noted that dehydration of the cells has to be taken into account for toxicity 

studies and humidification of the exposure atmosphere may hence need to be considered. 

 

Primary 100 nm PSL particles as well as doublets can be identified by their representative 

peaks in the size distribution. The identification of the PSL doublets in the 152 nm elec-

tromobility size channel is due to the fact that for non-spherical particles, the electromobil-

ity diameter is the equivalent diameter of a sphere with the same electromobility. Conse-

quently, PSL agglomerates, consisting of three or more primary particles, appear to be 

distributed lognormally in the size distribution.  

 

The region in the size distribution, representing the 100 nm PSL particles, was in the range 

of 100–1000 nm. To count only the single PSL particle as well as the occurring doublets 

and triplets and agglomerates, the measurement of the particle number concentration was 

limited to the size channels within this region. For the size distribution, presented in this 

section, the particle number concentration �=o	85000 ± 2000/cm3, measured over 1 h 

during the exposure.  

4.6.2. Fluorescence detection of 100 nm PSL particles 

 

Figure 4.8 displays a representative micrograph of a cell-carpeted membrane after the 

exposure to 100 nm PSL particles with the size distribution shown in Figure 4.7. The photo 

shown in this paper is color-inverted and changed in contrast, to blend out the back-

ground glow from the cells, for reasons of visibility. The 100 nm PSL particles can be de-

tected as luminous spots on the cells and distinguished from the background glow at 

1000×1000× magnification. Even the doublets and agglomerates can be differentiated as 

two or more connected luminous spots.  

 

The image qualitatively shows the homogeneity of particle deposition. PSL microspheres 

could be detected over the whole membrane of the front transwell. No luminous spots can 

be found on the rear transwell. 
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The results verify that the parameters, chosen for the design and operation of the Cyto-TP 

following the simulation results, enable the deposition of 100 nm PSL particles on the 

front transwell, while the rear transwell remains particle-free.  

 

Due to the homogeneity of the deposition density, the total number of deposited particles 

can be extrapolated from particle counts in a sufficient number of random areas on the 

membrane. By comparison with the total number of particles transported into the device, 

known from the online aerosol characterization, the deposition efficiency can be deter-

mined. However, due to the wet surface of the cells, the particles tend to move from their 

original position during the sample preparation for the fluorescence microscope, especial-

ly when putting the cover slip on the sample. This is verified by the fact that a large num-

ber of particles are found rinsed from the membrane onto the object plate. This cutback 

disqualifies this method for the experimental verification of the quantitative results of the 

deposition model.  

Figure  4.9. Cell viabilities of control transwells (incubator), front transwell and rear transwell from 

three exposures with HEPA filtered air (15% humidity) and equal Cyto-TP control parameters. The 

values are determined by calculating the arithmetic mean value for the results from each experiment. 

The experimental results itself were the arithmetic mean for the viabilities from 4 to 6 exposures 

conducted in each experiment. The error bars indicate the standard deviation. 
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4.6.3. Living cell count at zero exposure conditions 

 

In a series of exposure studies with filtered air, the effect of the Cyto-TP itself on the cells 

was evaluated by comparing the living cell count LMM of the transwells put into the device 

with the control transwell in the incubator. The particle number concentration was zero 

during the 1 h exposure time. The relative humidity was kept constant at 15%. After the 

exposure, the front and rear transwells are put into the incubator for 24 h. Figure 4.9 

shows a comparison of the statistical mean of all measured cell viabilities.  

 

The data is expressed as the mean standard deviation from three independent experi-

ments. Statistical analysis was performed by one-way ANOVA (Tukey post test) using 

OriginPro 8.5, with the P-value as the measure of the statistical significance. The difference 

between the two results was significant if â ≤ 0.05. The results yielded no significant 

differences of cell viabilities between incubator and rear transwell as well as rear and front 

transwell. However, there was a significant difference between the cell viabilities of incu-

bator and front transwell. 

 

It was found afterwards that the dimensions of the commercial transwells, e.g. the mem-

brane diameter, vary with the magnitude of 10–100 µm. The shape and dimensions of the 

holes however were exactly adjusted for those transwells, in which dimensions were 

measured during the construction phase of the device. Therefore, bigger transwells de-

formed when being put into the intended hole. The membrane of the transwell got 

stretched or bulged during the insertion potentially causing some parts of the cell mono-

layer to detach from the membrane. These cells were then dried out, lowering the viabil-

ity. Additionally, since the manufacturing tolerance of the individual building parts of the 

Cyto-TP was around 10 µm, a small difference in the dimensions of the holes could also 

explain the variance of the cell viabilities.  

 

The experimental conditions during the exposure potentially influencing the cells like the 

heat radiation from the warmer plate – if at all – only have a negligible effect on cell via-

bility. Therefore, potentially observed effects can unambiguously be traced back to the cell 

exposure to gas and particles. 
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 4.7. Conclusions and outlook 

 

The Cyto-TP, introduced in this paper, is, to the best of our knowledge, the first thermal 

precipitator specifically designed for cell exposure to nanoparticles. It was shown that the 

constructed Cyto-TP works in principle as predicted and that potential cell damages can 

unambiguously be traced back to particle and gas exposure. Differentiation of effects 

caused by the gas and particles is possible by the use of two transwells. 

 

Realistically, nanoparticle aerosols do not consist of monodisperse spherical primary 

particles like the PSL microspheres dispersed in this study. The simulation, presented in 

this paper, has to be further developed to model the trajectories of polydisperse aerosols 

with a log-normal distribution and different morphologies in the transition regime. Since 

toxicity studies may have to be conducted with a humidified carrier gas, the influence of 

potential droplet formation on the deposition has to be taken into account. With a sophis-

ticated deposition model, the dosimetric properties of the Cyto-TP can be analyzed. 

 

In the next step, an optimized Cyto-TP will be constructed. The next version will imple-

ment design changes that eliminate the mechanical stress on the transwells when being 

put into the device. Different transwells will be used, easier to align with the cold plate of 

the Cyto-TP without stretching or bulging the membranes. The chosen transwells will also 

feature larger membranes which greatly increases the living cell count of the cell mono-

layer. Protocols analyzing more sensitive endpoints like cytokines (ELISA and flow cy-

tometry) will become more applicable with higher cell counts. The next version of the 

Cyto-TP will also feature three parallel flow channels allowing six transwells being ap-

plied during one exposure, for a higher statistical relevance of the toxicity data. 

 

The optimized Cyto-TP will be put into use in a series of experiments, exposing cells to 

known cytotoxic nanoparticles for positive control and to non-toxic nanoparticles for 

negative control. 

 

The Cyto-TP prototype is designed for laboratory use under controlled conditions. Apart 

from the potential contamination of the cells in an unclean environment, ruled out in the 

laboratory with the use of a flow box, there are also practical requirements for the Cyto-TP 

to function, much easier to follow under laboratory conditions, like maintaining the tem-

peratures of the plates or performing assays for the cytotoxicological evaluation after 

exposure. There are many more influencing factors to be taken into account that can have 

an effect on the cells and therefore bias the results. Future versions of the Cyto-TP as well 
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as the experimental protocol have to be optimized, to ultimately develop a screening 

method, applicable in tests, e.g. the workplace atmosphere for possible hazardous parti-

cles and gases in the field. 
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 Chapter 5:   Further development of the 

Cyto-TP 
 

 

  

 

Chapter 4 introduced the first prototype of the Cyto-TP, mainly constructed to conduct a 

proof-of-concept study for the method, which was considered successful. In the next step, the 

design of the Cyto-TP was critically reviewed in regards to flaws identified in the previous 

study. Defects were mainly found in the uptake of transwells not being optimal. In addition, 

since toxicological studies usually apply standardized protocols to test for toxicity endpoints, 

further development focussed on the optimization of the instrument towards a better compati-

bility with common protocols, like Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) and flow 

cytometry.  

 

It was decided to follow two different approaches. The first approach focussed on the redesign of 

the Cyto-TP with the first prototype as the basis, called prototype-2. The second approach 

combined the basic technology behind the Cyto-TP, thermal precipitation, with a commercial 

air-liquid interface sampler, namely the Vitrocell® CF exposure module. This version is hence-

forth called prototype-3, which was applied in a nanoparticle exposure study with a barium 

sulphate nanomaterial to explore adverse effects with low exposure doses. 
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 5.1. Cyto-TP prototype-2 

 

In the conclusions of chapter 4.7, several design flaws of the first Cyto-TP prototype were 

identified that only surfaced after extensive testing during the proof-of-concept study. In 

addition, it was argued that design changes should be made with a better compatibility 

with commonly applied toxicity assays in mind. It was concluded that a redesign of the 

Cyto-TP should focus on the following aspects: 

 

• Elimination of mechanical stress on transwells when they are put into the device. 

 

• Use of larger transwells, namely so-called 12-well transwells yielding a larger 

number of cells hosted on its membranes. 

 

• Upscaling of the instrument by comprising three flow channels for parallel expo-

sures. 

 

After the proof-of-concept study, further analysis of the performance of the Cyto-TP re-

vealed one additional defect that could potentially harm cells, namely a raise of tempera-

ture in the nutrient solution due to constantly being under effect of heat radiation stem-

ming from the warm plate of the thermal precipitator. In the first prototype, the cold plate 

is basically thermally isolated, therefore acting as a heat reservoir. The two Peltiérele-

ments, added to temper the cold plate, were found to underperform when cooling down 

the cold plate, evident after measuring an elevated temperature of the nutrient solution 

after exposure compared to before. This was damaging for the cells and had to be avoid-

ed. Naturally, a temperature increase of the cold plate would also affect the stability of the 

temperature gradient, crucial for a well-controlled particle dosimetry. 

 

In the next section, the design changes and added features to the concept that resulted in 

the construction of the prototype-2 are introduced. In accordance with the abovemen-

tioned points, the Cyto-TP was scaled up to allow three parallel exposures and larger 

transwells. In addition, a “life-support” system for the cells was implemented, i.e. a sup-

plement that regulates the temperatures of the nutrient solution as well as cold plate bet-

ter than the Peltiérelements of the original Cyto-TP.  
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5.1.1. Changes and added features to the design of the Cyto-TP 

 

Naturally, cell physiological assays require a concentration of markers the assay is testing 

for that is greater than its lower detection limit. When the markers are secreted by cells in 

a low amount, the number of cells needs to be sufficient depending on the chosen assay. 

For example, the common ELISA identifies proteins on a biomolecular level [152]. Since 

one individual cell can only produce a limited amount of marker molecules, a high 

enough number of cells would be required to reach the lower detection limit of the assay. 

To increase the amount of cells per monolayer, it was therefore decided to use different 

transwells with larger membranes compared to those employed in the original Cyto-TP 

which where so-called 24-well transwells. Instead, 12-well transwells are used with mem-

brane diameters of 12 mm instead of 6 mm, resulting in cell counts on each transwell 

about 4 times larger in comparison.  

 

The use of 12-well transwells requires a wider duct channel. The width of the flow chan-

nel was widened to 18 mm. This increased the cross-sectional area of the flow channel. 

Consequently, a higher flow rate would be required to reach the same mean flow velocity 

of the original Cyto-TP.,  

 

A Posseuille flow profile, given by Eq. 4.6 and used in the prediction of particle deposition 

on the cold plate, is not yet fully developed at the entrance of the flow channel. For lami-

nar flows, its profile is fully developed after a distance 	��, the hydrodynamic entrance 

length, that can be estimated by: 

 �� = 0.05	 2=>= + > 	67	 [5.1]	
 

For example, with a flow rate of d = 5		ml/min, the Posseuille flow profile would be fully 

developed ca. 9 mm from the entrance. Hence, the location of the front transwell was put 

further back in the flow channel. The center of the membrane of the front transwell is 

located 18 mm from the entrance, i.e. the edge of the front transwell’s membrane has a 

distance of 12 mm to the entrance. The rear transwell is also located further back, 58 mm 

from the entrance. A larger flow rate, d = 5		ml/min, instead of 2 ml/min, was found to be 

optimal for particle deposition.  

 

The Cyto-TP prototype-2 employs three parallel but separate flow channels for three par-

allel exposures. Similar to the prototype presented in chapter 4, all flow channels employ 

two transwells, one for exposure and one for control. By exposing three transwells in 
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parallel during one exposure, the statistical significance of the result of one exposure ses-

sion can be improved. 

 

Although not statistically significant, a shift of cell viability to lower values was observed 

after the transwells were put into the original Cyto-TP prototype. Mechanical stress on the 

membranes of the transwells would potentially cause cells to detach and subsequently 

become undernourished and dry. This effect was found to be caused by dimensionally 

unfitting holes in the cold plate serving as inserts for the transwells. They were fitted to 

sample-transwells. However, transwells from a different production lot differed in size 

and would not fit perfectly. Figure 5.1 (a) shows a cross-section of the transwell inserts for 

the prototype-2. Two rubber bands were placed in each hole to both retain the transwell 

and seal the insert airtight, allowing tolerance between the insert walls and the transwell, 

so that firstly the transwells wouldn’t be deformed and secondly the membranes wouldn’t 

be put under any mechanical stress.  

 

Figure 5.1: Transwell uptake and cover in the Cyto-TP prototype-2. In (a), a cross-section of the cold 

plate with the cover as well as pins lowered is shown whereas in (b) the whole cover is shown upside 

down. 
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Apart from mechanical stress to the transwells, a raise in temperature of the nutrient solu-

tion was identified to be the cause for decrease of cell viability, caused by constant radia-

tion from the warm plate, absorbed by the cold plate. 

 

As shown in Figure 5.1 (a), this issue was solved by lowering gold-coated metallic pins 

into the nutrient solution. For temperature control, it was decided to thermally couple the 

cold plate and the pins with a sufficient cooling system. Water conduits run through both 

the cold plate and the pins, where the water temperature can be controlled by a peripheral 

pump. The pins fit into the wells of the transwells by lowering a cover on the cold plate, 

as shown in Figure 5.1 (b). This design change greatly improved the temperature control 

of the Cyto-TP, which became stable over five hours. The complete CAD-model of the 

Cyto-TP prototype-2 is shown in Figure 5.2 in back view with its cover lowered (a) and in 

front view, with its cover lifted (b).  

Figure 5.2: Complete CAD-model of the Cyto-TP prototype-2. (a) shows the Cyto-TP in back view in 

its closed state, i.e. when the cover is lowered on the cold plate. In the front view of (b), the cover is 

lifted, revealing the transwells. 
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5.1.2. Performance of the prototype-2 

 

Cell monolayers showed a significantly worse cell viability compared to the monolayers 

grown using the 24-well transwells in prototype-1. The reason was found using the Try-

pan Blue assay on the monolayers. This test uses a blue dye that can traverse through the 

damaged cell membranes of necrotic and apoptotic cells but not through the intact mem-

branes of living cells. Hence dead cells are coloured blue whereas living cells are not, 

made visible using a microscope. Figure 5.3 shows typical microscopy images of cell 

monolayers hosted for 30 minutes in the prototype-2 (a) as well as left in the incubator (b) 

and coloured afterwards by the Trypan Blue assay. Figure 5.3 (a) is therefore an example 

of a cell monolayer comprising mostly dead cells whereas (b) shows a monolayer with 

living cells. Most cell monolayers hosted in the prototype-2 under zero exposure condi-

tions showed monolayers of dead cells.  Occasionally, cell monolayers were more intact, 

but not confluent, an important feature of the air-liquid interface to obtain a physiological-

ly fit cell model. Not confluent monolayers are more sensitive to external stimulants. It is 

important to note that these observations were not made only for cell monolayers put into 

the prototype-2. Occasionally, loss of cell viability happened for control transwells that 

were left in the incubator as well, i.e. under conditions optimal for cell hosting. For this 

reason, it was concluded that the ALI cultivation protocols, described in chapter 4, are not 

applicable for 12-well transwells and it was found necessary to develop a modified SOP. 

This work is still being conducted as of the writing of this thesis.  

Figure 5.3. A549 cell monolayers coloured with the Trypan Blue assay after 30 minutes under zero 

exposure conditions in the Cyto-TP prototype-2 (a) and left in the incubator (b).  
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5.1.3. Dosimetric properties of the Cyto-TP prototype-2 

 

Similarly to the procedure described in chapter 4, particle trajectories in the Cyto-TP pro-

totype-2 flow channels were determined to analyse the dosimetric properties in terms of 

deposition efficiencies. Appendix B shows the commented script that calculated deposi-

tion density profiles as well as deposition efficiencies in the areas of the front and rear cell 

monolayer for the prototype-2, assuming the Waldmann-model for thermophoresis (par-

ticle size independent thermophoretic force).  

 

The flow conditions are equivalent in each of the three flow channels. Figure 5.4 (a) shows 

a deposition density profile for spheres deposited on the cold plate assuming a flow rate 

of d = 5	ml/min and temperature gradient of ∇Á = 5	K/mm. The red circles mark the 

location of the transwell area. The particle density cannot be considered homogenous in 

the area of the highest particle density (red colour) but fairly homogenous in the area 

behind. The shown deposition density profile was obtained for operating conditions that 

yield not the maximum deposition efficiency but homogenous deposition. The deposition 

efficiency on the front transwell area was ca. 10% in this case.  

 

Figure 5.4 (b) shows the deposition efficiency assuming the Waldmann-model for ther-

mophoresis, as a function of the temperature gradient for a flow rate of d = 5	ml/min. A 

temperature gradient of ∇Á = 5	K/mm yields the highest deposition efficiency. The peak 

deposition efficiency is slightly larger compared to the prototype-1 (see Figure 4.3). 

 

The same technique as during the proof-of-concept study (chapter 4) was used to deter-

mine whether particles deposited. Counts of deposited particles were similar in all three 

flow channels, i.e. number of deposited particles on the front transwells. Qualitatively, the 

deposition density of the front transwells was homogenous and far greater compared to 

the deposition density on the rear transwells. By the time this thesis was written, deposi-

tion efficiencies have not yet been quantified. 
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Figure  5.4. (a) Deposition density profile for particles deposited via thermal precipitation onto the 

cold plate of the prototype-2 assuming the Waldmann-model for thermophoresis. The flow rate was d = 	5	ml/min	and the temperature gradient	∇Á = 4	K/mm. (b) Deposition efficiency on the area of the 

front transwell as a function of temperature gradient for a flow rate of d = 	5	ml/min. 
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In addition to that, the dependency of the deposition efficiency from both temperature 

gradient and flow rate was analysed to obtain the set of control parameters that would 

yield the best dose rate. Again, the particles were 100-nm spheres with standard density 

and the Waldmann-model was used for thermophoresis [99]. 

 

Figure 5.5 (a) shows a contour plot in which the colour scheme represents the deposition 

efficiency. The deposition efficiency is at its highest when the flow rate is kept lower than 8	ml/min. As the flow rate increases, a higher temperature gradient must be achieved to 

keep the deposition efficiency at its maximum.  

 

Figure 5.5 (b) shows a different contour plot in which is colour scheme represents the 

standard deviation (in percentage) of the deposition density. The standard deviation for 

each set of control parameters was obtained by evaluating the respective deposition densi-

ty profile by overlaying the deposition area with a grid of squares with 10 µm side length. 

The squares were then checked for deposited particles after calculating their trajectory. 

The yield was a statistic of particle counts for the screened area, with a mean particle 

count and a standard deviation. The values for the standard deviation shown in Figure 5.5 

(b) were therefore measures of the deposition homogeneity. The more the colour shifts 

towards blue, the smaller is the standard deviation, i.e. the more homogenous is the depo-

sition density. Homogeneity of the deposition density profile in the Cyto-TP prototype-2 

was best for flow rates up to 10	ml/min and two ranges of the temperature gradient, 0-4	K/mm and 10 − 14	K/mm. 

 

The control parameters should be chosen to yield high particle deposition efficiency while 

keeping the standard deviation of the deposition density low (homogeneity high). Based 

on this theoretical evaluation of its dosimetric properties, the Cyto-TP prototype 2 is being 

used most effectively when using a flow rate of 3-5 ml/min and a temperature gradient of 

12-14 K/mm7.  

 

  

                                                                 

 

7 One must also keep in mind that the higher the flow rate the higher the dose rate is. A 

flow rate of 5 ml/min is therefore recommended. 
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Figure 5.5. (a) Contour plot of the deposition efficiency in the prototype-2 as a function of the flow 

rate and temperature gradient. (b) Contour plot of standard deviation of the deposition density in the 

prototype-2 as a function of the flow rate and temperature gradient. 
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 5.2. Cyto-TP prototype-3  

 

The concept of an implementation of the Cyto-TP technology in a commercial product is 

rationalized by the fact that a new exposure module employing modified air-liquid inter-

faces also requires a modified technique for cell cultivation, as described in chapter 4. 

However, for an application of the device by third parties and independent reproduction 

of results, cell cultivation must be standardized, i.e. described in a standard operation 

procedure (SOP). The formulation of such SOP itself requires extensive experimental 

testing. By introducing the Cyto-TP technology to a commercial device employing already 

established standards, this mayor step could potentially be skipped.  

 

This rationale resulted in the modification of a commercial Vitrocell® exposure system, so 

that cell monolayers, cultivated with a SOP developed for this system that is presented in 

Appendix C, could be exposed to nanoparticles via thermal precipitation.  

 

The modified system was tested for enhanced particle deposition using fluorescent PSL 

particles in a similar manner as presented in chapter 4. However, this time, the deposition 

efficiencies were determined experimentally. In addition, to test for potential adverse 

effects by the experimental conditions, a nanoparticle exposure study was conducted with 

barium sulphate, a nanomaterial without any acute toxic effect. Hence, the dose-response 

relationship should be equivalent to a negative control study in which cells were exposed 

to particle-free synthetic air but under otherwise equivalent experimental conditions. 

Different doses of particles were deposited, expressed in the metrics of effective deposited 

number, surface area, volume and mass. For determining the the mass dose, the DMA-

nano-PMC system was applied to measure the apparent density of the barium sulphate 

nanoparticles. A more complex set of toxicological endpoints were assessed to probe for 

biological response of the cells to the exposure, namely metabolic activity, cell viability, 

production of reactive oxygen species and secretion of interleukin-8 by the cells.  

5.2.1. Vitrocell® exposure system for inhalation toxicology 

 

Figure 5.6 shows the schematic layout of the gas exposure unit of the Vitrocell® exposure 

system. It comprises the exposure module with compartments for the transwells, filled 

with culture medium, so that the surface of the liquid is in contact with the (cell-less) 

bottom side of the transwell membrane. In practice, the culture medium is supplied 

though conduits using syringes until the medium touches the transwell membrane. A 
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cover is placed on top to seal the compartments from the environment. One exposure 

system comprises three compartments for three parallel cell exposures.  

 

Each compartment contains a metallic pipe that is lowered down to the cells by the cover. 

The pipe exit then usually has a distance of 1-2 mm to the cell monolayer. The pipe exit is 

shaped conically, similar to the bell of a trumpet. Figure 5.6 shows the design of the pipes 

in more detail as a schematic layout on the right hand side. The gas flow follows the 

Figure 5.6. Schematic layout of the Vitrocell® exposure system. Apart from the displayed peripherals 

(see text for details), the system comprises a Vitrocell® CF module containing compartments for the 

transwells as well as pipes for gas exposure that are shown in more detail in on the right-hand side. 

Images are courtesy of Vitrocell Systems GmbH. 
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streamlines drawn into the schematic layout. It is first directed towards the cell monolay-

er, floods the cells and then leaves via the opening of the transwells towards the exit of the 

compartment for the transwell.  

 

This exposure unit is incorporated in the exposure system. The aerosol enters the system 

via the dilution/distribution system which has one inlet for the aerosol, one inlet for op-

tional dilution gas and one outlet for exhaust. The dilution/distribution system also con-

tains three outlets for the exposure flows, i.e. the flows that are lead to each pipe in the 

exposure module. The aerosol flow is created by flow splitter, the “vacuum calibration 

valves”, and a vacuum pump downstream the exposure module. The temperature of the 

exposure module and the nutrient solution is maintained by a temperature control unit, a 

heated water bath with a pump for water circulation.  

 

This exposure module was pre-validated for exposing cells to potentially toxic gases like 

ozone [143], although the system has also been used to expose cells to aerosols consisting 

of nanoparticles, but rather unsuccessfully. In these studies, the only deposition mecha-

nism was diffusion, providing very low deposition efficiency (~0.01 − 0.1%). The basic 

setup shown above has successfully been applied to deposit larger particles like cigarette 

smoke [64, 153]. Modifications to increase the depositions efficiency of nanoparticles fo-

cussed on either applying an electrical field between the inlet and the cell monolayer for 

an additional electrophoretic deposition or on increasing the particle size with droplet 

formation. Droplet formation and deposition by the cloud effect was first introduced by 

Lenz (2009) [65], resulting in the so-called Vitrocell® Cloud system. Electrostatic precipita-

tion of particles on cells has initially been developed by Savi (2008) [35]. A variant of the 

Vitrocell® exposure module applies electrostatic precipitation by placing a metallic grid on 

the exit of the aerosol pipe and a metallic plate underneath the transwell. The grid and the 

plate act as the electrodes. The aerosol is charged before entering the exposure system and 

subsequently electrostatically moved towards the cell monolayer.  

 

In this work, an alternative model was worked out that employs thermal precipitation. 

Taking the basic design described above, thermal precipitation was applied by placing a 

copper grid at the pipe’s outlet. By heating up the grid, a temperature gradient is estab-

lished from the cell monolayer (37 °C) to the grid. The particles that pass the grid enter the 

gradient, move towards the cell monolayer and deposit thermophoretically. This setup, 

shown in Figure 5.7, was implemented into a Vitrocell® CF exposure module for 12-well 

transwells (CF 12/3). Note that the idea of placing a grid on the exit of the pipe was devel-
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oped independently, before the above mentioned details of the implementation of electro-

static precipitation technique were known.  

 

The metallic cover of the module was heated up using water running through conduits, as 

shown in Figure 5.6. By heating up the cover to 60 °C, a constant temperature of 42 °C was 

reached at the grid via heat conduction, establishing a temperature gradient of 5	K/= be-

tween the cell monolayer and the grid, where = is distance between cells and grid.  

 

A preliminary qualitative proof-of-concept study was conducted with one insert with 

thermophoresis-driven particle deposition and two inserts without. Under conditions 

similar to the ones described in chapter 4, fluorescent PSL particles were generated with 

Figure 5.7: Thermophoresis driven deposition of particles in an insert of the Vitrocell® exposure 

module. The temperature gradient is established from the cell monolayer situated at the bottom of 

the transwell (37°C) to the metal grid at the exit of the metallic aerosol inlet (42°C). The blue arrows 

indicate the flow direction and the black arrows show an approximation of the particle trajectories.  
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the TSI 3079 atomizer. Fluorescent 100-nm PSL particles were deposited on cells in all 

three inserts. Plastic tubes were used for the other two inserts to guarantee that no tem-

perature gradient was existent in those inserts.  

 

Analogous to Figure 4.8, Figure 5.8 shows micrographs of deposited 100-nm PSL particles 

on the cells, where (a) particle deposition was supported by thermophoresis with a tem-

perature gradient of 5	K/= and (b) with only diffusion as the deposition mechanism. The 

photo is colour-inverted and changed in contrast, to blend out the background glow from 

the cells, for reasons of visibility. The images show the particles on cells immediately after 

exposure. The number of deposited particles was far greater on the cells in the inserts with 

thermophoresis-driven deposition compared to those without. In addition, the deposition 

density seemed to be fairly homogenous. Note that the particles are partly out of focus 

and appear larger because they were situated on different focal planes.  

 

After enhanced deposition efficiency was achieved for the modified CF 12 module, two 

CF 6 exposure modules8 with three compartments (CF 6/3) were provided by the manu-

                                                                 

 

8 The CF 6 exposure module incorporates three 6-well transwells with membranes with a 

diameter of 24 mm. 

Figure 5.8. Micrographs with 1000 � magnification of 100-nm PSL particles deposited on A549 cells 

in the Vitrocell exposure  system with (a) thermophoretic-driven deposition and (b) without thermo-

phoretic-driven deposition 

   

(a) (b) 
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facturer, both with grids made of stainless steel mounted to the exits of the aerosol inlets, 

for a more thorough investigation of the dosimetric properties. 

 

The combination of established Vitrocell® technology with Cyto-TP technology show 

promising results and can be viewed as the first step towards an easy-to-use ALIS em-

ploying thermophoresis. The existence of established standard operation procedures for 

both generating the ALI and running the system are the mayor advantages of using this 

system.  

5.2.2. Deposition efficiency of PSL nanoparticles in prototype-3 

 

Different to the Cyto-TP prototype-1 and -2, particle trajectories are difficult to determine 

in the prototype-3. The flow profile cannot be modelled analytically so that the particle 

equations of motion are undetermined. For a future further development of the system, it 

is adequate to model the flow profile with the help of computer fluid dynamics.  

 

A new experimental setup was used to experimentally determine de deposition efficiency 

of 100-nm PSL particles with the prototype-3 (Vitrocell® CF 6/3 module), which is shown 

in Figure 5.9 as a simplified drawing. The setup is similar to the one used in chapter 4, 

consisting of an aerosol generator, ALI exposure and aerosol characterization. Different to 

that experimental setup, the atomizer was kept within an ultrasonic bath (USB) to stabilize 

the PSL-water suspension. Also, the diffusion dryer was custom-built, using an Erlenmey-

er flask comprising a spiral mesh-tube and silica gel. The ALI exposure system, consisting 

of a modified CF 6/3 module, a small chamber for pressure compensation and the so-

called HD-3 distribution system, was located inside a flowbox. The HD-3 distribution 

system is mounted on top the CF 6/3 module and is a sophisticated flow splitter to divide 

the aerosol stream with a volume flow rate of 1	L/min into three equal parts. Downstream 

the splitter, the exposure module generates a small pressure drop to draw three aerosol 

flows with 5	ml/min from each of the airstreams. The HD-3 distribution system minimizes 

diffusive losses of nanoparticles on tube walls that can be large otherwise because of small 

flow rates required for exposure.  

 

Particles were deposited on 6-well transwell membranes with 2.4 cm diameter. Confluent 

A549 monolayers were grown on the membranes following the protocol presented in 

Appendix C. As mentioned earlier, the temperature on the grids (warm side of the ther-

mal precipitator) was controlled with hot water running through conduits in the cover of 

the exposure module. For the CF 6/3 module, to maintain a temperature of �42 ± 1� °C on 

the grids, a water-temperature of 57 °C was required. The surface of the cells had a tem-
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perature of 37 °C, equal to the temperature of the nutrient solution, maintained by a sec-

ond water bath. After exposure, the membranes were cut with a scalpel and put on slides 

for the fluorescence microscope.  

 

Two types of fluorescent PSL particles were chosen, 100-nm and 200-nm, to show that 

 

1) The deposition efficiency of the Vitrocell-system with thermophoretis-driven 

deposition is greatly enhanced compared to the same system whre the termpera-

ture gradient was zero. 

 

2) The deposition efficiency of 200 nm particles is smaller than that of 100 nm. Both 

particle types can be considered to underlie conditions valid for the continuum 

model for thermophoresis which is then size-dependent (PSL particles consider-

able in the free molecular regime (e.g. 50-nm) could not be detected using a fluo-

Figure 5.9. Experimental setup applied to determine the dosimetric properties of the Cyto-TP proto-

type-3. The individual components can be allocated to the tasks of aerosol generation, ALI exposure 

and aerosol characterization. For aerosol generation, a TSI  3079 atomizer was combined with a cus-

tom-made diffusion dryer. A modified CF 6/3 exposure module was used, combined with a HD-3 

distribution system. Aerosol characterization was conducted with a SMPS system (TSI DMA 3081 + 

CPC 3776). Further details can be found in the text. 
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rescent microscope). However, the thermophoretic velocity of the particles with 

both sizes should be fairly equal. 

 

Particles were counted in ten different, randomly chosen locations on the membrane with 

the help of a fluorescence microscope. Each analysed square had an area of 100	 �100	μm2. The total amount of deposited particles was extrapolated from the area-averaged 

deposition density. It is important to note, that for the extrapolation of the total number of 

deposited particles, homogenous deposition efficiency over whole membrane was as-

sumed. Evaluated were the deposition efficiencies of the modified exposure module with 

and without applying thermophoresis. This procedure was conducted nine times for each 

nanomaterial. 

 

The evaluation procedure is demonstrated here exemplarily for one exposure.  

 

Figure 5.10 shows a typical measured particle size distribution �\/�log��� as a function 

of � of an aerosol containing 100-nm PSL particles measured with the SMPS (TSI DMA 

3081 + CPC 3776). It was modelled with five impulse functions (yellow) that were super-

positioned to yield an enveloping curve (blue) that fitted the data well. The impulse func-

tions were lognormal distributions: 

 �\�log��� ��� = 		\√2)	log��2�Exp �− "log��� − log	����$�2	¯�Ù��2�� �, [5.2]	
 

where \ is the amplitude (i.e. number concentration),	�� is the mode and �2 is the geomet-

ric standard deviation. Peaks 2 – 5 were considered to represent different modes of the 

PSL particles that, once deposited, would be visible as single light dots under a fluores-

cence microscope9. Because single PSL particles were 100-nm small and the magnification 

only 1000l (see Figure 5.7) individual light dots could not be differentiated into single 

particles and agglomerates.  

                                                                 

 

9 The particle size distribution presented in Figure 4.7 does not show a peak that is similar 

to peak 2 in Figure 5.9. This additional peak consistently showed up in the measurements 

described here and could not be identified with certainty. However, since its shape was 

similar to the peak clearly representing single PSL particles and the same base suspension 

was used but three years later, it might be that peak 2 characterized particles that partially 

disintegrated over time. The manufacturer only guarantees one year shelf life.  
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The sum of the amplitudes of peaks 2 – 5 was	99204 ± 3212	#/cm³, i.e. the average num-

ber concentration of the particles being or comprising single PSL particles.  

 

The exposure time was 21 minutes (seven three minutes long scans with the SMPS) at a 

flow rate of 5 ml/min. The administered dose was therefore	21 � 5 � �99204 ± 3212� =�10.42 ± 0.33� � 10�. Counting of all light dots visualized under the fluorescence micro-

scope yielded mean particle count of 43 ± 16 particles per 100 � 100	μm2, i.e. when as-

suming homogenous deposition density, the effective deposited number was �43 ± 16� �10¦/cm². The area of the cell monolayer was 4.52	cm². Hence the deposition efficiency was 

according to Eq. 4.11:  

 g = 	4.52	�43 ± 16� � 10¦�10.42 ± 0.33� � 10� = 0.18 ± 0.07 [5.3]	
 

Figure  5.10. Particle size distribution of an aerosol generated over ca. 21 min with the TSI 3079 (1.5 

bar) 100-nm PSL (Polysciences Fluoresbrite microspheres). The distribution (red) was multipeak-

fitted with five lognormal impulse curves (yellow, Eq. 5.2) to yield the model curve (blue). 
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Applying Eqs. 2.59 – 2.62 yield the dose rates for number, surface area, volume and mass. 

The administered number dose rate was 6_ = 9,42 � 10¦#/min, the surface area dose rate 6ÌZ = 1.46 � 10.(cm²/min, the apparent volume dose rate 6b = 3.13 � 10(μm³/min and 

the mass dose rate assuming a density of 1.05	g/cm³ for PS was 6j = 3.27	pg/min. Note 

that for this estimation, even though not all particles were primary particles and hence 

spherical, their apparent density was assumed to be equivalent to the bulk density of PSL. 

 

In conclusion, for the 100-nm PSL particles, a deposition efficiency of 19	 ± 4	% was de-

termined. For the 200-nm particles, a deposition efficiency of 14	 ± 3	% was determined. 

The deposition density in the inserts without thermophoresis-driven deposition (zero 

temperature gradient) was lower than 1%. 

5.2.3. Toxicity study with barium sulphate nanoparticles 

 

ALI exposure was conducted with barium sulphate (BaSO4) nanoparticles. This material 

was used to serve as a negative control for particle toxicity as part of a larger study with 

several nanomaterials that was still being conducted by the time this thesis was written.  

 

An experimental setup equivalent to Figure 5.9 was used with one change: A second mod-

ified Vitrocell® CF 6/3 exposure module was used for exposure with particle-free synthetic 

air for control so that potential toxic effects could be unambiguously related to particle 

and gas exposure. In addition, the DMA-nano-PMC system was used to probe the appar-

ent densities of mobility-selected barium sulphate particles to enable dose metric conver-

sion from number to mass. This experimental setup is also depicted on the front cover of 

this thesis book. 

5.2.3.1. Particle generation and characterization 

 

The aerosol comprising barium sulphate nanoparticles was generated from an aqueous 

suspension with the nanomaterial labelled NM220 (BaSO4), provided by the JRC10 Nano-

materials Repository. The primary particle size of NM220 was 25 nm. The suspensions 

were made by suspending 50 mg of NM220 in 50 ml of Millipore water that was addition-

ally autoclaved and filtered. Prior to aerosol generation, the suspension were put into the 

ultrasonic bath for 15 minutes. The output particle number concentration generated with 

                                                                 

 

10 Joint Research Centre of the European Commission 
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the atomizer was controlled with the pressure drop which was 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 and 1.5 bar, 

resulting in concentrations ranging from 10 � 10( − 1.6 � 10�	#/cm³. 

 

Figure 5.11 (a) shows a typical particle size distribution measured with the SMPS when 

the atomizer was operated with 1.0 bar. The particle size distribution was modelled with 

two super-positioned lognormal functions (Eq. 5.2) (yellow and green) so that the envel-

oping curve (blue) fitted the data. It exhibits two modes, one in the size range of 10-70 nm 

(water remains) and a dominant in the range of 20-500 nm. The mean particle size of the 

second peak, identified as the NM220-mode was 92 nm with a standard deviation of 1.7.  

 

To convert the particle size distribution to a particle mass distribution, the tandem DMA-

nano-PMC system was used to measure the particle mass and apparent density when the 

upstream DMA was operated to yield particles with an electromobility diameter of 30-90 

nm. The nano-PMC was operated with a flow rate of 0.3 L/min and rotational speed of 

6000-12000 rpm. Figure 5.10 (b) shows the response spectrum of the tandem DMA-nano-

PMC for 50-nm NM220 particles, yielding a peak at 30 V.  

 

Table 5.1 shows the classified particle masses (Eq. 3.3) and respective apparent densities 

(Eq. 3.11). The larger the classified particle mobility diameter was the larger was the ap-

parent density, which, at first, seems unexpected in light of the discussion presented in 

chapter 3.4.4. However, it is reasonable to assume that the amount of water remains de-

creased as the chosen electromobility class increased, given the shape of the particle size 

distribution. Assuming that the density of the particles labelled “water remains” was 

smaller than the bulk density of barium sulphate (4.5 g/cm³), the average apparent density 

of the aerosol would increase with larger mobility size class and thereby smaller mixing 

rate of water remains and NM 220. Following this discussion, for the conversion of num-

ber concentration to mass concentration, an apparent density of 3.1 g/cm³ for NM220 was 

assumed, measured for the largest selected electromobility size class of 90 nm, in which 

the fraction of barium sulphate particles was highest. 

5.2.3.2. Dose characterization 

 

For each exposure, the average particle size distribution was modelled analogous to the 

abovementioned case. The area of the second mode yielded the particle number concen-

tration of NM220. The dose rates were calculated according to Eq. 2.59 – 2.62, assuming a 

deposition efficiency of 0.19 at a flow rate of 5 ml/min. To obtain the surface area, volume 

and mass concentrations, the size-basis of the impulse curve representing the particle size 

distribution of barium sulphate was first converted to the respective metrics. The resulting 
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distributions were then integrated. Considering that each exposure time was 30 minutes 

for this study, the dose rates yielded the effective deposited doses which are summarized 

in Table 5.2.  

 

From exposures with barium sulphate, no adverse effects were expected in this dose 

range. They showed no acute toxicity in much higher doses in various in vitro [154] and in 

vivo [155, 156] inhalation studies. For reference, in a study by Svensson et al. (2016) [157], 

who exposed A549 monolayers at the ALI to copper, palladium and silver nanoparticles 

TABLE 5.1: 

Dominant mass and apparent density of barium sulphate (NM220) particles, generated with the 

atomizer and measured with the tandem DMA-nano-PMC system. 

Diameter � (nm) 

Rotational speed ® (rpm) 

Particle mass &� (ag) 

Apparent density ���(g/cm³) 

30  

50  

70  

90 

12 × 103 

6 × 103 

6 × 103 

6 × 103 

37  

178  

534  

1187 

2.62  

2.72  

2.97  

3.11 

 

Figure 5.11 Results of particle characterization for an aerosol generated by atomization of an aqueous 

suspension with NM220 (barium sulphate). (a) Particle size distribution measured with the SMPS and 

fitting results. (b) Response spectrum of the DMA-nano-PMC system operated at 6 � 10(	rpm and 0.3	L/min of 50-nm particles. 
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generated by spark ablation, nanomaterials known to have damaging effects on cells, the 

dose ranges were 0.6 − 9.7	cm²/cm² at which the respective dose-response relationships 

showed significant decrease of cell viability. These doses could not be obtained with the 

experimental setup used for this study. For the highest dose rate, at a number concentra-

tion of 1.58 � 10�	#/cm³, the required exposure time for an effective deposited surface 

area dose of 1	cm²/cm² would need to be around 24 h. For an exposure time of 30 min, the 

required number concentration would need to be roughly at 1 � 10�	#/cm³. 

 

For a full validation of the system, an adequate positive control is required which was not 

yet conducted by the time this thesis was written. 

5.2.3.3. Toxicological Endpoints 

 

Two different assays for cell viability were conducted as well as one assay for ROS pro-

duction and one for interleukin-8 secretion. The individual assays are described not in 

detail since commercially available kits were used, but can be comprehended with the 

help of the respective references 

 

TABLE 5.2: 

Particle number concentrations, particle mass concentration, effective deposited doses in terms of 

number, surface area, volume and mass during of ALI exposure to NM220 (barium sulphate). 

Particle number 

concentration 

#/cm³ 

Particle mass 

concentration 

ng/cm³ 

Number  10�/cm² 

Surface area  

mm²/cm² 

Volume  

µg³/cm² 

Mass  

ng/cm² 

11000 

12839 

13845 

60940 

77689 

119260 

322406 

424075 

469362 

1298640 

1581040 

0,23 

0,27 

0,29 

1,31 

1,67 

2,57 

6,96 

9,16 

10,13 

28,05 

34,15 

0,07 

0,08 

0,09 

0,40 

0,51 

0,79 

2,13 

2,81 

3,11 

8,61 

10,48 

0,017 

0,019 

0,020 

0,074 

0,093 

0,141 

0,370 

0,490 

0,540 

1,493 

1,817 

505 

589 

635 

2798 

3567 

5477 

14806 

19476 

21555 

59641 

72611 

1,49 

1,74 

1,88 

8,29 

10,57 

16,22 

43,8 

57,70 

63,86 

176,71 

215,14 
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Metabolic activity was probed with the Alamar Blue, prestoblue A13261 [158]. The Ala-

mar Blue assay makes use of a solution of resazurin, a weakly fluorescent blue dye that 

vital cells transform to pink resofurin that is red fluorescent. Hence non-vital cells are blue 

where as vital cells are red. By measuring the amount or red fluorescent light with a spec-

trophotometer, the cell viability (ratio of the number of vital cells to the total number of 

cells) cells can be determined. 

 

Cell viability was tested with the lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) assay, CytoTox-ONE™ 

Homogeneous Membrane Integrity Assay [159]. The LDH assay determines the amount of 

lactate dehydrogenase, an enzyme that is released by damaged cells, by using an enzy-

matic reaction that results in the formation of formazine. The red compound can then be 

measured with the help of colorimetry. 

 

ROS production is determined using the dichlorofluorescein (DCF) assay, CM-H2DCFDA 

[160]. In short, after passing the cell membranes, a non-fluorescent compound is oxidized 

by ROS present in the cells to fluorescent DCF.  

 

Interleukin-8 secretion was tested with the Enzyme-linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) 

IL-8 ELISA Set - Cat. No. 555244 [161], which makes use of specialized antibodies to mark 

certain proteins, for example interleukin-8 that cells release into the nutrient solution as a 

marker for inflammation. 

5.2.3.4. Biological response 

 

Figure 5.12 (a)-(d) shows the results after testing the A549 monolayers 24 h after exposure 

for the endpoints described above. Results are shown as dose-response data where the 

response is normalized to the average response of the control cells that were exposed to 

particle-free synthetic air in the second modified CF 6/3 exposure module under otherwise 

equivalent exposure conditions. The dose is shown here in the metric of effective deposit-

ed mass (ng/cm²) using a logarithmic scale. Since for each exposure, three cell monolayers 

were exposed, the mean response values are given. The error bars are determined by the 

respective standard deviations. 

 

The results show that exposure to barium sulphate, at these doses, would have no adverse 

effect to A549 cells, hosted at the air-liquid interface. 
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A second batch of control cells were kept in the incubator and did not show any signifi-

cant difference in metabolic activity, cell viability, ROS production or IL-8 secretion when 

compared to the control cells exposed to particle-free synthetic air.  

 

In conclusion, the exposure study with NM220 barium sulphate nanoparticles yielded 

results as expected – no adverse effects in a relatively low dose range of �0.07 − 10.48� �10�	#/cm², �0.017 − 1.817�	mm²/cm², �505 − 72611�	μg³/cm² or �1.49 − 215.14�	ng/cm². 
The experimental conditions had no effect on the biological response of the cells, corrobo-

rating the statement that adverse effects would be unambiguously be relatable to expo-

sure to nanoparticles. However, a study using nanomaterials that are known to be toxic at 

Figure 5.11. Dose-response data for NM220 nanoparticles deposited on A549 cells at the air-liquid 

interface. The dose is expresses as effective deposited mass and shown in a logarithmic scale. Re-

sponse is expressed as the endpoint value of the exposed cells normalized to the endpoint values of 

the control cells. The dashed line therefore marks the response value at which exposed cells would 

show no difference to the control cells. Endpoints were (a) Presto Blue assay, (b) LDH assay, (c) DCF 

assay and (d) IL-8 secretion. The results demonstrate that exposure to barium sulphate particles had 

no adverse effect on the cells. 
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dose ranges attainable with this experimental setup would significantly help to validate 

the dosimetry of the Cyto-TP prototype 3. The next experimental step should therefore 

focus on depositing nanomaterials like silver or zinc oxide with much larger dose rates 

accomplishable most probably with a different aerosol generator.  
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 Chapter 6:   Future application in safety-

by-design for nanomaterials 

  

 

The rationale in developing both the Cyto-TP and nano-PMC is strongly connected to provid-

ing the instrumentation necessary to perform testing in the context of safety-by-design. Risk 

assessment during the innovation phase of the nanomaterial is pre-regulatory. Similar to regu-

latory testing to compile a chemical safety report under REACH, pre-regulatory testing assess-

es both hazard and exposure but in a much more simplified way. Regulatory testing is compre-

hensive and detailed: To assess the hazard, the chemical usually undergoes a variety of toxicity 

tests using in vivo models, i.e. animals, to predict the hazard to humans or the environment. 

Similarly, human exposure is assessed by testing e.g. dustiness with a test on a model reflect-

ing a scenario under which humans can be exposed. For pre-regulatory testing, it is not re-

quired to obtain results in similar detail; its results provide a general idea, where the innova-

tion is headed towards, a safe or an unsafe nanomaterial. This idea can be the motivator for the 

developer to optimize the nanomaterial so that it might pose lower risk potential after the next 

development cycle.  

 

A series of tests gather specific information necessary to compile a fingerprint of the hazard of a 

nanomaterial in development, its ‘bio-identity’. The bio-identity must have a predictive value. 

Since the most likely route of exposure is inhalation, the capability of the nanomaterial to pro-

duce respirable dust particles under influence of an excitation for aerosol emission, ‘bio-

availability’, must also be assessed.   

 

In the following section, the endpoints of pre-regulatory testing are defined, the abovemen-

tioned bio-identity and bio-availability. Based on the information required to compile these 

fingerprints, the testing strategy is then introduced. The Cyto-TP can be part of a hazard 

potential test, whereas the nano-PMC can be essential for characterizing the exposure poten-

tial, the nanomaterial exhibits. 
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 6.1. Bio-identity of a nanomaterial 

 

In this work, a bio-identity means a list of nanomaterial properties that are identified as 

mediators for toxicity of the nanomaterial as particulate matter. As stated in the introduc-

tion, based on current knowledge, properties of nanoparticles that drive toxicity are 

equivalent to those that drive the toxicity of conventional particles (fine dust). Those 

properties comprise particle morphology, surface chemistry, and apparent (agglomerate) 

density. Three groups of toxic particles can be identified: high aspect-ratio materials 

(HARN), chemically toxic materials and granular biopersistent particles (GBP) [50]. A bio-

identity can therefore be compiled by testing for these specific properties.  

 

 

 6.2. Bio-availability of a nanomaterial 

 

Here, bio-availability describes the chance of it being situated in the breathing zone. It 

depends on the propensity of the base nanomaterial to produce dust, i.e. its dustiness. The 

probability of particle release from a bulk material depends on two factors, the state of the 

source material and the mode and magnitude of dust generation. For example, a powdery 

source material may already consist of particles that can easily be picked up by an air-

stream. In turn, if the source material is solid, strong abrasive forces would be necessary 

for particles to form in the first place. In other words, the mode of dust generation either 

causes the transition of a granular material from a powder to an aerosol phase or particle 

release from solids. Often used to quantify dustiness are process-specific emission factors, 

determined by the ratio of the emitted mass to the mass of the base material. These can be 

differentiated into emission factors in regard to inhalable dust and dust that is not only 

inhalable but also respirable. These are simply called dustiness coefficients.  

 

 

 6.3. Strategic safety-by-design 

 

Figure 6.1 illustrates the flow of the proposed pre-regulatory testing strategy. The initial 

state of the nanomaterial development process at which the pre-regulatory testing strate-

gy is applied is at the end of a development cycle where the nanomaterial is available in 

similar state as the desired end product. This section gives an overview of the proposed 

procedure without going into details of the tests. See the respective sections further below.  
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First, an in vitro toxicity study is conducted to test for cytotoxicity. Cytotoxicity is meas-

ured as cell viability as well as concentration of inflammatory markers in the cell media 

after exposure to the nanomaterial. Similarly, the effect of the nanomaterial on the genetic 

information is assessed, genotoxicity, by a suitable assay on the exposed cells. This study 

Figure 6.1. Flow scheme of the pre-regulatory testing procedure for nanomaterials in development. 

Details can be found in the text. Values for the dustiness coefficients are given by the DIN EN 15051 

standard. 
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is put in front to serve as a negative test for the need of further analysis of chemical toxici-

ty.  

 

If cytotoxicity is observed in the study, toxic ions, ROS or both are identified in the cell 

media that was extracted after exposure and chosen incubation time. Genotoxicity is also 

associated with certain ROS. Not specifically mentioned in the scheme is the possibility to 

conduct a series of high-throughput screenings that identify one or more physicochemical 

properties of the nanomaterial the ROS production stems from or increases its water solu-

bility. Such screenings are not required in the context of this testing procedure, but are 

recommended in case the developer needs more information on the nanomaterial for their 

analysis.  

 

Dustiness testing is conducted on the base nanomaterial. If the nanomaterial releases 

airborne nanoparticles, the emissions can be monitored and size-characterized to quantify 

the emitted particle mass of the two dust fractions, inhalable and respirable. Beneficial for 

simplicity of the dustiness test, by measuring the apparent density of the aerosol, not only 

one of the aerosol properties critical for the bio-identity can be determined but also the 

conversion factor to convert measured emitted particle number to mass. The latter is im-

portant for the calculation of the dustiness coefficients. The limit values shown in Figure 

6.1 classify materials with larger values as moderately dusty, according to the DIN EN 

15051 standard [162]. With the help of electron microscopy, collected aerosol samples are 

analysed in regard to particle morphology. High aspect-ratio materials can be identified 

that way.    

 

From toxicity testing, chemical analysis and dustiness testing, both fingerprints for the 

nanomaterial’s bio-identity and bio-availability can be compiled. For simplification, the 

fingerprints comprise only binary information, i.e. whether the nanomaterial exhibits a 

certain hazardous feature or not.  

 

Safety-by-design was successful if this testing procedure yielded beneficial results (all 

categories are green) for either its bio-availability or bio-identity. It is reasoned that only 

one beneficial result is required with the fact that the predicted harmfulness of a nano-

material scales with both. Presumed that a nanomaterial shows toxicity in testing, it has 

only a low chance of being harmful to the lungs when it cannot be inhaled. In turn, a na-

nomaterial releasing high amounts of inhalable particles has a low chance of being harm-

ful to human health if the nanoparticles can be regarded as non-toxic. Note that, technical-

ly, all lung contaminants cause some kind of biological response. In case of non-toxic 
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particles, however, the biological response would not be the result an acute toxic effect. It 

is therefore desirable to obtain both a bio-identity and bio-availability that are beneficial 

for the nanomaterials safety. 

 

 

 6.4. In vitro toxicity testing employing the Cyto-TP 

 

Selecting a specific method to test for a toxicity potential of a nanomaterial requires an 

analysis of the conditions it has to fulfil to be applicable in the context of the pre-

regulatory testing strategy. 

 

For the application of toxicity tests, careful considerations have to be made about the 

relevance of results for predicting health effects. Since toxicity tests try to depict the ‘real 

world’, a test with low predictive significance is simply irrelevant, because results allow 

no reliable implications and predictions. This is particularly true for in vitro toxicity tests 

that usually try to emulate a specific situation that can happen locally in an organism. As 

an example, the Cyto-TP deposits airborne nanoparticles on living alveolar epithelial cells 

and therefore tries to mimic contamination of the alveolar region to inhaled dust nanopar-

ticles. However, all components of in vitro tests are models. The relevance of results 

strongly depends on the accuracy of these models. Otherwise, no predictive conclusions 

can be drawn after applying such a test.  

 

It has therefore come into practice to assess toxicity tests with similar criteria as clinical 

diagnostic tests [163]. Toxicity tests are usually designed to allow reliable estimates of 

their positive and negative predictive values. A positive/negative predictive value is de-

fined by the proportion of the true-positive/true-negative results to the entirety of posi-

tive/negative results. The positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value 

(NPV) of a toxicity test are therefore measures of its reliability. A prerequisite of this as-

sumption is that the distribution of positive and negative results from the toxicity test is 

equivalent to the distribution of positives and negatives for the health effect. In other 

words, the prevalence of the toxic effect in the artificial study must be equal to the preva-

lence of the health effect in the real world. Unfortunately, this is usually not the case, es-

pecially for an in vitro test trying to predict the toxicity of a chemical in vivo [59]. For ex-

ample, an in vitro assay yielding positives for genotoxicity of a chemical cannot reliably 

predict its carcinogenicity or even mutagenicity in animals. In this case, prevalence of 

genotoxicity in the cells cultures is higher than prevalence of cancer in the test animals. In 

addition to that, for toxic effects stemming from chemicals, even the positive predictive 
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value of in vivo animal studies towards human health effects is debatable [164].  It is there-

fore often impossible to determine the PPV of a toxicity test. This is particularly true for 

health effects of nanomaterials, aggravated by the fact that toxicity data obtained in vivo is 

sparse. However, toxicity tests are considered to be highly predictive towards negatives, 

because the influence of prevalence on the reliability of negative results is far lower [163]. 

Taking the example of genotoxicity, an organism most likely won’t develop cancer from 

exposure to a chemical when the genotoxicity assay on the chemical showed negative 

results, e.g. in the Comet-assay [165]. For a toxicity test to be considerable in the chemical-

regulatory context, a high NPV is extremely important. It would be fatal when a chemical 

proves to be harmful to humans after it was rendered as ‘safe’ by regulatory testing. 

 

Similarly, the toxicity test that is considered for this pre-regulatory testing must deliver 

results with a high NPV, since negatives are used to justify no further analysis of chemical 

toxicity. Factors that can falsify negative results must be identified and eliminated. For an 

in vitro toxicity test on nanoparticles, several falsifying factors can be identified, described 

in the next paragraphs. 

 

The most relevant way of uptake of nanomaterials is inhalation of particle emitted by the 

nanomaterial. Most nanoparticles are in the size fraction that has the highest deposition 

efficiency in the lower respiratory tract, the alveolus. The toxicity test should therefore 

focus on evaluating effects on the alveolus after inhalation exposure. The alveolar epithe-

lium consists of a basal membrane made of type-1 epithelial cells that hosts type-2 epithe-

lial cells. The type-2 cells form a surface-active lipoprotein complex, called pulmonary 

surfactant, a protective layer between the cells and the alveolar air-sacs. Occasional alveo-

lar macrophages are also situated in this region. The basal membrane is connected via the 

interstitium to blood capillaries. Simply put, the alveolar epithelium forms an interface 

between the vascular tissue and the air. Chosen cell lines for the in vitro model must rep-

resent the cell types that are local to the tissue. It is obvious that a liver cell line is not 

suitable to test for effects on the lung. Not trivial is the fact that cell lines can differ from 

each other even if they represent the same cell types. Cell lines can be finite or continuous, 

meaning that their proliferation is either limited or unlimited in number. For practical 

reasons, the latter, so-called immortalized cell lines, are often used even if they are techni-

cally cancer cells. The A549 cell line is often chosen to represent type-2 alveolar epithelial 

cells. For example, this cell line was used in the proof-of-concept study of the Cyto-TP 

prototype (chapter 4). However, doubts have been surfaced whether A549 are a good 

model for type-2 cells [166, 167]. False negative results in toxicity tests can stem from in-

hibited sensitivity of such cells towards the toxin. Similarly, cells can be hosted in differ-
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ent environments. Examples are cells that are grown in a flask under submerged condi-

tions or the cellular configuration at the air-liquid interface.  

 

There is insufficient information whether the environment affects cellular functions, apart 

from a publication by Lenz et al. (2013) [168] who investigated differences in the response 

of A549 cells to exposure to ZnO nanoparticles under submerged conditions and at the 

air-liquid interface. Their cautious conclusion was that ALI-exposure would generate less 

false negatives and has therefore a higher NPV.  

 

The exposure mode of a toxicity study can be relevant for the response of the cells. Depo-

sition of inhaled dust particles in the respiratory tract happens either via inertial impac-

tion or diffusion. For large particles, the former is the dominant deposition mechanism in 

the tracheobronchial region. In the alveolar region, the region with the highest deposition 

efficiency for nanoparticles, diffusion is the underlying deposition mechanism. However, 

traditionally, nanoparticles in suspension are administered to nutrient solution of the 

cells. Teeguarden (2007) [13] showed that particles can exhibit chemistry and morphology 

different to airborne particles. Their toxicity also might be different. A diffusive deposi-

tion of airborne nanoparticle would therefore better mimic the exposure mode in the alve-

olar region.  

 

This toxicity test shall probe cyto- and genotoxicity. A cytotoxic effect is the impairment of 

essential cell functions that can ultimately lead to cell death. Cell viability of a culture, the 

ratio of surviving (living) cell count to the total cell count, is a measure of cytotoxicity. 

However, a damaged cell doesn’t necessarily die. It can regenerate with the help of repair 

mechanisms that are part of the cellular functions. Hence, a cytotoxic effect might not be 

visible in a cell viability assay. This would be a false negative result. Alternatively, path-

ways leading to cytotoxicity can be assessed by determining the presence of certain mes-

senger proteins (cytokines) released by cells to mediate an immune response. Methods 

like the ELISA are capable of detecting cytokine concentrations and can help to signifi-

cantly lower the rate of false negative results in a cytotoxicity assay. Genotoxicity is usual-

ly assessed with assays like the Comet-Assay, which are proven to yield results with high 

negative predictive value [165].  

  

Controls cells are valuable to assure that no secondary mechanism can influence the out-

come of the toxicity test. Two types of controls are proposed. Firstly, cells are left in the 

incubator to identify and quantify effects originating from the cultivation technique. Sec-

ondly, control cells are exposed to the same conditions as the test cells, just without the 
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presence of nanoparticles. Effects on the cells due to circumstantial conditions that stem 

from e.g. the carrier gas can be identified. A negative toxicity for the exposed cells with 

coincidental negative results for the control cells can be carefully considered as true nega-

tive.  

 

The Cyto-TP can be regarded as an exposure module for in vitro inhalation toxicity studies 

which can help to increase the predictive value of the results. Based on the abovemen-

tioned considerations, the following design for a toxicity test to be applied in pre-

regulatory testing procedure can be formulated that employs the Cyto-TP: 

 

1) The nanomaterial is administered as airborne nanoparticles in the Cyto-

TP via thermophoresis. Dose as well as toxicity of the nanomaterial is 

therefore not affected by the delivering technique.  

 

2) Cells are hosted in the Cyto-TP at the air-liquid interface to allow for 

nanoparticle deposition from the gas-phase as well as provide the cur-

rently best known in vitro model for the alveoli. ALI-cultivation increas-

es the negative predictive value of the results. For the cell model, the 

A549 monoculture is used, but a better cell model might exist. 

 

3) Toxicity endpoints are cell viability, cytokine secretion and genotoxicity 

assessed employing the CASY-assay (see chapter 4) and ELISA as well 

as the Comet-assay, respectively. The application of the ELISA can be 

viewed as a control for a negative in the CASY-assay, increasing the 

negative predictive value of cytotoxicity results. The Comet-assay yields 

results with a favourable negative predictive value. 

 

4) Two kinds of control cell cultures are employed in the test to rule out in-

fluences of cell cultivation (incubator control) and exposure mode (ex-

posure control). In the first and second prototype of the Cyto-TP, the 

exposure control is directly situated in the flow channel where nanopar-

ticles don’t deposit. 
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 6.5. Detection of ROS and toxic ions in the nutrient solution 

 

ROS are a number of highly reactive molecules that oxidize proteins and lipids that are 

essential for cellular functions. Most common are the superoxide anion (��.), hydrogen 

peroxide (ô���), the hydroxyl radical (ô�∙) and singlet oxygen ����). They can naturally 

appear in cells during electron transports, but catalytically active nanoparticles can gener-

ate ROS at levels so that the natural defences of cells are overwhelmed. This can result in 

inflammatory response and cytotoxicity.  

 

The most common assays to detect ROS-levels in in vitro systems are based on colorimet-

ric, fluorescent or luminescent dyes. Others are based around electron spin resonance 

(ESR) measurements. It has been shown that ROS-assays yield an unexpected wide range 

of results when being applied after nanoparticle exposure of in vitro systems. For example, 

the common 2′7-dichlorodihydrofluorescein (DCFH) assay [169, 170], used in many toxici-

ty studies involving nanomaterials, would produce artefacts due to interaction of nano-

particles with the unstable dye. As a consequence, the specificity of the assay is signifi-

cantly lowered. An optimized protocol for the DCFH-assay, so that it would deliver more 

reliable results, was developed by Zhao and Riediker (2014) [171], which they proposed to 

be the basis for a new standard. However, it is also difficult to find a suitable positive 

control for this test, as Roesslein et al. (2013) [172] demonstrated, so that the observed 

ROS-levels could be put into relation. Still, the optimized DCFH-assay currently seems to 

be the best choice to test for increased levels of ROS after nanoparticle exposure. 

 

It has been demonstrated that the water solubility of nanoparticles depend on the particle 

size [173]. Solubility values, known for the bulk material, can therefore not simply be 

applied for nanomaterials and should therefore be obtained experimentally. Levels of 

ions, released into cellular media by nanoparticles, can be measured with a variety of 

methods. The most accurate method is Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission 

Spectrometry (ICP-OES), which uses argon plasma to stimulate optical emission of ele-

ments. The signal intensity of the ion in question allows for the estimation of the ion-level 

in the sample. An alternative is Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS).  

 

 

 6.6. Dustiness testing employing the nano-PMC 

 

The task of a dustiness test is to describe the chance of humans being exposed to dust 

particles released from the nanomaterial. It consists of dust generation and monitoring of 
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emissions. If particle emissions are evident, they need to be characterized so that the dust-

iness test yields important information for the compilation of both bio-availability and 

bio-identity. Size-characterization of released nanoparticles yields important information 

for the bio-availability of the nanomaterial. By aerosol sampling with subsequent analysis 

with electron microscopy, the morphology of the emitted nanoparticles can be deter-

mined. Finally, by employing the nano-PMC in particle characterization, the apparent 

density of the released aerosol can be estimated, which is valuable information for both 

the bio-identity and conversion of monitored particle number concentration into mass 

concentration.  

 

Recent studies showed that the dustiness of nanomaterials depends strongly on the meth-

od of dust generation [174, 175]. That is why, for regulatory testing, dustiness is usually 

assessed in regard to an identified exposure scenario. Accordingly, an appropriate mode 

for dust generation must be chosen. One common example of such a scenario is the trans-

fer a freshly produced powder of a nanomaterial from the production line to a storage 

container via decantation. The dustiness test would employ a dust generator that mimics 

this process. 

 

Common dustiness tests have been optimized to be used with powdery nanomaterials. 

The rotating drum test continuously reallocates a powder and picks up released nanopar-

ticles with an air flow [174, 176, 177]. The continuous drop method transports powder to a 

drop pipe in which settling nanoparticles can be picked up by a side stream [178]. Both the 

rotating drum and continuous drop method are part of the EN 15051 standard for dusti-

ness tests assessing the generation of fine dusts. As the rotating drum and continuous 

drop method both mimic particle generation during reallocation of powder, the vibrating 

bed aerosol generator is regarded as a simulation of dust generation by vibrations.  In the 

vibrating bed aerosol generator, a fluidized bed is formed by a small air flow through the 

powder. Since it is relatively hard to generate a fluidized bed for nanomaterials, the pow-

der bulk density is artificially lowered by vibrational excitation, which supports fluidiza-

tion [179-181]. The vortex shaker also uses vibrations to create dust, not from a fluidized 

bed state but from the powder state, thereby employing a much higher flow rate [182, 

183]. Dust generations from solids embedding nanomaterials comprise abrasion [184] and 

sanding [185, 186] amongst others. 

 

It would be too demanding for a pre-regulatory testing procedure to compose exposure 

scenarios first and choose appropriate dust generators second, although the developer of 

the nanomaterial usually has specific future applications of the product in mind and 
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might be capable of identifying exposure scenarios for both workers and consumers on 

this basis. The developer should know whether the nanomaterial would be produced, 

handled and stored as a bulk powder or as a composite material. It is therefore proposed 

to conduct only one dustiness test that is chosen based on the state of the base material. 

The dustiness test must be standardized to allow ranking of results. The currently availa-

ble standard for bulk powders suggests using either the rotating drum or continuous drop 

method. To the author’s knowledge, there are no European standards available that define 

one or more tests for particle release from solid structures. However, a standard operation 

procedure for the testing for abrasive nanoparticle release from solids has been developed 

in the German project NanoGEM and has been suggested to be implemented into the ISO-

TC229 standard.  

 

Nanoparticle release is usually measured as the emitted particle concentration as a func-

tion of time. The condensation particle counter (CPC) is a suitable instrument to monitor 

the particle number concentration over the course of the dustiness test. However, current 

devices measure in the size range of 10-1000 nm. To obtain the concentration of the whole 

inhalable fraction (< 30µm), a combination of the CPC and another optical particle counter 

which counts larger particles must be applied.  

 

To quantify the respiratory size fraction of the released aerosol, the use of a particle classi-

fier measuring the aerodynamic particle size is suggested. Aerodynamic size classification 

can either be accomplished by inertial impaction or by time-of-flight spectroscopy. The 

current cut-off-diameter for respirable particle is 4 µm. Another method would be the 

employment of an SMPS system for the measurement of the particle electrical mobility 

number distribution with the nano-PMC acting as a mass filter. As described earlier, the 

determined apparent density and dynamic shape factor can then be used to convert the 

electrical mobility number distribution into an aerodynamic diameter number distribution 

(Eq. 1.1).  

 

The total amount of released particles for each size fraction, inhalable and respirable, can 

be converted into released mass. These values, in ratio with the applied mass of the base 

nanomaterial for dust generation, yield size-range specific dustiness coefficients. To ob-

tain information on particle mass, the nano-PMC is employed. In conjunction with a mo-

bility-filter like the DMA, the apparent density of the aerosol can also be determined. 

Using Eq. 1.2, the particle number size distribution, obtained during size classification, 

can then be converted into a particle mass distribution. 
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An aerosol sampler like the electrostatic precipitator can be employed to collect emitted 

particles. With the help of electron microscopy, the released particles can be analysed for 

their morphology. Fibrous nanomaterials can therefore be assessed in regard to their po-

tential to release high aspect-ratio particles.  
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Nanomaterials are designed on the molecular level, yielding properties and functions that 

are optimal for their desired application. Often, the nanomaterial even features properties 

that have not been observed for the bulk material. However, these features coincidentally 

fan public fears that nanomaterials can lead to new dangers for humans and the environ-

ment. Fuel is added to the fire by concerns about the current rapid growth of the number of 

innovations in nanotechnology, which challenges regulators to find suitable testing proce-

dures to assess nanomaterials for their risk towards humans and the environment. Testing 

procedures that were established for bulk materials are often not applicable for nanomateri-

als because, for once, the characterization of nanomaterials usually requires specialized 

instrumentation not yet available.  

 

Good examples are exposure limit values like Occupational Exposure Levels (OELs) that are 

given as mass concentrations of particles in air. The results of exposure assessments are 

usually evaluated in comparison with these values. Their definition requires either the abil-

ity to measure the mass concentration or knowledge about the mass of single particles when 

the number concentration is known. For ubiquitous fine dust particles, the mass concentra-

tion can be measured with gravimetrical methods. However, nanoparticles (ultra-fine dust) 

are so light that the accumulated mass cannot be measured even by the most sensitive 

scales. The other option of converting number to mass concentrations is more promising, 

since current instrumentation can measure the mobility equivalent size distribution of aero-

sols as well as the apparent densities of particles with certain mobility diameters. When both 

properties are available, the particle mass distribution and subsequently the mass concentra-

tion can be calculated. Measuring the mobility equivalent size distribution of an aerosol of 

nanoparticles is an already established procedure, accomplished by employing systems of 

particle classifiers and counters, like the Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS). Infor-

mation about mass and apparent density of nanoparticles, in turn, is difficult to obtain with 

currently available instrumentation. Commercial Particle Mass Classifiers (PMC) can hypo-

thetically measure particle masses down to the equivalence of the mass of a sphere with 

standard density and a diameter of ~10 nm, but only with high uncertainty in the obtained 

value. In practice, these PMCs are mainly applied to classify fine dusts like urban aerosols. 

The first goal of this thesis was therefore to develop an optimized PMC, capable of classify-

ing very small nanoparticles. Such a PMC might be readily employed to convert number 
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concentrations to mass concentrations of nanoparticles to meet the standards of particle 

exposure assessment. 

 

PMCs basically balance out an electrostatic force acting on charged particles by a counteract-

ing centrifugal force that depends on particle mass. Whether a particle penetrates a PMC is 

therefore decided by its mass-to-charge ratio. However, the window of “right” mass-to-

charge ratios becomes wider the smaller the forces acting on the particle become. Unlike the 

electrostatic force, the centrifugal force cannot be easily adjusted to higher strength since it is 

limited by the rotational speed of the cylindrical capacitor, the core element of a PMC. De-

velopment of the new PMC thereby focussed on a drastic increase of the number of rotations 

per second it can reach. Another goal was to miniaturize the basic design of a commercial 

PMC to obtain a more compact instrument that is easy to employ in the field for e.g. work-

place exposure assessment.  

 

The result of this development process is the nano-PMC, introduced in chapter 3, a particle 

mass classifier that can measure particle masses down to the zeptogram-range, lowering the 

mass lower classification limit by almost two orders of magnitude. It can reach numbers of 

rotations that are almost three times as large compared to its competitors. Also, it is much 

smaller and lighter.  

 

In a series of validation tests using spherical particles with known mass and size (and there-

fore density), the response of the nano-PMC was characterized and comprehended with the 

help of a particle trajectory-based numerical model. Response spectra for 50-nm polysty-

rene-latex (PSL) spheres and spherical ammonium sulphate particles of various mobility 

diameters were adequately predicted. In addition, by using the nano-PMC downstream a 

Differential Mobility Analyser (DMA), the apparent density of mobility classified particles 

could be measured. The apparent densities of both of the PSL and ammonium sulphate 

spheres could be determined which are equivalent to the known respective material densi-

ties. In addition, cubic sodium chloride particles and silver-agglomerates were classified. 

Due to the nano-PMC’s capability to determine the mass of very small particles, the size-

dependency of the dynamic shape factors, predicted to occur in the free molecular regime, 

could be confirmed by direct measurements of the apparent density of sodium chloride 

particles. The mass of silver aggregates, generated by diffusion-limited cluster-cluster ag-

gregation after spark generation of silver nanoparticles, could be determined for mobility 

diameters as small as 5 nm. The relationship of particle mass and mobility for such aggre-

gates, characterized by the mass-mobility scaling exponent, could be comprehended. These 

tests primarily proved that the nano-PMC works as desired but also demonstrated the vari-
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ous potential applications of the instrument in particle characterization in both the field and 

the laboratory. The nano-PMC can therefore be seen as the missing link between established 

instrumentation for nanoparticle exposure assessment and the concurrent requirement to 

derive mass concentrations, comparable with exposure limit values. 

 

For the determination of risk associated with nanomaterials, determination of their toxicity 

is of similar importance as exposure assessment. Basically every new nanomaterial intro-

duced to the market and produced in higher amounts must undergo toxicity testing by in 

vivo studies, as stated by European chemical regulation laws. However, simply due to the 

high rate of new nanotechnology innovations, and also due to ethical reasons, the current 

practice of in vivo toxicity testing is under debate. Alternatives are in vitro models that try to 

predict health effects based on toxic effects observed in cell cultures. However, for inhala-

tion toxicity, the basic requirement for such a prediction, namely that results for nanoparti-

cles obtained with the in vitro test correlate with effects observed in vivo, are not met by the 

current generation of methods. Reasons can be found in the design of most in vitro tests. 

Firstly, the chosen mode of suspension exposure, i.e. sedimentation of nanoparticles sus-

pended in the culture media on cells, can influence the chemistry of the particles so that the 

test yields false results. Secondly, suspension exposure requires cultivation and exposure to 

cells submerged in culture media. Such conditions are not found in the human lung. The 

other mayor goal of this thesis was therefore to develop an in vitro test more representative 

towards inhalation exposure. 

 

The result was the Cyto-TP, introduced in chapter 4, an in vitro exposure system capable of 

depositing nanoparticles as aerosols onto living cells. Its basic design comprises monolayers 

of cells hosted at the air-liquid interface (ALI) inside a thermal precipitator. ALIs are config-

urations at which the cells are grown adherent on semipermeable membranes and left ex-

posed to gas. The nutrient solution is provided through the holes of the membrane. This 

setup mimics the anatomy of the lung alveolus. By implementing ALI, particles can be de-

posited via thermophoresis, a mechanism providing gentle particle deposition as well as 

well-defined dosimetry.  

 

First a prototype was constructed to conduct a proof-of-concept study which comprised two 

parts, evidence of enhanced particle deposition efficiency and the absence of any adverse 

effects of the exposure device itself on the cells, so that toxic effects can unambiguously be 

related to nanoparticle exposure. To mimic the pulmonary alveolus, monolayers of epitheli-

al type-2 cancer cells (A549) were cultivated on transwell membranes at the air-liquid inter-

face which were inserted into the Cyto-TP. Enhanced deposition was qualitatively proven 
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by exposing the cells to fluorescent polystyrene-latex (PSL) particles and subsequent detec-

tion by fluorescence microscopy. In a series of zero-exposures (particle-free and conditioned 

synthetic air), it was confirmed that the viability of the cells was not significantly lowered by 

being situated in the Cyto-TP. However, cell viabilities of applied cells were still lower com-

pared to the cell viability of cells left in the incubator for control. Reasons were identified 

and related to the handling of the device. Variances in transwell dimensions were evident so 

that deformation of their membranes could be observed after being inserted into the Cyto-

TP. In addition, maintaining the temperatures of both plates of the thermal precipitator 

proved to be difficult. A significant effect on the temperature of the culture medium by the 

warm plate was observed, which was that the hosting conditions of the Cyto-TP for the cells 

were not optimal. It was decided to construct a second, optimized, prototype, based on the 

results of the proof-of-concept study. 

 

The second prototype of the Cyto-TP, introduced in chapter 5, showed better temperature 

control by employing maintenance by tempered water circulation. Part of the temperature 

control was pins that could be lowered into the nutrient solution so that heat absorbed from 

the warm plate could be conducted. The result was the maintenance of stable temperatures 

in all critical parts of the Cyto-TP. The new design also comprised three parallel aerosol flow 

channels to allow for three parallel exposures during one session. That way, the statistical 

significance of the results measured after exposure could be strengthened. Similarly, by 

using larger transwell membranes, the statistical significance of certain toxicity-assays re-

quiring higher cell numbers could be increased. Particle deposition proved to be similar as 

in the Cyto-TP prototype-1. However, adoption of the cell cultivation protocol, introduced 

in chapter 4 and applied or the original Cyto-TP, proved to be difficult.  

 

In addition to the construction of a second prototype for the Cyto-TP, a first design was 

created that combines the Cyto-TP technology with an established commercial air-liquid 

interface exposure system. The so-called Vitrocell® CF exposure module, initially applied for 

toxic gas exposure, was modified in a rather simple way to allow deposition via thermal 

precipitation. The concept is also introduced in chapter 5. First results show nanoparticle 

deposition efficiencies, increased by up to three orders of magnitude compared to the origi-

nal version. This version of the Cyto-TP was used to explore adverse effects on A549 cells of 

deposited barium sulphate nanoparticles which were known to have no acute toxic effects 

on cells. To express the dose in several relevant metrics, namely number, mass, volume and 

surface area, the nano-PMC was applied to measure the apparent density of the aerosol. As 

expected, the cells that were exposed to barium sulphate nanoparticles showed no biological 

response that was different to control cells, corroborating the statement that firstly barium 
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sulphate is not acute toxic and secondly that the exposure conditions would have no nega-

tive effects on cells. 

 

The practical work shown in this thesis was the design, construction and validation of pro-

totypes of two devices that at first glance don’t have anything in common apart from being 

designed to work with aerosols. However, both serve the purpose in closing instrumental 

gaps for risk assessment of particulate nanomaterials. This becomes visible in chapter 6, in 

which the rationale and concept of a pre-regulatory testing strategy is presented. ‘Pre-

regulatory’ means that the testing procedure should be applied after certain steps in the 

development process of the nanomaterial, before it is introduced into the market. The ad-

vantages of employing such an innovation-accompanying routine are manifold, above all 

the promotion of sustainable nanotechnology by safety-by-design. This procedure answers 

the requirements stated by the European precautionary approach to risk management that 

basically prompts innovators to also desire safety for humans and the environment for their 

product, apart from its functionality. 

 

The approach to pre-regulatory testing employs both the nano-PMC and the Cyto-TP. The 

Cyto-TP is used as an in vitro toxicity test conducted at the beginning of the testing routine. 

Its results define the path that leads to the determination of the so-called bio-identity of the 

nanomaterials, a fingerprint of particle properties that evidently mediate inhalation toxic 

effects. Part of the the routine is a dustiness test that employs the nano-PMC to obtain in-

formation about the apparent density of the particulate form of the nanomaterials which is 

part of its bio-identity. In addition, the nano-PMC can be used to measure the mass concen-

tration of the aerosol emitted during the dustiness test to derive the dustiness coefficients of 

the inhalable and respirable dust fractions. These numbers define the bio-availability of the 

nanomaterial with regard to inhalation, i.e. the possibility of the nanomaterial being trans-

ported as dust into the breathing zone of humans. 

 

Unknown risks fan fears of the general public that nanotechnology is accompanied by uni-

dentified dangers to humans and the environment. These fears could ultimately lead to a 

loss in confidence in what would otherwise be a promising source of innovations beneficial 

for human society.  The instruments that are introduced in this thesis were developed for 

closing instrumental gaps in order to provide a solid basis for risk assessment associated 

with nanoparticulate materials. 
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Nanomaterialen worden ontworpen op een moleculair niveau waardoor eigenschappen en 

functies gecreëerd worden die optimaal zijn voor de gewenste toepassing. Vaak beschikken 

de nanomaterialen zelfs over eigenschappen die niet gemeten werden in het bulkmateriaal. 

Deze eigenschappen voeden echter de angst van het publiek dat nanomaterialen nieuwe 

gevaren kunnen opleveren voor mens en milieu. Deze angst wordt gevoed door zorgen over 

de snelle groei van innovaties in de nanotechnologie. Inspecteurs worden uitgedaagd om 

methodes te ontwikkelen waarmee risico’s voor mens en milieu gemeten kunnen worden. 

De testmethodes voor bulkmateriaal zijn vaak ongeschikt voor het inspecteren van nanoma-

terialen omdat voor het classificeren van nanomaterialen gespecialiseerde instrumenten 

vereist zijn. Deze instrumenten zijn momenteel niet verkrijgbaar.  

 

Blootstellingswaarden zoals ‘Occupational Exposure Levels (OELs)’, grenswaardes van 

beroepsmatige blootstelling aan massaconcentraties van deeltjes in de lucht, zijn hiervan een 

duidelijk voorbeeld. De resultaten van blootstellingsmetingen worden in principe geëvalu-

eerd op basis van deze waarden. Voor een correcte waardebepaling moet het mogelijk zijn 

om de massaconcentratie te meten of dient kennis ter beschikking te zijn over de deeltjes-

concentratie. De massaconcentratie van de overal aanwezige fijnstofdeeltjes kan gemeten 

worden met gewichtsanalyses. Nanodeeltjes (zeer fijnstof) zijn echter zo licht dat de geac-

cumuleerde massa niet gemeten kan worden, zelfs niet met zeer gevoelige meetapparatuur. 

Maar het converteren van deeltjesconcentraties naar massaconcentraties is een veelbeloven-

de optie omdat de huidige instrumenten de mobiliteit kunnen meten op basis van de verde-

ling van de aërosolen en de schijnbare dichtheid van deeltjes binnen bepaalde mobiliteits-

diameters. Als beide eigenschappen beschikbaar zijn kunnen de deeltjesmassadistributie en 

de massaconcentratie gemeten worden. Het meten van de mobiliteit op basis van de verde-

ling van deeltjes van een aërosol van nanodeeltjes is een gestandaardiseerde methode waar-

bij gebruik gemaakt wordt van deeltjesclassificatie en deeltjestelsystemen, zoals de ‘Scan-

ning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS)’. Informatie over massa- en schijnbare dichtheid van 

deeltjes is dan weer moeilijk te verkrijgen met momenteel beschikbare instrumenten. Com-

merciële ‘Particle Mass Classifiers (PMC)’ kunnen in theorie deeltjesmassa’s meten tot op 

het niveau van de massa van een bol met een standaard dichtheid en een diameter van of 

~10 nm. Maar de gemeten waarde is alsnog zeer onzeker. In de praktijk worden deze PMC’s 

vooral gebruikt om fijnstof zoals aërosolen in steden te meten. De belangrijkste doelstelling 

van dit proefschrift was dan ook het ontwikkelen van een geoptimaliseerde PMC waarmee 
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zeer klein nanodeeltjes gemeten kunnen worden. Een dergelijke PMC kan heel eenvoudig 

gebruikt worden om deeltjesconcentraties te converteren naar massaconcentraties van 

nanodeeltjes. Op deze manier kan voldaan worden aan de standaardprocedures met betrek-

king tot blootstelling aan deeltjes. 

 

In principe compenseren PMC’s de werking van elektrostatische kracht op geladen deeltjes 

door het neutraliseren van de centrifugale kracht die afhankelijk is van de deeltjesmassa. Of 

een deeltje de PMC binnenkomt is dus afhankelijk van de lading/massa-verhouding. Maar 

het spectrum van ‘juiste’ massa/lading-verhoudingen wordt een stuk breder als de op de 

deeltjes inwerkende krachten kleiner zijn. In tegenstelling tot elektrostatisch kracht kan 

centrifugale kracht niet eenvoudig aangepast worden aan een hogere weerstand. Centrifu-

gale kracht wordt beperkt door de rotatiesnelheid van de cilindervormige condensator, het 

kernelement van een PMC. Bij de ontwikkeling van een nieuwe PMC lag de focus dan ook 

heel sterk op het drastisch verhogen van de te realiseren rotaties per seconde. Een andere 

doelstelling was om het basisontwerp van een commerciële PMC te miniaturiseren om zo 

een compacter instrument te verkrijgen dat heel gemakkelijk te gebruiken is voor een beo-

ordeling van de blootstelling in het veld c.q. op de werkplek.  

 

Het resultaat van dit ontwikkelingsproces is de nano-PMC, besproken in hoofdstuk 3, een 

deeltjesmassaclassificatie-instrument dat deeltjesmassa kan meten tot het niveau van een 

zeptogram. Hierbij wordt de lagemassaclassificatie met twee ordes van grootte verkleind. Er 

kunnen rotatiesnelheden gerealiseerd worden die wel drie keer groter zijn dan de snelheden 

die gemeten werden door andere instrumenten. En het apparaat is ook aanzienlijk kleiner en 

lichter.  

 

In een reeks van valideringstests waarbij gebruik gemaakt werd van bolvormige deeltjes 

waarvan de grootte en massa (en dus ook de dichtheid) bekend was, werd de responsie van 

de nano-PMC gekarakteriseerd en geanalyseerd met behulp een numeriek model waarbij 

uitgegaan wordt van het door de deeltjes afgelegde traject. Responsiespectra van 50-nm 

polystyreenlatex-(PSL)-bollen en bolvormige ammoniumzwaveldeeltjes met verschillenden 

mobiliteitsdiameters werden nauwkeurig voorspeld. Als naast de nano-PMC met de stroom 

mee een Differential Mobility Analyser (DMA) gebruikt wordt kon de schijnbare mobili-

teitsdichtheid van bepaalde deeltjes gemeten worden. Van zowel het polystreenlatex en de 

ammoniumzwavelbolletjes kon de schijnbare dichtheid bepaald worden die overeenkomt 

met de bekende materiaaldichtheid van deze stoffen. Bovendien werden kubische natrium-

chloridedeeltjes en zilveragglomeraties geclassificeerd. Omdat nano-PMC’s de massa van 

zeer kleine deeltjes kan bepalen, kan de grootteafhankelijkheid van dynamische vormfacto-
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ren, die zullen plaatsvinden in het moleculair stelsel, bevestigd worden via een directe me-

ting van de schijnbare dichtheid van de natriumchloridedeeltjes. De massa van zilveraggre-

gaten gegenereerd door diffusiebeperkte cluster-cluster-aggregatie na vonkopwekking van 

zilvernanodeeltjes kon bepaald worden voor mobiliteitsdiameters tot 5 nm. De relatie van 

deeltjesmassa en mobiliteit van dergelijke aggregaten, gekenmerkt door de massa-

mobiliteit-schaalexponenten, kon gemeten worden. Dergelijke tests toonden in principe aan 

dat de nano-PMC werkt zoals gewenst en toonden eveneens diverse mogelijkheden aan van 

de nano-PMC om deeltjes te karakteriseren, zowel in het veld als in het laboratorium. De 

nano-PMC kan dan ook beschouwd worden als de ‘missing link’ tussen standaardappara-

tuur voor het meten van blootstelling aan nanodeeltjes en de concrete eis om massacon-

centraties te kunnen afleiden die vergelijkbaar zijn met de blootstellingsgrenswaarden. 

 

Voor het vaststellen van risico’s van nanomaterialen is het bepalen van hun toxiciteit net zo 

belangrijk als een blootstellingsmeting. Volgens de Europese regelgeving m.b.t. tot chemi-

sche stoffen moet van elk nanomateriaal dat op de markt gebracht wordt de toxiciteit via 

een in-vitro-test vastgesteld te worden. Omdat recentelijk heel veel nanotechnologische 

innovaties op de markt gebracht worden, maar ook om ethische redenen, staat de huidige 

praktijk van in-vitro-toxiciteitstests ter discussie. Alternatieven hiervoor zijn in-vitro-

modellen die de gezondheidsrisico’s proberen te bepalen op basis van de toxische effecten 

die in celstructuren vastgesteld werden. Met de huidige testmethodes kunnen de basisverei-

sten voor een dergelijke voorspelling, nl. dat de in-vitro verkregen resultaten voor nano-

deeltjes overeenkomen met de in vivo vastgestelde effecten, niet gerealiseerd worden. Het 

ontwerp van de meeste in-vitro-tests is hiervoor de belangrijkste reden. Enerzijds kan de 

gekozen ophangingsblootstelling, d.w.z. de sedimentatie van nanodeeltjes in het kweekme-

dium op cellen, de chemische samenstelling van de deeltjes beïnvloeden en zo tot foute 

resultaten leiden. Anderzijds vereist ophanging het kweken van en blootstellen aan de in het 

kweekmedium ondergedompelde cellen. Deze condities worden niet vastgesteld in 

menselijk longen. Een andere belangrijke doelstelling was dan ook het ontwikkelen van een 

in-vitro-test die representatiever was m.b.t. inhalatieblootstelling.  

 

Dit leidde tot de Cyto-TP, besproken in hoofdstuk 4, een in-vitro-blootstellingssysteem dat 

nanodeeltjes als aërosolen kan plaatsen op levende cellen. Het basisontwerp bestaat uit 

monolaag van cellen geënt in de air-liquid interface (ALI) binnenin de thermische precipita-

tor. ALI’s zijn configuraties waarop cellen gekweekt worden, die zich hechten aan halfdoor-

latende membranen en blootgesteld worden aan gas. De voedingsoplossing wordt via de 

openingen in de membranen ingebracht. Op deze manier wordt de anatomie van de long-

blaasjes geïmiteerd. Door het implementeren van ALI worden cellen direct blootgesteld aan 
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gas waardoor zwevende stofdeeltjes via thermoforese kunnen bezinken. Een mechanisme 

met een zachte deeltjesbezinking en een perfect gedefinieerde dosismeting.  

 

Eerst werd een prototype gemaakt om een proof-of-concept-test uit te voeren. Deze test 

bestond uit twee delen: onderzoek naar een hoger efficiëntie van de deeltjesafzetting en 

onderzoeken of de cellen op geen enkele manier negatief beïnvloed worden door de 

blootstelling aan het apparaat zelf. Alleen dan kan er met zekerheid vastgesteld worden dat 

de toxische effecten uitsluitend te wijten zijn aan de blootstelling aan nanodeeltjes. Voor het 

nabootsen van longblaasjes werden monolagen van epiteel-type-2-kankercellen (A549) ge-

kweekt op Transwell-membranen op de air-liquid-interface die in de Cyto-TP geplaatst 

wordt. Verhoogde bezinking wordt kwalitatief vastgesteld door het blootstellen van de 

cellen aan fluorescerende polystyreenlatex-(PSL)-deeltjes, gevolgd door vaststelling met de 

fluorescentiemicroscoop. In een aantal nulblootstellingen (geconditioneerde, deeltjesvrije 

synthetische lucht) werd bevestigd dat de levensvatbaarheid van de cellen niet significant 

lager was door de blootstelling in de Cyto-TP. De levensvatbaarheid van de gebruikte stel-

len was echter nog steeds lager in vergelijking met de levensvatbaarheid van de cellen die 

ter controle achterbleven in de incubator. Deze afwijkingen hielden verband met de manier 

waarop het apparaat gebruikt werd. Variaties in de Transwellafmetingen waren duidelijk, 

waardoor na het inbrengen in de Cyto-TP-vervormingen vastgesteld konden worden. 

Daarnaast bleek het moeilijk om beide platen van de thermische precipitator op de juiste 

temperatuur te houden. De warmteplaat had een significant invloed op het kweekmedium, 

nl. dat de condities van de Cyto-TP niet ideaal waren voor de cellen. Daarom werd besloten 

om een nieuw, verbeterd prototype te maken, waarbij rekening gehouden werd met de 

resultaten van het proof-of-concept-onderzoek. 

 

Bij het tweede prototype van de Cyto-TP, besproken in hoofdstuk 5, kon de temperatuur 

door gebruikmaking van watercirculatie beter gecontroleerd worden. Belangrijk onderdeel 

van deze temperatuurcontrole waren pinnetjes die in de voedingsoplossing zakten waar-

door de hitte van de warmteplaat kon geabsorbeerd worden. Dit leidde tot stabiele tempera-

turen in alle kritische onderdelen van de Cyto-TP. Het nieuwe ontwerp omvatte ook drie 

parallelle aëorosolstroompijpen waardoor in één sessie drie blootstellingen tegelijk mogelijk 

werden. Hierdoor werd de statistische betrouwbaarheid van de gemeten resultaten na 

blootstelling verhoogd. En door het gebruiken van grotere transwell-membranen werd de 

statistische betrouwbaarheid van de toxische test waarbij een hoger aantal cellen nodig was 

eveneens verhoogd. De afzetting van de deeltjes bleek identiek aan de afzetting in Cyto-TP-

prototype-1. Het aanpassen van het celkweekprotocol, besproken in hoofdstuk 4 en 

toegepast bij de originele Cyto-TP, bleek echter moeilijk.  
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Samenvatting 

Tegelijkertijd met de constructie van een tweede Cyto-TP werd een tweede ontwerp gema-

akt waarbij de Cyto-TP-technologie gecombineerd werd met een beproefd commercieel air-

liquid-interface-blootstellingssysteem. De zogenaamde Vitrocell®- exposure module, oor-

spronkelijk toegepast voor blootstelling van giftige gassen werd op een vrij eenvoudige 

manier aangepast waardoor bezinking via thermische afscheiding mogelijk wordt. Dit con-

cept wordt eveneens besproken in hoofdstuk 5. De eerste resultaten laten afzettingen van 

nanodeeltjes zien met een orde van grootte van drie keer de bezinking van de originele 

versie. Deze versie van de Cyto-TP werd gebruikt om de negatieve effecten van A549 cellen 

van bezonken zwavelnanodeeltjes te meten omdat deze geen directe giftige effecten op 

cellen hebben. Om de dosis te vermelden in de desbetreffende, relevante meetwaarden, nl. 

aantal, massa, volume en oppervlaktes, werd de nano-PMC gebruikt om de waarschijnlijke 

dichtheid van de aërosol te meten. Zoals verwacht, hadden de cellen die blootgesteld wer-

den aan bariumsulfaatnanodeeltjes geen andere biologische reactie dan de controlecellen. 

Hiermee wordt ten eerste bevestigd dat bariumsulfaat niet acuut toxisch is en ten tweede 

dat de blootstellingscondities geen negatief effect hebben op de cellen. 

 

Het praktische werk dat beschreven wordt in dit proefschrift omvatte het ontwerp, de con-

structie en het testen van prototypes van twee apparaten die op het eerste zicht, behalve dat 

ze ontworpen zijn om te werken met aërosolen, weinig gemeenschappelijks hebben. Beide 

apparaten kunnen echter het probleem van onvoldoende beschikbare apparatuur voor de 

risicobeoordeling van fijnstofnanodeeltjes enigszins oplossen. Dit wordt duidelijk gemaakt 

in hoofdstuk 6. In hoofdstuk 6 worden het basisprincipe en het concept van ‘pre-regulatory’- 

testprocedures besproken. ‘Pre-regulatory’ betekent in deze context dat na bepaalde stappen 

in de ontwikkeling van nanomaterialen testprocedures gevolgd moeten worden voordat het 

nanomateriaal op de markt gebracht wordt. De voordelen van de toepassing van een 

dergelijke vernieuwende procedure zijn velerlei, waarbij het verbeteren van het imago van 

duurzame nanotechnologie via ‘safety-by-design’ een belangrijk voordeel is. Deze proce-

dure voldoet aan de eisen zoals vermeld in Europese voorzorgsbenadering risicobeheersing. 

Deze voorzorgsbenadering verplicht ontwikkelaars van nieuwe producten ertoe om nieuwe 

producten te ontwikkelen die niet alleen veilig zijn in het gebruik, maar ook geen gevaar 

opleveren voor mens en milieu.  

 

De genoemde voorzorgsbenadering geldt zowel voor de nano-PMC alsook voor de Cyto-TP. 

De Cyto-TP wordt gebruikt als een in-vitro-toxiciteitstest aan het begin van de testproce-

dure. De resultaten van deze test creëren een pad dat leidt tot het bepalen van de zo-

genaamde ‘bio-identiteit’ van nanomaterialen, een vingerafdruk van de eigenschappen die 

toxische effecten duidelijk weergeeft. Deel van de procedure is een stofbelastingtest waarbij 
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gebruik gemaakt wordt van de nano-PMC om informatie te verkrijgen over de waar-

schijnlijke dichtheid van het gedeelte van de nanomateriaal dat niet tot de bio-identiteit 

behoort. Daarnaast kan de nano-PMC gebruikt worden om de massaconcentratie van de 

tijdens de fijnstoftest vrijgekomen aërosolen te meten, om zo het fijnstofcoëefficiënt van de 

inhaleer- en inadembare stofhoeveelheden te meten. Deze aantallen bepalen de bio-

beschikbaarheid van nanomateriaal met betrekking tot inhalatie, d.w.z. de kans dat het 

nanomateriaal als stof in de luchtwegen van mensen kan komen.  

 

Onbekende risico’s voeden de angst bij het grote publiek dat nanotechnologie gepaard gaat 

met ongekende gevaren voor mens en milieu. Deze angst kan uiteindelijk leiden vertrou-

wensverlies in de ontwikkeling van producten en materialen die zeer positieve effecten 

kunnen hebben voor de maatschappij. De in dit proefschrift besproken instrumenten wer-

den ontwikkeld om de beperkingen van oudere instrumenten op te heffen en tevens een 

stevige basis te creëren voor het beoordelen van risico’s die zouden kunnen ontstaan door 

het gebruik van nanomaterialen. 
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Appendix A: Response spectrum of the nano-PMC 

Appendix A: Response spectrum of the 

nano-PMC 
 
This script for Mathematica 10.0 calculates the response spectrum of the experimental setup 

that first classifies a mass-mobility-distributed aerosol on the basis of mobility using a DMA 

and subsequently on the basis of mass using the nano-PMC. The input is a particle number 

concentration where the particles are distributed in mobility. The systems response (output) 

is the particle number concentration at the outlet of the nano-PMC. The spectrum of re-

sponses is the outlet particle number concentration as a function of nano-PMC operating 

conditions (here, only the voltage U is variable). 

 

All comments are black whereas all script-related text is blue (dark cyan for running varia-

bles). 

 

The script starts with loading different function-packages to solve differential equations 

numerically. 

 

Needs["DifferentialEquations`NDSolveProblems`"]; 

Needs["DifferentialEquations`NDSolveUtilities`"]; 

Needs["FunctionApproximations`"]; 

 
Definition of functions describing Stolzenburg-McMurry equations governing the DMA (see 

chapter 2.2.2), where ϵ is defined via the error function, Zp is the centroid electrical mobility, 

σ is the standard deviation, G is the DMA-geometry factor, Iγ described the laminar velocity 

profile in in the DMA flow channel. diff represents the diffusion coefficient and Z the mobil-

ity. Cc is the Cunningham-Slip correction factor. r1, r2 and L define the DMA dimenions, 

radius inner cylinder, radius outer cylinder and length respectively. Qs and Qa are the DMA 

shealth flow and sample flow rates respectively, β their quotient. UDMA defines the poten-

tial difference between inner and outer cylinder of the DMA. density is the apparent density 

and d the diameter of the particles. 

 

 

ϵ[x_] := x Erf[x] + Exp[-x2 ] / Sqrt[π] 

 

Zp[V0_,Qs_,r1_,r2_,L_,Z_] := Z/((2Qs)/(4π)) Log[r2/r1]/(L V0) 
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σ[G_,diff_,L_,Qs_] := Sqrt[ Abs[G]*(4π*L*diff)/(2Qs) ] 

 

G[β_,γ_]:=(4(1+β)2)/(1-γ) (Iγ[γ]+(1/(2(1+β)κ^2))2) 

 

Iγ[X_]:=((1/4)(1-X2)(1-X)2+(5/18)(1-X3)(1-X)Log[X]+ 

(1/12)(1-X4)Log[X]2)/((1-X)(-(1/2)(1+X)Log[X]-(1-X))2) 

 

diff[d_]:=((1.38*10-23)300)/(3π(1.81*10-5)d) 

(1+(2*66*10-9)/d*(1.142+0.558*Exp[-0.999*d/(2*66/*10^(-9)))) 

 

Z[d_]:=(1*1.602*10-19 Cc[d])/(3π(1.81*10-5)d) 

Cc[d_]:=(1+(2*66*10-9)/d*(1.142+0.558*Exp[(-0.999*d)/(2*66*10-9)])) 

 

r1=0.00935; r2=0.0196; L=0.114; κ=L*r2/(r22-r12); γ=(r1/r2)2; 

 

Qs=3000/60/1000000; Qa=1500/60/1000000; β=Qa/Qs; UDMA=544; density=1050; d=50*10-

9; 

 
The particle number is characterized by the mobility number distribution dZlognormal that 

is assumed to be lognormal. N is the total particle number, σg the geometric standard devia-

tion. The centroid mobility Zp functions as the mean electrical mobility. 

 

dZlognormal[N_,Zp_,σg_,Z_] := N/(Sqrt[2π]*Log[σg])*Exp[-((Log[Z]-

Log[Zp])2/(2Log[σg]2))] 
 
The classified mobility distribution is obtained by convolving dZlognormal with the DMA-

transfer function. The script produces a list ResultingdZ of electrical mobilities based on the 

convolution. The length of the list is given by the total number of electrical mobilities in the 

resulting classified mobility number distribution. 

 

 

ConvolveDMA[NN_,P_,σ_]  :=  Transpose[{ Table[x,{x,0.1,5,0.1}], 

Table[NIntegrate[dZlognormal[NN,1,σ,x]* 

(P/(Sqrt[2]β)(ϵ[((x-τ)-(1+β))/(Sqrt[2]P)]+ϵ[((x-τ)-(1-β))/(Sqrt[2]P)]-2ϵ[((x-τ)-

1)/(Sqrt[2]P)])),  

{τ,-∞,∞}],{x,0.1,5,0.1}]} 

]; 

 
ResultingdZ = Re[ ConvolveDMA[10,σ[G[β,γ],diff[d],L,Qs],1.7] ]; 
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The list ResultingdZ (normalized by the centroid electrical mobility) is converted into a list 

of electrical mobilities, electrical mobility diameters DM and particle masses M.  

 
xZ[V0_] := Table[ 

ResultingdZ[[i,1]]*(2Qs)/(4π)Log[r2/r1]/(L*V0),{i,1,Length[ResultingdZ]} 

] 

 

xD[V0_] := Table[  

FindRoot[(1*1.602*10-19Cc[a])/(3π(1.81*105))== 

xZ[V0][[i]]*a,{a,d}][[1,2]],{i,1,Length[ResultingdZ]}  

] 

 

xM[V0_,ρ_] := xD[V0]3(π/6)*ρ 

 

DM[V0_] := Transpose[ 

{xD[V0], Table[ResultingdZ[[i,2]],{i,1,Length[ResultingdZ]}]} 

]; 

 

M[V0_,ρ_] := Reverse[ Transpose[ 

{xM[V0,ρ],Table[ResultingdZ[[i,2]],{i,1,Length[ResultingdZ]}]}] 

]; 

  
The next part numerically calculates the particle trajectory s in the nano-PMC from the par-

ticle equations of motion. a, b, c are constants that are calculated by the operating conditions 

of the nano-PMC. m is a list of particle masses, Vmean is the mean flow velocity calculated 

by the volume flow rate over the cross-sectional area of the nano-PMC flow channel. δ is the 

deviation from the original particle path due to diffusion. s is the component of the particle 

trajectory perpedicular to the rotational axis and is nummerically solved with iteration steps 

defined by prec. The differential equation is coupled to the equation of motion xx of the 

particle that gives the component parallel to the rotational axis, given by Vx, the Poiseuille 

flow profile. 

 

a[w_,d_,ρ_] := 2/3 d3 π3 ρ w2 

 

b[U_,q_] := (U q)/Log[0.019/0.015] 

 

m[d_,ρ_] := (π ρ d3)/6 

 

c[d_] := 3π (1.81 10-5)d Cc[d]; 

 

Vmean[Q_] := ((Q/60/1000000)/(π(0.0192-0.0152))); 
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δ[d_,t_] := Sqrt[2 diff[d] t]; 

 

s[Q_,U_,q_,w_,d_,ρ_,H_] := NDSolve[ 

{c[d](y'[t])==(a[w,d,ρ]y[t]-b[U,q]/y[t]),y[0]==H},y,{t,0.,10},MaxSteps->prec 

]; 

 

Vx[Q_,H_] := (3/2)*Vmean[Q](1.-4(H/0.004)2) 

 

xx[Q_,H_,t_] := Vx[Q,H] t 

 
 
Using these equation, the particle trajectories are calculated by the loop Partikel. The user 

defines the operating conditions of the nano-PMC and known particle properties that are U 

(nano-PMC voltage), q (particle charge), Q (nano-PMC flow rate), rpm (nano-PMC frequen-

cy), ρ (particle density) and ϵ which is the running variable of the loop, indexing the particle 

of the list w that is created subsequently from the particle mass distribution M. 

 

Partikel[U_,q_,Q_,rpm_,ρ_,ϵ_]:= 

Do[ 

  Δ={}; 

  Δ=Table[RandomReal[NormalDistribution[0,1]],{i,0,10 ,step}]; 

    H=RandomReal[{0.0161,0.0179}]; 

    Producey={}; 

    ProduceVy={}; 

   

    Do[ 

      Ap-

pendTo[Producey,(y[i]+δ[w[[ϵ,k]],step]*Δ[[1+i*(1/step)]])/.s[Q,U,q,rpm,w[[ϵ,k]],ρ,H][[1]]], 

      {i,0,10,step} 

]; 

   

    ProduceVx={}; 

    Do[ 

      AppendTo[ProduceVx,Vx[Q,Select[Producey,0.015<#<0.019&] 

-0.017][[i]]],{i,1,Length[Select[Producey,0.015<#<0.019&]]} 

      ]; 

   

     Producex  = Table[(Select[ProduceVx,#>0&][[i]])* 

step,{i,1,Length[Select[ProduceVx,#>0&]]}]; 

    Producexx=Table[Sum[Producex[[i]]+δ[w[[ε,k]],step]*Δ[[i]],{i,1,N}], 

{N,1,Length[Producex]}]; 

     AppendTo[Partikelkurven,Transpose[{Producexx, 
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Take[Producey,Length[Producexx]]}]], 

 { k,1,Length[w[[ϵ]]]} 

  ] 

 
The nano-PMC transfer function is calculated on the basis of voltage. For the calculations, 

several lists and variables must be declared. The lists are empty before they are filled with 

elements by the loop above. Nano-PMC operating conditions are defined here, as well as 

precision parameters of the trajectory determination and resolution of the transfer functions 

of the nano-PMC to be calculated. flowrate and RPM are the volume flow rate and number 

of rotation of the nano-PMC. step is the time step size of for the numerical determination of 

s, lowend, topend and stepvoltage are the first voltage, last voltage and voltage step size of 

the transfer function. Diffusion reduces the transfer rates. 

 
Partikelkurven = {}; 

Partikelvelocity = {}; 

Partikelvelocity2 = {}; 

Transferraten = {}; 

Partikelkurven2 = {}; 

Partikelkurven3 = {}; 

Producey = {}; 

ProduceVy = {}; 

ProduceVx = {}; 

Producex = {}; 

Producexx = {}; 

CollectedTR = {}; 

ToF = {}; 

ToF2 = {}; 

k = 1; 

step = 0.01; 

prec = 1000; 

flowrate = 300; 

RPM = 9000; 

lowend = 10; 

topend = 400; 

stepvoltage = 10; 

TFstepsize = 1; 

particlenumber = 30; 

effectiveLength = 0.1; 

μ[d_,Q_] := (π diff[d] (0.1) (0.019+0.015))/(Q (0.019-0.015)); 

P1[d_,Q_] := 1-2.96μ[d,Q]2/3+0.4  μ[d,Q] 

P2[d_,Q_] := 0.91 Exp[-7.54 μ[d,Q]]+0.0531 Exp[-85.7 μ[d,Q]] 

loss[d_,Q_] := Evalu-

ate[{μ[d,(Q/60/1000000)],P1[d,(Q/60/1000000)],P2[d,(Q/60/1000000)]}] 
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The next part is the actual calculation, where the do-loop is running with the 

voltage and the subloop calculates the transfer function for each voltage. 

 
Do[ 
  Partikelkurven={}; 

Partikelvelocity={}; 

Partikelvelocity2={}; 

Transferraten={}; 

Partikelkurven2={}; 

Partikelkurven3={}; 

Producey={}; 

ProduceVy={}; 

ProduceVx={}; 

Producex={}; 

Producexx={}; 

ToF={}; 

  ToF2={}; 

diameters={}; 

 
w = Table[ 

Table[Sqrt[6(1.602*10^(-19)*j/ 

(4π^2(RPM/60)^2*Log[0.019/0.015])]/density/π,3],{i,1,particlenumber,1}],{j,U-

(0.8*U),U+(4*U),U/(20*TFstepsize)} 

]; 

  
Do[ 

  Partikel[U,1*1.692 10-19,flowrate,RPM/60,density,ϵ]; 

  AppendTo[Partikelkurven2,Partikelkurven]; 

  Partikelvelocity = {}; 

  Partikelkurven = {}, 

  {ϵ,1,Length[w],1} 

  ]; 

 
diameters = Table[First[w[[k]]],{k,1,Length[w]}]; 
  
Do[ 

Partikelkurven3 = Table[ 

Part[Partikelkurven2[[k,j]],Count[Table[First[ Part[Partikelkurven2[[k,j]], i]] < effectiveLength, 

{i, 1,Length[Partikelkurven2[[k,j]]]}],True]], 
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{j,1,Length[Partikelkurven2[[k]]]} 

]; 

Transferrate = Count[Table[0.016 < Last[Partikelkurven3[[i]]] < 0.018,  

{i, 1, Length[Partikelkurven3]}],  

True]/Length[Partikelkurven2[[k]]]//N; 

 

AppendTo[Transferraten,Transferrate*loss[d,flowrate][[2]]]; 

  Partikelkurven3={}, 

  {k,1,Length[Partikelkurven2]} 

  ]; 

 

AppendTo[CollectedTR,Transpose[{diameters^3 

(π/6)*density,Transferraten}]]; 

 

{U,lowend,topend,stepvoltage} 

 ] 

 
This loop generates list CollectedTR in which all transfer functions are collected. Export of 

the data to a ASCII file. 

 
Table[Export["C:\\Users\\Dirk\\Desktop\\paperPMC\\Datensaetze\\  

TF_"<>ToString[i]<>"_"<>ToString[Date[][[1]]]<>"_"<> 

ToString[Date[][[2]]]<>"_"<> 

ToString[Date[][[3]]]<>"-particle_"<> 

ToString[d/10-9]<>"nm_"<>"_"<> 

ToString[density]<>"kgpcm3"<>"-settings_"<> 

ToString[flowrate]<>"lpm_"<> 

ToString[RPM]<> "rpm.dat",CollectedTR[[i]]], 

{i,1,topend/stepvoltage} 

]; 

 
The next part first declares empty lists for the fit of the transfer functions as well as mass 

distribution for the subsequent convolution for the prediction of the nano-PMC response. 

The data is imported back, so that this part can be repeated without calculating the transfer 

functions again.  

 

FITTF = {}; 

FITMASS = {}; 

TFimp = {}; 

TFimport = {}; 

fit1 = {}; 

ConvertedU = {}; 
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fit2 = {}; 

MASS = M[UDMA,density]; 

Do[   

TFimp = Import["C:\\Users\\Dirk\\Desktop\\paperPMC\\Datensaetze\\TF_"<> 

ToString[j]<>"_"<>ToString[Date[][[1]]]<>"_"<>ToString[Date[][[2]]]<>"_"<> 

ToString[Date[][[3]]]<>"-particle_"<> 

ToString[d/10-9]<>"nm_"<>"_"<>ToString[density]<>"kgpcm3"<>"-settings_"<> 

ToString[flowrate]<>"lpm_"<>ToString[RPM]<>"rpm.dat"]; 

 

  AppendTo[TFimport,TFimp], 

  {j,1,topend/stepvoltage} 

]; 

 
The next loop converts the mass distribution into a voltage distribution based on Eq. 2.37 

and fits a lognormal distribution to the data. A convolution becomes much more simple 

when both functions are well-defined, therefore the transfer functions data is also fitted with 

a lognormal distribution. 

 
Do[ 

 

CONVERTVOLTAGE=Transpose[{ 

Table[TFimport[[j,i,1]]/(1.602*10-19/ 

(4π2(RPM/60)2*0.0172*Log[0.019/0.015])), 

{i,1,Length[TFimport[[j]]]}], 

Table[TFimport[[j,i,2]],{i,1,Length[TFimport[[j]]]}] 

}]; 

  

AppendTo[ConvertedU,CONVERTVOLTAGE]; 

 

CONVERTVOLTAGE2 = Transpose[{ 

Table[MASS[[i,1]]/(1.602*10-19/(4π2 

(RPM/60)2*0.0172*Log[0.019/0.015])),{i,1,Length[MASS]}], 

Table[MASS[[i,2]],{i,1,Length[MASS]}] 

}]; 

 

TFMODEL = A*Exp[-((-p+Log[x])^2/(2o^2))]/(Sqrt[2 π] x o); 

 

MASSMODEL = A*Exp[-((-p+Log[x])^2/(2o^2))]/(Sqrt[2 π] x o); 

  

 fit1 = FindFit[ 

CONVERTVOLTAGE,TFMODEL,{A,o,p},x, Gradient->"FiniteDifference",  

Method->NMinimize 
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Appendix A: Response spectrum of the nano-PMC 

]; 

 

 fit2=FindFit[ 

CONVERTVOLTAGE2,MASSMODEL,{A,o,p},x,Gradient->"FiniteDifference" 

]; 

 

 AppendTo[FITTF,fit1]; 

 AppendTo[FITMASS,fit2]; 

 

 fit1={}; 

 fit2={}, 

 {j,1,Length[TFimport]} 

] 

 

TFFIT[x_]:=TFMODEL/.FITTF; 

MASSFIT[x_]:=MASSMODEL/.First[FITMASS]; 

 
The response is calcutated from the convolution of both fit-functions (voltage number dis-

tribution with voltage based transfer function). The response spectrum comprises the results 

of the convolution of the voltage number distribution with each transfer functions.  

 
Convolution[x_]:=Integrate[MASSFIT[x-τ]*TFFIT[x][[i]],{τ,0,1}]; 
 

Response={}; 

 

Do[ 

 R = Re[NIntegrate[Convolution[x],{x,0,∞}]]/Re[Integrate[MASSFIT[x],{x,0,∞}]]; 

  AppendTo[Response, Re[R]], 

  {i,1,Length[TFimport]} 

 ] 

 

 

RS=Transpose[{ 

Table[i,{i,lowend, stepvoltage*Length[Response], stepvoltage}],Response} 

]; 

 

Export of the response spectrum data into an ASCII file. 

  
Export["C:\\Users\\Dirk\\Desktop\\paperPMC\\Datensaetze\\"<> 

ToString[Date[][[1]]]<>"_"<>ToString[Date[][[2]]]<>"_"<>ToString[Date[][[3]]]<>"-

particle_"<>ToString[d/10 -9]<>"nm_"<>ToString[g]<>"_"<> 

ToString[density]<>"kgpcm3-nano-PMC_"<> 
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ToString[flowrate]<>"lpm_"<>ToString[RPM]<>"rpm-DMA_"<>ToString[Qa/Qs//N]<>"_"<> 

ToString[UDMA]<>"V.dat",RS] 
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Appendix B: Cyto-TP dosimetry 

Appendix B: Cyto-TP dosimetry 

 
This script for Mathematica 10.0 calculates the deposition density profile of monodisperse 

spherical particles on the cold plate in the flow channel of the Cyto-TP prototype-2 based on 

the Waldmass-model. 

 

All comments are black whereas all script-related text is blue (dark cyan for running varia-

bles). 

 

A tuple of  particles is generated representing a monodisperse aerosol of, in this case, 50-nm 

spheres. 

 

δ=Table[50 10-9,{i,1,1000}]; 

 

The velocity components stemming from thermophoresis, Vth and gravity, Vg, are defined. 

Vth is result of the product of the thermophoretic mobility Psi and the termparture gradient 

τ.  

 

Vg[d_]:=(d^2*9.81)/(18 1.81*10-5); 

 

Vth[Psi_,τ_]:=Psi *τ; 

 

V[d_,Psi_,τ_]:=-Vg[d]+Vth[Psi,τ]; 

 

The function S defines the numerical calculation of the particle trajectories bases on their 

equations of motion. A Poisseuille flow profile is assumed in x-direction.  

 

 S[Q_,d_,Psi_,τ_,y0_]:= 

NDSolve[{x'[t]==((3/2)Q)/(0.018*0.001) 

(14((y[t]0.0005)/0.001)2),y'[t]==V[d,Psi,τ],y[0]==y0,x[0]==0}, 

{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,10}] 

 

The function EOM calculates the particle trajectories by applying S with a random starting 

conditions y0, which is the entering height of the particle at the entrance of the flow channel.  

 

EOM[Q_,Psi_,τ_]:= 

 Do[ 

     trajectory=S[Q,δ[[i]],Psi,τ,RandomReal[{0.0001,0.0009}]]; 
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     AppendTo[trajectories,trajectory], 

     {i,1,Length[δ]}] 

 

The function deposition plane calculates the drop position of each particle at position 

“dropposition”, which is a x-value. The procedure is repeated along certain steps over the 

width of the flow channel, where the stepsize is defined by the variable “resolution”, effec-

tively allocating a drop position {x,z} to each particle. 

 

dropplane={}; 

 

depositionplane[Q_,Psi_,τ_,resolution_]:= 

Do[ 

    trajectories={}; 

    EOM[Q,Psi,τ]; 

    droppositions={}; 

    Do[ 

      tdrop=FindRoot[D[x[t]/.trajectories[[i]],t]&&t>0,{t,1}]; 

      dropposition=x[t]/.trajectories[[i]]/.tdrop; 

      AppendTo[droppositions,dropposition], 

     {i,1,Length[trajectories]}]; 

   AppendTo[dropplane,Table[{droppositions[[k]][[1]],j},{k,1,Length[droppositions]}]], 

   {j,0.001,0.017,resolution}] 

 

The function depositionprofil counts particles deposited in individual squares to obtain a 

deposition density profile. The resolution of the profile is defined by the variable “resolu-

tion”. 

 

 depositionprofil[resolution_]:= 

Do[ 

count=Transpose[{Table[dropplane[[j,1,2]],{i,0,0.08,resolution}],Table[i,{i,0,0.08,resolution}], 

Table[Length[Select[Table[dropplane[[j,k,1]], 

{k,1,Length[dropplane[[1]]]}],i<#<i+resolution&]],{i,0,0.08,resolution}]}]; 

    AppendTo[countsplane,count], 

   {j,1,Length[dropplane]}] 

 

The function circlecount counts all particles deposited in the area representing the front 

transwell. An iterative approach is implemented where initially all particles within a square 

with side-lengths equal to the circles diameter are counted which would be an overestima-

tion. The side-lengths are decreased stepwise until the egdes of the square touches the circle. 

A particle count in that square is an underestimation. The  particle count of all squares is 

compared to the total number of particles to obtain the deposition efficiencies for all squares. 
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Appendix B: Cyto-TP dosimetry 

 

efficiencies={}; 

 

individualcounts={}; 

 

circlecount[resolution_]:= 

  Do[ 

    individualcounts={}; 

    Do[ 

      subcounts= 

Total[Cases[Flatten[Table[Cases[countsplane[[i]],{i*resolution,j,_}], 

{j,Round[0.012+k,resolution],Round[0.024-k,resolution],resolution}]],_Integer]]; 

      AppendTo[individualcounts,subcounts], 

     {i,k/resolution,Length[countsplane]-k/resolution}]; 

    efficiency=(Total[individualcounts]/(Length[δ]*Length[countsplane]))//N; 

   AppendTo[efficiencies,efficiency], 

   {k,0,Round[0.012-0.012/Sqrt[2],resolution],resolution}] 

 

Now all the calculations are conducted. The Waldmann-model is assumed to define the 

thermophoretic mobility (0.55 � �8 �2⁄ Á⁄ �) for the calculation of the drop positions for all 

particles. In this case the profile is calculated for a flow rate of 5 ml/min and a temperature 

gradient of 4000 K/m. Then the deposition density profile is generated, shown in the “heat-

map” beneath. The white circle represents the area where the front transwell is located. Then 

the function circlecount is applied to calculate the deposition efficiencies.  

 

resolution=0.001; 

 

depositionplane[5/1000000/60,0.55 (1.81 10-5)/(1.2 300),4000,resolution] 

 

countsplane={}; 

 

depositionprofil[resolution] 

Show[ListContourPlot[Flatten[countsplane,1],ColorFunction->"Warm",PlotLegends-

>Automatic],Graphics[{White, Thick,Circle[{0.009,0.018},0.006]}]] 
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The function circlecount is applied. The mean of all obtained square efficiencies is an esti-

mate of the deposition efficiency in the area of the front transwell (In the example shown 

above, the deposition efficieny is 0.142 (14.2%). 

 

circlecount[resolution] 

 

Mean[efficiencies] 

 0.142365 
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Appendix C: Culture conditions 

Appendix C: Culture conditions  
 

 

Material: 

• Cells: A549  

• Transwells: 6Well; PET, 0,4µm pore size, (Costar 4,67cm2, ref:3450)  

• FBS (Biochrom S0115) 

• Gentamycin (Invitrogen, #15750-037) 

• PBS (biochrom L1825) 

• HBSS(biochrom L2035) 

• Trypsin (biochrom L2163) 

• RPMI without phenolred (biochrom F1275) 

• L-Glutamin (biochrom K0282) 

• RPMI 1640 m. 25mM HEPES (biochrom L2163) 

• VLE RPI 1640 (biochrom F1415) 

 

Media: 

 

RPMI vor cell passage: 

500 ml RPMI (biochrom F1415) 

55,5 ml FCS (Biochrom S0115) 

55 µl Gentamycin (Invitrogen, #15750-037) 

 

RPMI + HEPES (for exposure): 

500 ml RPMI mit 25mM (biochrom L2163) 

55.5 ml FCS (Biochrom S0115) 

55 µl Gentamycin (Invitrogen, #15750-037) 

 

RPMI without phenol red (for ROS-Assay): 

500 ml RPMI mit 25mM (biochrom F1275) 

55.5 ml FCS (Biochrom S0115) 

55 µl Gentamycin (Invitrogen, #15750-037) 

5,6 ml L-Glutamin (biochrom K0282) 
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Experimental design: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Protocol for culture of cells on transwells for ALI exposure 

 

Exposure of A549 monoculture 

 

Thursday afternoon (~14:00 o’clock): 80 000 A549 cells/ml (1ml by transwell) are seeded on 

apical side of each transwell (costar 4,67 cm2) (density=17130 cells/cm2) 

 

Monday morning (~11:00 o’clock): cells are at confluency and medium is changed. On basal 

side medium is removed and 2x washed with 500 ml PBS  on apical side to pass the culture 

in ALI. 

 

Tuesday morning (~9:30 o’clock): cells are exposed in vitrocell system after 20h adaptation 

to ALI (30 min) and then transwells are put in new plate with fresh medium in basal side. 

 

Wednesday: approximatively 24 hours post exposure, biological activity is assessed 
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List of Symbols and Abbreviations 
 

List of abbreviations 

 

ALI Air-Liquid Interface 

APM Aerosol Particle Mass Analyzer 

BAuA Federal Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (Bundesanstalt für 

Arbeitsschutz und Arbeitsmedizin) 

BSI British Standards Institute 

BUND Bund für Umwelt und Naturschutz Deutschland 

CAD Computer-Aided Design 

CNT Carbon Nanotube 

CPC Condensation Particle Counter 

CPMA Centrifugal Particle Mass Analyzer 

DCHF Dichlorodihydrofluorescein-assay 

DEMC / DMA Differential Electrical Mobility Classifier / Differential Mobility Analyzer 

DMEM Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's medium 

DNEL Derived No-Effect Exposure Limit 

EDX Electron dispersive X-ray 

ELISA Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay 

EPA Environmental Protection Agency 

EU European Union 

FCS Fetal Calve Serum 

GBP Granular Biopersistent Particle 

HARN High Aspect-Ratio Material 

ICP-OES Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry 

ICP-MS Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry 

IRCP International Commission of Radiological Protection 

MMAD Mass Median Aerodynamic Diameter 

MMVF Man Made Vitreous Fibre 

MPPD Multiple Path Particle Deposition 

MWCNT Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotube 

NO(A)ELs No Observed (Adverse) Effect Level 

NPV Negative Predictive Value 

OEL Occupational Exposure Limit 

PEEK Polyether Ether Ketone 
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PM Particulate matter 

PMC Particle Mass Classifier 

PPV Positive Predictive Value 

PSL Polystyrene-Latex 

REACH Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals 

ROS Reactive Oxygen Species 

SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy 

SMPS Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer  

SWCNT Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube 

TP Thermal Precipitator 

WHO World Health Organization 

 

List of symbols 

 

Greek symbols c�a� Time dependent particle clearance rate in the lung c@ Fraction of gas molecules reflected diffusively from particle surface � Frictional slip coefficient �Ì Thermal slip coefficient �t Temperature jump slip coefficient 

Γ Chapman-Enskog perturbation µ Dummy variable for function convolution y Volume element 8 Dynamic viscosity  T Gas thermal conductivity  ¸ Particle thermal conductivity < Gas mean free path <: PMC classification performance parameter í Diffusive particle penetration rate � Density �� Standard density 1 g/cm³ ��� Apparent density �2 Gas density �� Particle (material) density � Standard deviation �2 Geometric standard deviation À Diffusive deviation in particle trajectory 
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List of Symbols and Abbreviations 

� Thermophoretic parameter g Deposition efficiency gZ Deposition efficiency in the alveolar region � Dynamic shape factor 

� Thermophoretic mobility Ω�o� Transfer function of parameter s Ω0jZ�U� DMA transfer function for electrical mobility  Ω¸j��&� PMC transfer function for particle mass Ωv�v�.¸j��&� Nano-PMC transfer function for particle mass ® Rotational speed 

 

Other symbols ± (Surface) area ±∅ Cross-sectional area = Thermal precipitator plate distance S (Mechanical) mobility > Thermal precipitator flow channel width ��y� Particle number concentration in volume y �� Cunningham-Slip factor �j Particle mass concentration in the breathing zone �b Particle volume concentration in the breathing zone � Mass-mobility scaling exponent � Diffusion coefficient � Geometric diameter of a sphere �Z Surface equivalent diameter ��� Aerodynamic diameter � Mobility (equivalent) diameter �è� Volume equivalent diameter erf�l� Error function /�e Electrostatic force (Coulomb force) /�v Centrifugal force /0 Drag force /T  Gravitational force /t� Thermophoretic force ¾��¿� Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of molecular velocity ¿ in gas � DMA-geometry factor Ù Gravitational acceleration 
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ℊ Random variable from Gaussian distribution �� Laminar flow profile in DMA flow channel 1 Thermophoretic coefficient ��� Living cell count �0jZ DMA cylinder length ℒ Operator for Laplace-transformation & (Particle) mass &� Centroid mass (Mass channel of a PMC) J Mass of gas molecules \ Number of particles % Number %^v��� Input particle size (number) distribution %^v�&� Input particle mass (number) distribution %^v�U� Unclassified particle mobility (number) distribution %��t��� Output particle size (number) distribution %��t�&� Input particle mass (number) distribution %��t�U� Classified particle mobility (number) distribution %��� Particle mobility diameter number distribution %�&� Particle mass number distribution 6�<:� Nano-PMC resolution parameter 6� Outer radius of inner DMA cylinder 6� Inner radius of outer DMA cylinder 6! Number dose rate 6"á Surface area dose rate 6# Volume dose rate 6ß Mass dose rate  Radius �a� Time-dependent, radial component of trajectory � Outer radius of inner nano-PMC cylinder � Inner radius of outer nano-PMC cylinder : Radial center of nano-PMC flow channel 67 Reynolds-number V Charge d Volumetric flow rate d�,^v DMA unclassified sample flow rate d�,��t DMA classified sample flow rate def Volumetric breathing rate 
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List of Symbols and Abbreviations 

ds�,^v DMA sheath flow rate ds�,��t DMA excess flow rate â Statistical variance Ú( �$�f��l� Sonine-polynome Á Temperature a Time � Potential difference (voltage) �� Centroid potential difference of nano-PMC response spectrum X Volume X�� Apparent volume XZb Volume of an alveolar macrophage X�b Accumulated particle volume in alveolar region ¿ Velocity of gas molecules 4 Velocity 4́ Mean velocity 4T  Gravitational settling velocity 4fs Root-mean spare of fluctuation velocity 4t� Thermophoretic velocity 4� Cartesian l-component of velocity 4� Cartesian m-component of velocity 4� Cartesian þ-component of velocity l�a� Time-dependent input signal l�a� Time-dependent, Cartesian l-component of trajectory m�a� Time-dependent output signal m�a� Time-dependent, Cartesian m-component of trajectory U Electrical mobility U¸ Centroid electrical mobility þ�a� Time-dependent, Cartesian þ-component of trajectory 

 

Fundamental constants 7 Electrical charge (7 ≈ 1.602 � 10.�°	C) Ã% Boltzmann constant (Ã% ≈ 1.380 � 10.�(	JK-1) 
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